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Stitch Era beginners tutorials

Stitch Era embroidery software

Introduction

Graphene is a honeycomb lattice made of carbon
atoms

Stitch Era [1] is an advanced embroidery design software by Sierra. Its
features include:

•• Built-in vector drawing and import of vector art
•• Bitmap tracing (translation to vector drawings) and import of raster

files
•• Conversion of vector graphic parts (lines and fills) to corresponding

stitch sections (both automatic and semi-manual)
•• Advanced stitch section editing/configuration, e.g. changing fill

patterns, reordering, thread colors, stitch editing, etc.
•• Stitch by stitch editing
•• Lettering
This page is part of the Stitch Era tutorials series.
Until July 2013, there was a free version with plenty enough features
for learning embroidery and creating fairly complex designs. As of fall
2013, all Stitch Era versions unfortunately became payware. However, in its class, this software is comparatively
very cheap. Information about various versions of this software was quickly updated in May 2017- Daniel K.
Schneider (talk) 12 May 2017 (CEST).

Stitch Era is a versatile design suite that can be used in various ways. It's suitable for both absolute beginners with a
good technical background (e.g. Vector drawing, Multimedia animation, 3D modeling) and semi-professional
embroidery folks. So far, I am quite impressed with this software and believe that it can beat most other consumer
products
There are different ways to create embroidery with this program and we shall describe a few. A design workflow
pipeline may include many or very few steps. Any of these ways can be combined. E.g. in a design, you could
import some vector graphics, import a bitmap and vectorize it, draw some elements yourself, digitize and finally use
the lettering module.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AGraphene.jpg
http://www.freesierrasoftware.com/stitch_era_universal.asp
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Computer-controlled_embroidery_and_sewing%23Software_and_formats_for_embroidery
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_tutorials
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=User:Daniel_K._Schneider
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=User:Daniel_K._Schneider
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=User_talk:Daniel_K._Schneider
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Workflow options with Stitch Era

Let's now briefly discuss some of these strategies. Lines that are dotted are either not recommended or not addressed
in our tutorials.
(1) The easy imported image route

1.1. Import a bitmap picture
2.2. Reduce its colors
3.3. Translate is to a vector image (this is called vectorizing)
4.4. Clean up a bit and auto-digitize to stitch sections. You can define a series of global parameters that define how

lines, "columns" and larger areas should be rendered. Typically, you would set stitch density and select a fill
pattern.

5.5. Tune the stitch sections if needed. This is optional, but required for quality output.
• Read Stitch Era - creating embroidery from raster images and (optionally) Stitch Era - digitizing complex bitmap

images
(2) The easy imported vector graphics route

1.1. Import either plain SVG, Illustrator (AI) or Corel Draw (CDR) or a lossy Windows EMF/WMF files
2.2. As above, this procedure may need cleaning at both vector and stitch section level
Read Stitch Era - simple digitizing and (optionally) Stitch Era - digitizing complex vector images
(3) The lettering route

1.1. Create letterings with the built-in lettering module.
2.2. You then also can tune these stitch objects
• Read Stitch Era - lettering)
(4) The SE vector graphics route

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch_Era_embroidery_software_graph_SE_pipelines_3_dot.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_simple_digitizing
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1.1. Draw vector graphics with Stitch Era
2.2. Digitize to stitch sections
• Read Stitch Era - vector graphics
(1-4) Tuning Stitch sections For all these four routes and combinations you likely will have to:
1. Tune stitch sections (read Stitch Era - adjusting stitch sections). There are dozens of parameters you can set and

you also may have to fix shapes of these objects. Some parameters can be set before you digitize from vector
graphics.

2. Tune colors if needed (read Stitch Era - vector and thread color
3. Translate to stitches (if needed, read Stitch Era - trouble shooting (in particular the stitch colors section)
4.4. Generate the machine code file
In addition:
•• You may have to redraw or to re-digitize a single object.
•• You must be aware that you will have imported pictures, vector graphics, stitch sections and stitches in the same

workspace. You can work on any of these and also "re-translate" single elements (e.g. a re-drawn vector object) if
needed.

(5) The SE stitch section drawing route

1. Draw stitch sections (instead of starting with vector graphics) and parameterize stitch generation. This is a good
solution for experts, in particular since Stitch Era does have a fairly easy to use "smart design" tool (Smart
Design pull down menu).

2.2. You also can choose to work with sub-sections at a lower level, e.g. define entry/exit points, define thread cut
on/off, change stitch direction, etc.

•• So far his is not covered in this wiki!
(6) Assembly coding

1.1. Insert stitches click by click (that's more for the professional)
2.2. Move some stitches or add some extra stitches, or change stitch directions (I do this occasionally)
These strategies can be combined, e.g. you could start by auto-digitizing a vector image, then change parameters and
shape of generated stitch sections and finally add some stitches or create a drawing with Stitch Era and then digitize
it.

Availability and download
As of 2017, very good opportunities are available for education. Enquire.
As of May 2017 Stitch era seems to be available under two different product lines. Each version one including
levels. Since product variants can change often, make sure to cross check with the Sierra e-commerce site [2] for
SEE, SEU, Liberty
•• Stitch Era (SE)

•• SE Essentials. Doesn't include image and vector drawing tools. This version is not suitable for what we try to
teach here.

• SE Universal Express. Limited to 12'000 stitches. Subscription only, min 6 month ($18 / 6 month). SE Express
is OK for smaller designs like logos. In addition, when last checked in 2014, this version did not include:
Paths with programmable stitches, columns with programmable stitches, areas with programmable stitches,
turning areas with programmable stitches, true type fonts lettering, advanced stitches to objects conversion,
variable density for all fill styles.

• SE Universal Standard. Limited to 40'000 stitches. That includes fairly large design, unless you fill up all the 
space with stitches. Subscription only, min 2 month ($36 / 2 month). That is the minimal version we

http://d-era.com/
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recommend.
•• SE Lite. (perpetual/$1000)
•• SE Liberty. Full version. Either as perpetual license or subscription. Also offers extra add ons. ($48 / 1 month

or $192/12 month or $1200 perpetual)
•• Embroidery Office (SO). Prices on demand. These product lines (if we understood right) also includes other

decoration functionality, in particular hotfix decoration.
•• EAO ART-E25
•• EAO ART-E30. Limited imaging, drawing and digitizing functionality
•• EAO ART-E60. Full editing and digitizing functionality
•• EAO ART-E65. Addition special effects, e.g. flexible stitches, more fill options.

Notice: Before Stitch Era went fully commercial, you could get this software for free from either from an authorized
dealer [3] or directly from Sierra [4]. E.g. since I live in France, I got it from the French authorized reseller. The
application had to be connected to the Internet permanently and there were advertisements. However they did not
flicker, just eat up some space to the right.
Stitch Era Liberty is the flagship product and includes enough functionality to make this a good professional tool.
This version is available either as subscription of a perpetual version. It is available through authorized dealers or
Sierra. Unfortunately, the perpetual version requires a Dongle . It seems to me that Sierra could have made an effort
for providing alternative online authentication. On my computer I got dozens of expensive programs and managing
(including not loosing) dongles is a bit difficult.
Installation is fairly complicated, since it will require the use of keys. Make to sure to precisely follow the
instructions.

http://www.freesierrasoftware.com/dealer.asp
http://d-era.com/SEU/
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The user interface
Below we show screenshots of Stitch Era Libery, version 17 as well as some older ones from versions 11 and 12.
Since each variant and each version can be different, the reader may have to adapt.

The SEU start up screen
At start up, Stitch Era Liberty 17 will show the following startup screen

Stitch Era V17 startup screen

We recommend starting with "Blank Design Document". The Simple wizard are rather meant for professionals who
need to document their work. They will not ask questions about. The "Embroidery Wizard" is more useful since it
also will enquire about the textile type and the machine/hoop combination. That being said, you can add this
information later, i.e. before digitizing.
After selecting one of the New, Open or Import options you will land in the design window. It uses Microsoft's
ribbon technology, i.e. the main menu items on top will adapt to the object that is selected.
The interface is fairly complex and we really suggest reading at least parts of the manual and/or looking at some
training videos. The official manual is available in the design window on top right (the ?). An other alternative is to
go through our own tutorials, starting with Stitch Era - simple digitizing for example. In addition, we also suggest
having a glance at Stitch Era - interface features for working with a design. However, our target population for these
tutorials are people who already do have some experience with multi-media programs and we cannot explain in
detail typical standard operations.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-start-up.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_simple_digitizing
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Main principle
The most important and confusing concept that one must understand is that Stitch Era use a so-called ribbon menu
bar like Microsoft products. You will find changing sets of toolbars placed on several tabs. Also, some tabs only
will appear when you work with certain types of objects.
Stitch Era includes several types of software functionality. For example the is "Artwork": (1) a image manipulation
program that allows cropping, smoothing, color reduction, management and a translator (tracer) to vector graphics.
(2) A vector drawing and manipulation component (what they call Artwork). The embroidery component includes
functionality for digitizing (translating vector graphics elements to stitch elements (called "stitch sections", to
configure these with many parameters and to edit at various levels of complexity.
Both types of components - image manipulation/vector drawing and stitch object drawing - are fairly independent,
i.e. one can work with vector graphics without thinking embroidery and one can define embroidery objects without
doing an vector graphics. Of course, the purpose of vector graphics is to make stitch object creation easier, e.g.
through a process called auto-digitizing.

Elements of the user interface
The annotated screen capture to the right shows the most important areas of the user interface. You can ignore the
details for starters and jump right into the recommended tutorial for beginners, i.e. Stitch Era - simple digitizing.
However, please locate the Object manger (vertical tab to the right). We shall use it very often. Also, you should be
aware all the time whether the Auxiliar and Embroidery buttons in the main menu bar (upper right) are "on"
(green) or off ("red") or without contents ("grey").

Stitch Era Liberty 17 Interface (home tab and no object selected)

The various areas of the user interface correspond to these functions. However an exact same task often can achieved
through three ways.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_simple_digitizing
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-interface.png
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1.1. Save button and quick access toolbar
2.2. Tabs to select main software functionality
3. Main ribbon bar. This toolbar will adapt to the tabs (see above) and the selected object on the workspace
4.4. Permanent main menu bar
5.5. Color and needle management
6.6. Object manager (open/close)
7.7. Stitch design information.
A few tips:
•• Depending on user action (the task you are performing) the main tools bar on top will change. Hit F11 if you feel

that you are in the wrong tool. F11 will select the current object and put the mouse in selection mode.
• Many objects in the workspace can be manipulated through a context menu, i.e. click the right mouse button

after selecting an object and see...
•• The object manger to the right (open it) allows to change properties of objects already created. You can make

changes to objects either through the object inspector (will show below the object manger) or a tool that will show
in the main menu bar.

You also may read Stitch Era - interface features for working with a design for additional tips on the user interface.
However, various design tools and features will be introduced throughout all the other tutorials.

Drawing capabilities
A beginner probably would like to start by digitizing existing bitmap or vector art. Read Stitch Era - simple
digitizing and Stitch Era - adjusting stitch sections. Using built-in lettering is another easy thing to do. Read Stitch
Era - lettering.
After this, you probably would like to create your own design. In Stitch Era you either can draw vector graphics
first and then convert these to stitch sections (that are also some kind of object-oriented graphics) or you can directly
draw stitch sections. Instead of using Stitch Era for drawing, you also can import vector graphics made with another
program.
Stitch sections are also a kind of vector graphics, but define how a given object - e.g. a line or a surface - should be
embroidered. These Stitch sections contain lots of parameters that define how they should be rendered with stitches.
Stitch sections are objects that define a surface or a path to be stitched in the same way. E.g. they include definition
about thread color (also called "needles"), density, fill patterns, entry and exit points, stitch directions and much
more.
Since my background isn't embroidery I much prefer to work with the easier to manipulate vector graphics first and
then work with stitch sections. Other people may prefer the more direct route.

Vector drawing
To create vector graphics, click on Artwork (top menu). Read Stitch Era - vector graphics
You can create vector graphics with seven tools:
1.1. By vectorizing bitmap (raster) images
2.2. By importing vector files and/or by pasting from drawing applications
3.3. Closed shapes (a set of predefined shapes)
4.4. Open Shapes (a set of predefined paths)
5.5. Text (not the same as built-in lettering...)
6.6. Bezier: draw so-called Bezier curves
7.7. Freehand: draw freehand (with optional smoothing)
Once you created vector objects with any of these tools you can modify them in several ways:

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_simple_digitizing
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_simple_digitizing
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1. Clicking on an object shows controls that you can manipulate in order to change their path or shape. Read Stitch
Era - vector graphics.

2.2. Pressing the CTRL button allows to rotate most parts
3.3. Right-click (context menu) gives various options
Constructive solid geometry
• You also can define new shapes by combining shapes like in some CAD/CAM programs, e.g. you could subtract

one shape from another like creating moon with two circles. Use the Combine menu for that. If found this feature
very practical for dealing with imported vector art or vectorized bitmaps.

Vector graphics - whether imported, created from bitmaps or drawn, then must be converted to stitch sections. There
exist two quite different ways:
•• Fully or half automated conversion by selecting an auto-digitizing tool like "Art to stitch" all, area or line only.
• More manual conversion by selecting a Stitch from Vector tool. Typically you would convert one kind of vector

at a time.
Stitch sections are not connected to vector graphics. E.g. you could delete vector graphics without affecting
generated stitch sections and the other way round. You also could create various stitch sections from the same vector
object ...
Vector graphics can be hidden by clicking on the Auxiliar button (top right on main menu bar). The same is true for
stitch sections and imported bitmaps.

Drawing embroidery objects
Instead of drawing vector objects first you can directly create embroidery objects, i.e. stitch sections. Start with
selection Smart Design in the main menu bar, or if not available in your version, select "Create Sections".
While you may not draw such objects yourself, you definitely will have to edit these, i.e. change parameters such as
the fill style, add/remove a border, change the underlay, change stitch directions, make sections overlap, etc.
In embroidery, we could distinguish three different kinds of stitches, i.e. lines, zig-zag and regions filled with various
types of patterns. Stitch Era distinguishes:
• path (straight lines or zig-zag lines)
• columns (small areas, filled with zig-zag or patterns)
• Uniform areas filled with patterns
• Turning Areas filled with Zig-Zags or patterns
• Other (e.g. built-in digitized letters).
There are at least seven major types of patters.
Read Stitch Era - adjusting stitch sections and Stitch Era - digitizing difficult images in order to learn some basic
operations on stitch sections that are created by auto-digitizing.
In short, drawing and manipulating stitch areas combines operations of vector graphics with stitching
parameterization. In more simple terms, you can draw the shape of stitch objects plus tell how these objects will be
stitched by defining many parameters.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_digitizing_difficult_images
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Configuration
You should define a machine profile for your machine if it is not already there. The most important thing for a
beginner is to turn Thread Cut on or off.
•• Select embroidery tab
• Select Embroidery settings -> Machine code output
•• Define a new profile for your machine if necessary and copy from the most similar one.
If you have a single needle machine, we suggest to have thread cut off, otherwise you will have to insert thread of
the same color after each jump.

Links
Official
• http:/ / www. d-era. com/ Website #1 (purchase and services)
• Stitch Era Universal [1] Website #2 (free version)
• Stitch Era [5] website #3
• EmbroideryABC [6] website #4 (support for the free Universal version)
Official documentation and forums
• Stitch era distributes a nice 250 page printable PDF manual (see the start page). Last time checked it was here [7].
• The Stitch era community forums [8] (login required). This is a low traffic forum.
• Yahoo group StitchEraUniversal [9]. This forum was fairly active before 2014, i.e. when SEU was still free. Since

then, participation is really low.
• YouTube [10] training and demo videos
Advanced tutorials
Stitch Era Universal Tutorial for Oval-Cutting and Saving Designs Over 40K Stitches [11]

Tutorials in other languages
• Tutorials vidéo et traduction française du manuel [12] par Chantal.
• Stitch Era Universal version 11 Tuto 1 [13]. Inclut des vidéos YouTube. Pour débutants.

Acknowledgments
• Comments for the SEU workflow model: Ian "zoom monster" from the Yahoo Stitch Era group [14]
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Stitch Era - creating embroidery from vector
images

Introduction
This beginner's tutorial for the Stitch Era embroidery software explains how to go from imported vector images to
embroidery without understanding much about digitizing. Under the condition that you start from a simple vector
graphics file (not a *.png or *.jpg file) you will get a fairly instant reward.
Tutorial home page

Stitch Era embroidery software
Learning goals

Be able to import vector graphics files
Be able to digitize a vector graphic

Prerequisites
Stitch Era embroidery software (in particular be able to create a new design).

Related pages
none

Materials
You can reuse the pictures. In the wiki, click on picture to make it larger, then click again and save it.

Quality and level
This text should technical people get going with Stitch Era. I use it for an optional master degree course in
educational technology.

Last major update
September 2011. Since then some features e.g. file import was improved. Also the menu organization did
change somewhat. We will try to fix this in some near future - Daniel K. Schneider (talk) 15:59, 17 August
2017 (CEST)

Next steps
• Stitch Era - adjusting stitch sections explains how to change parameters embroidery sections, e.g. stitch density,

fill patterns, etc. after and auto-digitizing procedure.
• Stitch Era - creating embroidery from raster images. Create embroidery from simple and relatively clean raster

images (e.g. *.png or *.jpg files)
• Stitch Era - vector graphics. You don't necessarily need to learn how to draw vector graphics that you then can

convert to embroidery (stitch sections). However, you will be able to speed up your work and you also could
reuse principles (e.g. Bezier drawing) for manipulating stitch sections as well as in other multi-media programs.

Vector graphics formats and file extensions
There exist two types of graphics file formats:
• Vector graphics are "mathematical" definitions of drawings and are in principle much easier to digitize. Vectors 

graphics are fully scalable, i.e. they will not loose quality if you change its size. Typical programs to create vector 
graphics are Inkscape (free), Illustrator and Corel Draw. Stitch Era can import SVG drawings or proprietary Corel 
Draw and Illustrator formats. Typical file formats are *.ai, *.svg, *.cdr, *.wmf and *.emf. Stitch Era includes its 
own vector graphics drawing program and it may be used in the first stage of designing an embroidery. You can

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=User:Daniel_K._Schneider
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=User_talk:Daniel_K._Schneider
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Graphics_file_format
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use this module to fix imported vector graphics and/or to draw your own graphics objects.
• Bitmaps (also called raster graphics) define a picture, e.g. a drawing or a photograph, in terms of little dots

(color pixels). Bitmaps, by definition are lossy in two ways: (1) You cannot resize a picture without loosing
quality. (2) Most file formats allow to compress (reduce the size) of a picture in a way that will loose some
information. Bitmap drawings that appear to be crisp are in fact not. However, most clipart found on the Internet
are bitmaps, unfortunately. Digitizing bitmaps usually implies a first translation to vector graphics as you shall
learn. That process is called vectorizing. You could directly digitize a cleaned up bitmap file to stitch sections,
but I wasn't satisfied with the result and therefore will not introduce this in any tutorial. Typical bitmap file
formats are *.png, *.jpg and *.gif. PNG and the older GIF are optimized for drawings, whereas *.jpg is optimized
for photographies.

A short view of the design workflow
In this tutorial series we shall show how to create embroidery from both types of graphics formats, vector and
bitmap. Basically the workflow of creating embroidery looks like this. Optional steps are in [...] (brackets)

[ bitmaps ] -> [ vector graphics ] -> stitch sections -> generated stitches

Stitch sections (also called embroidery objects) are some kind of embroidery-specific vector graphics that define
surfaces (areas) and lines (path) in terms of how these are going to be stitched. This "how" is defined with many
many parameters. Professionals may directly create stitch sections. Others often start from a computer graphic file.
Translation from vector graphic to stitch sections is called digitizing. When it is done automatically (Stitch Era can
do that) it is called auto-digitizing.
This tutorial will explain how to deal with vector graphics, in particular the open SVG Internet format for which one
can free artwork on web sites like openclipart [1] or the noun project [2]. If you are interested in dealing with raster
image files (e.g. *.jpg and *.png*) you later should go through the Stitch Era - creating embroidery from vector
images tutorial.

Quality of (semi) auto-digitizing
Before you start reading the rest, let me make clear that embroidery created from images through auto-digitizing will
not be professional. As you shall see, it is fairly easy to digitize a bitmap or a vector graphic. The result will be
acceptable and fine enough for certain purposes. However there will we three major problems:
1) The result may not convey the message you would like it to. E.g. the embroidery may include too many details.
2) Nice embroidery doesn't follow the same visual design principles as screen or paper graphics, i.e. somehow the
result just doesn't look good.
3) Most embroidery will be stiff, i.e. not very pleasant to wear. Typically, in computer graphics shapes are are put on
top of each other, because it's easier to draw that way and you can't see through (unless a color is made somewhat
transparent). When you produce two or more overlapping dense stitch areas, then you get stiffness. Luckily, Stitch
Era offers tools to deal with this problem.
The pictures below show the difference between a simple auto-digitized embroidery as explained in this text and one
that was redesigned as explained in Stitch Era - digitizing difficult images

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Clipart
http://openclipart.org
https://thenounproject.com/
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_digitizing_difficult_images
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Simple vs. more advanced digitizing

Original bitmap

Logo auto-digitized

Logo redesigned and (mostly) auto-digitized

Logo redesigned take 2

That being said, simple auto-digitizing is the way to start and as you can see, after a day or two you already can
produce designs that are nice enough to wear on your casual cloth :)

Digitizing of simple vector graphics
We found that digitizing vector graphics is much easier than digitizing bitmaps (see below). This is not a surprise of
course. Vector graphics are clean mathematical descriptions of shapes (lines and fills) whereas bitmaps are just
collections of pixels. Therefore, if ever you can, avoid starting with *.jpg, *.gif, *.png pictures. Digitizing
photographs is another issue and much more difficult since you also will have to reduce colors, despeckle, smooth
lines, etc.
Below is the rough procedure for creating embroidery stitch files from simple vector graphics. Stitch Era seems to be
a fairly sophisticated embroidery suite and it can do much more. But starting with clean imported graphics files is
probably the kind of stuff beginners would want to try first and in particular people who own either Illustrator or
Corel Draw.
If can't find/produce a vector graphic that you would like to render as embroidery or if you have a nice bitmap
(raster) image you would like to use, you can skip this section and directly jump to Digitizing_bitmaps.
So, let's look at the procedure step by step.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALams-dolly-lrg.gif
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALams-lamb-embroidery-4a.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALams-logo-embroidered-take-1.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALams-logo-embroidered-take-2.jpg
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Prerequisites
You should install the free Inkscape program or own either Illustrator CS5 or Corel Draw. Both Illustrator or Corel
Draw are rather expensive (unless you are a teacher or student).
The Inkscape [3] (download [4]) drawing program is free, open source and it runs on most operating systems
(including Windows and MacOSX). Inkscape doesn't have the power of Illustrator, but it is a trusted and powerful
standand Linux drawing program and not some kind of crippleware or adware. However since it is difficult to learn,
you also should consider using a simpler program, e.g. Libre Office Draw and then export to SVG which can be
easily imported into recent versions of Stitch Era.

Copying an anchor graphic in Inkscape

Decide the right size
Big embroidery is more difficult stich and very big one is (almost) impossible. We suggest starting with sizes that
correspond to the smaller standard hoops that come with your machine. E.g. our Brother PR1050X has 10x10cm and
a 18x13cm small/medium and medium hoops. You can have the software a select a hoop for you when you use the
wizard mode: Home tab New -> Embroidery wizard (complete), however we prefer doing it manually
before importing a design.
To select a hoop size:
•• Open the Home tab
•• Click on the Hoops pulldown menu
•• In the popup, select your brand (e.g. Brother) and select the size. Brand names do not really matter, but selecting a

good maxium size of your embroidery is a good idea.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Inkscape
http://inkscape.org/
http://inkscape.org/download/?lang=en
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AInkscape-copy-anchor.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Brother_PR1050X
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hoop selection

If you already imported a drawing, it may be in a bad place, i.e. not show within the hoop. to fix that:
•• Select all (CTRL-A)
•• Artwork / Layout tab
• To Design -> Center at origin
In case you need to reposition both vector graphics and embroidery sections:
•• Make both Auxiliar and Embroidery visible
•• Select all (CTRL-A)
• In the Block/Layout tab that you now should see: Click on Center of Design

Get and import vector images
(1) Get a vector image

Finding clip art on the web is quite a nightmare (read Clipart for some tips). We got ours from http:/ / openclipart.
org. If you want to "play along"
• Point to this nice anchor [5].
•• Click on "View SVG".
• Save the file using File->Save page as (normal browsers) or Right click->Save image as (IE).
Else, pick any other graphic from this repository. We suggest to start with a simple graphic, in particular if you never
did any vector drawing before. Embroidery is low resolution process and it doesn't make sense to start from very
complex fine-grained graphics. Also avoid any drawing that includes raster images. These cannot be imported.
Stitch Era can import the following popular formats: SVG, AI (Illustrator) and CDR (CorelDraw). DXF (Autodesk) 
and WMF are also supported. In older versions of Stich Era, depending on what graphics program you own,

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hoop-selection.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Clipart
http://openclipart.org.
http://openclipart.org.
http://www.openclipart.org/detail/82687/ancla-by-rastrojo
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importing SVG files into Stitch Era was more difficult as explained in an older version of this article [6]

(2) Import a supported format:

Click Artwork TAB -> Open Vector File

Select the SVG format (if you stick to our example)
Optional: Edit the vector graphics
You now have the choice to edit this a bit if needed. In principle you better do any editing in the drawing
program. Anyhow, in the example shown here, I used Stitch Era to change a few thing. Selecting the white lines
was a bit tricky since I couldn't select these parts even after ungrouping. Anyhow, select the object and the LAYOUT
tab, then in the "grouping" ribbon to the right, tick ungroup all. You also could ungroup in the context menu. Now
open the Object Manager, select the white Bezier Curver and hit DEL.

Ungrouped object

• Next, in the VECTOR tab, Select Vectors Outline and Body and the set line thickness to 0.5mm. This will add
an outline to the object and make it 0.5mm thick.

• Then move on to auto-digitizing, but save the file first.

https://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_simple_digitizing&oldid=59691
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-ungroup-anchor.png
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Trouble importing vector images
If the vector graphics do not import, make sure that your vector file doesn't contain any errors. Furthermore, some
drawings can be too complex for Stitch Art to handle.
If you work with Inkscape, try some or all of the following in the Inkscape software:
1. Replace gradient colors with simple colors (Stitch Era cannot handle these).
2. Resize the graphics to a stitchable size, e.g. between 1 and 30 cm, else you won't see it. That being said, Stitch

Era of course can resize and move artwork.
3. Fit the document size to the picture size: Menu File->Document Properties. In the Custom size panel, open

Resize page to content, then click Resize page to drawing or selection.
4. Remove unused items (e.g. DEFs) File->Clean up Document.
5. Optimize SVG: File -> Save as... -> Optimized SVG (the item is somewhere down the list, search for it). Before

doing so, keep a copy of the old file, since this operation is very radical !
• Tick "Enable viewboxing in the save dialog. This operation will do two things: insert a correct viewBox and

set width and height attributes to 100%.
6. If the above optimizing does not work, use an SVG cleaning program such as: http:/ / www. codedread. com/

scour/
7. Remove non-standard SVG/Inkscape XML (plain SVG): File -> Save as... -> plain SVG. Since this operation

will remove layers and other Inkscape-specific information, keep a copy of the old file if necessary.
8. Do not work with files that embed raster images. To check if there are images, open the SVG with a web

browser and look at the source. If you see something like the following, you got it wrong and you will have to
remove these elements. You always can import a raster image in addition to a drawing, as explained in the Stitch
Era - creating embroidery from raster images tutorial.

<image

      y="956.82056"

      x="114.51117"

      id="image3388"

      xlink:href="data:image/png;base64,iVBORw0KGgoAAAANSUhEUgAABQAAAAPYCAYAAACFWVSPAACvc0lEQVR42uz9d5xsW1ng/3/69Ln3

      .... many more lines cut ....

Similar principles apply to work with Illustrator (AI) or Corel Draw (CRD) files.
Again: Start from simple drawings or draw your own graphics.

Convert vector graphics to stitch sections and generate stitches
Stitch sections are stitch paths (lines) or areas (shapes) that are almost directly stitchable. A stitch section defines an
object in terms of how it should translate to stitches. Stich sections use many parameters including thread color
(called "needle"), density, stitch types (there are many kinds), entry and exit points. We introduce stitch section
manipulation in the Stitch Era - adjusting stitch sections tutorial. For now, just read on ...
(1) Convert to stitch sections

•• If not already done so, select the vector object(s) first, e.g. move the cursor into the drawing area and press
CTRL-A to select all of them.

• Next, select the embroidery tab and select Art to Stitch.

http://www.codedread.com/scour/
http://www.codedread.com/scour/
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Stitch Era 17 - Convert vector graphics - step one: Select Art-to-Stitch (intelligent)

In older versions, e.g. Stitch Era 11, the procedure was a bit different.
• Click on Convert (notice how the tabs change in the program). If you can't see the "Convert button", make sure

you really selected the objects on the screen !

Stitch Era 11 - Convert vector graphics - step one

You now can choose between letting the program decide for you or vectorize fills (areas) and strokes (lines) yourself
one by one. Try Art to Stitch (intelligent) first, i.e. use an auto-digitizing procedure.
• You should now see the Image to Sections popup window, as shown in the picture below made for Stitch Era 11.

It is the same in Stitch Era 17.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-art-to-stitch-1.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-convert-vector-graphics.png
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Stitch Era 11: Art to Stitch and Image to Sections popup (auto-digitizing)

• Click on OK in the Image to Sections popup.
You can ignore all the options this time. However, for your second attempt you may change a few global parameters,
e.g.
• If you got a multi-needle machine, add a "trim" in the "Stitch Settings" tab, i.e. tick use cut after
sections

•• Change the default pattern
•• Set minimal and maximal length that will translate zigzag stitches
You now have produced so-called stitch sections, i.e. you auto-digized a vector graphic that you can send to your
embroidery machine. Congratulations.
(2) Generate stitches

• In order to produce real stitches from stitch sections, you may have to hit F9 or press the lightning button on top
of the window. If you start being intrigued by all the program's features, you also can read Stitch Era - interface
features for working with a design at some point.

• After doing so, untick the little round Auxiliary button to the right in order to see the stitch areas without
interference from the vector drawings. The button should show red instead of green. Make sure to turn it back on
if you want to look at the vectors. Also make sure that the Embroidery button is green. Read Hiding and locking
objects for more details.

Below is a picture that includes the lighing button and the auxiliar / embroidery hide/show buttons

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-auto-digitizing.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_interface_features_for_working_with_a_design%23Hiding_and_locking_objects
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_interface_features_for_working_with_a_design%23Hiding_and_locking_objects
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Stitch Era 11: Lighning button and show/hide auxiliar and embroidery

If you are unhappy with the result, you could hit CTRL-Z and change for instance the stitch pattern (tab in the popup
menu after clicking on Art to Stitch). If you are very unhappy, you will have to learn more ....
(3) Add other clipart or lettering or whatever

•• Once you transformed vector graphics to "stitch graphics", you can add new vector objects and repeat the process.
• However, each time you select a vector object for digitizing, it will create a new stitch section. In other words,

you could end up with the same multiple stitch sections. To avoid this, either carefully select the vectors you plan
to auto-digitize, or just kill all the stitch sections (not the vector objects) and restart. More about this later. For
the impatient: Untick the vectors button (top right), then hit CTRL-A to select all the stitch sections and hit DEL.

(4) (Re)generate the actual stitches if needed

• If you created new stitch objects or made other modifications to the stitch sections, you can regenerate all the
stitches. Select Reprocess all in the lightning button menu on top in the quick access menu bar, or press
CTRL-F9 (or FN-CTRL-F9 on some machines). CTRL-F9 reprocess everything and may kill manual
modifications at the stitch level.

•• You also could set "Automatic Generate" (use the pull down menu of the same lightning button), but this option
eats up more resources and may lead to your computer being frozen. Anyhow if automatic generate is off, you
must press F9 button again and again, i.e. each time you digitize a new drawing and/or each time you resize a
stitch object or change its parameters.

Moving on

If your vector art is complex, e.g. includes objects that are stacked on top of each other then you got two solutions:
• In the Image to Sections popup, tick Process Major Overlaps
•• Learn how to simplify vectors manually (recommended). This is explained below in the Digitizing of stacked

vector graphics section.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-17-hide-show-object-2.png
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Create a machine file
Once you got your stitch sections plus the generated stitches you then can export to a format that your embroidery
machine can read.
Export the design to a machine file

•• Save this file if not already done so. You always should keep a *.dsg file for re-editing.
• Now, create the "machine file": Either via the "File" button (top left) or the little pull-down menu next to it, select

Export as Embroidery Machine Format and choose an appropriate format, e.g. *.pes for Brother machines or
*.jef for Elna/Janome.

The result

Not too bad for my second digitalization / stitching (the first one was a smaller anchor without the lettering). There
are some mistakes, probably because the tissue moved. I didn't iron a stabilizing tissue underneath. Also, the anchor
head doesn't look as good since the bobbin underneath ran out of thread and I forgot to backtrack after changing it.

Stitched anchor with some lettering

A picture showing the machine "printing" it, is in the Elna 8300 article.

Simplifying stacked vectors the easy way
Typical vector graphics not made for embroidery often uses stacked graphics, i.e. one part is drawn on top of
another. In 2D computer graphics, this doesn't matter since a part doesn't have any height and graphics underneath
won't shine through (unless the part on top is made transparent of course).
In embroidery stacking one object on top of another may be wanted, but if you that with more than two layers, the
stitched embroidery can become very stiff. If you stitch many layers on top of each other, the needle or the machine
can break .....
In this section we will present two very simple solutions.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitched-anchor1.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Elna_8300
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Process Overlaps in Art to Stitch
This option only requires ticking a checkbox:
•• Select your vector graphics (CTRL-A) and open the embroidery TAB.
• After clicking on Art to Stitch (Intelligent) in the Image to Sections popup window, tick Process Major

Overlaps or Process All Overlaps. Major overlaps will reshape larger vectors (e.g. the green ball to the left will
become a moon) but small blue triangle will be stitched overt the red ball. Selecting "all" will also create a
triangle hole in the red ball.

Simplifying (reducing) stacked vector graphics

• Done. However it would be a good idea to have the vectors slightly overlap, in particular in the "pull" direction.
Below you can see the result of just processing major overlaps. The circle was stitched as a "moon". The red circle
wholy (i.e. without hole for the triangle). Objects have been moved to show the effect.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-process-overlaps.png
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"Process Major" - Result with 2 stitch objects moved !!

Below is the "flat" solution, i.e. all overlaps processed.

"Process All" - Result with triangle stitch object moved !!

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-process-overlaps-2.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-process-overlaps-3.png
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Simplify the vector drawing
A similar approach is to simplify at vector level, i.e. before you translate to stitch sections as above.
•• Select all vectors

Three overlapping vectors selected

• Then open the Artwork/Layout tab
• Select Simplify in the Combine Vectors pull down menu.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-vector-simplify-1.png
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Simplify the vector drawings so that none will overlap.

The result looks like this, but I slightly moved the right circle and the triangle to the right in order to show how the
drawing has been simplified, flattened.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-vector-simplify-2.png
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Figures on top are preserved, figures underneath are cut

However these procedures will remove all overlaps automatically, i.e. not necessarily in the way you would like to.
Sometimes, you do want to keep some overlaps and for various reasons. So let's dig a deeper into digitizing vector
graphics.

Dealing with stacked vector graphics the hard way
Anyhow let's recall that graphics with several objects stacked on top of each other are not stitchable. After 3-4 dense
layers, the embroidery will become bullet-proof, you may get a nest, or you could damage the needle etc. Let's now
look at simple example, the Drupal logo [7] and let's prepare it for embroidery. Drupal is a fine portalware system.
The SVG version of this logo opened in Illustrator shows that the graphic is simple and that it is drawn in a single
layer. However, some objects sit on top of each other.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-vector-simplify-3.png
http://drupal.org/node/9068
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Portalware
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=SVG
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Drupal logo SVG model in Illustrator

Since its difficult to see which parts are drawn on top of each other, could we tear apart different pieces. Indeed we
can see a big blue tear. The light blue tear will be stitched on top. The "eyes" on top of both may not be digitized at
all since white is by default the so-called background. Several problems that we now will address.

Drupal logo SVG model torn apart in Illustrator

We now could modify the drawing in Illustrator, i.e. make sure that parts are not layered on top of each other.
However, we shall do this in Stitch Era since it also is a vector editing tool. Adapting this graphic for embroidery
requires several steps, read on:

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ADrupal-logo-illustrator.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ADrupal-logo-illustrator-torn-apart.png
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Import vector graphics to Stitch Era
In older versions, importing SVG vector graphics was either complicated or expensive (via Illustrator).
Import (Stitch Era 17)
• Import the file through Artwork->Open Vector File

Resizing

To resize, you can drag a corner or use the Size panel on top left. In both cases, make sure that the object remains
selected. After importing a graphic, it should be. We prefer using the Size ribbon panel in the Layout tool for setting
the height since we want the logo to be a precise 40.5mm.

Drupal logo resized

Simplify the graphics the hard way
We also can simplify one element at the time and sometimes this needs to be done in order to preserve some
overstitching. This procedure is going to be a little bit tricky, and you can skip this section.
• Click on the drawing (graphic) and/or click on the Vector tab in the menu.
• Ungroup the drawing by clicking on Ungroup in the Grouping panel you should see on top right.
Now let's do some subtractive solid geometry.
• Save your file and call it for example drupal-2.dsg (things will go wrong).
•• Firstly, make a copy of the large light blue area and place it somewhere outside, as shown in the picture below.
• Hold down the CTRL key and select first the very large dark blue area. You now only see this part. However you

also must select the light blue area. Click where you know it will be underneath the tear. This is tricky. If you do
it right you will see the light blue area again as in the picture below.

• Now click on Subtraction in the Combine Vectors pull-down menu. It does the following. It will cut the area of
the light blue area from the dark blue area. After the process, the light blue area will be lost and the dark blue area
will be smaller.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ADrupal-logo-resized.png
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Drupal simplification - combine vectors

•• Check: The dark blue area looks like a moon (great) and the light blue area is lost.
• Move the copy of the light blue we made earlier back in place. Use CTRL-arrows to fine tune position (not just

the arrows!) or zoom in at 600%.
Now let's do the same for the white areas, unless you want to stitch these on top of the blue areas.
•• Select all the white areas and make all of them yellow (select a color to the left). This way you can better see

them. White on white just doesn't cut it for the kind of operations we are going to do.
• Group this area. I.e. Click on Group
• Make three copies of this group and move all three away from the graphic (doesn't matter where, just out of the

way where you can retrieve them)
• Hold CTRL-key, select dark blue area then select yellow group. Combine vectors -> subtraction.
•• Move a copy of yellow group back in place.
• Reorder everything. Both light and dark blue areas should be in the back. Use the Forward & Backward menu

to achieve this.
•• Hold CTRL-key, select light blue area then eyes and again subtract.
•• Move the remaining copy of the eyes in place.
•• Reorder everything if needed (blue stuff in the back)
•• Move the last remaining copy of yellow stuff in place, reorder, ungroup. You are done ...
Now save the file again, e.g. call it drupal-3.dsg and dismantle the graphics if you don't trust your skills. I don't trust
mine ...
•• Pull the graphics apart and check if the areas really have been punched. In principle, all the three blue areas are

now much smaller and don't overlap with each other or the yellow areas.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ADrupal-logo-combine-vectors.png
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Drupal logo new parts - sanity check

•• Now reload the saved file (or backtrack with CTRL-Z)
•• Make the yellow parts white again
Finally, I also applied the same procedure to the little very light blue area on top.

Clean up the vector graphics
(1) As you can see, after simplification, some fine lines and can remain here and there. If you wish, you could
remove these.
• The best way to do this is to use the split vectors tool. This tool allows to draw a path (e.g. just a simple line) by

inserting points. Draw a line (or another path) across the graphics you want to split. Right-click to accept. You
may have to repeat the operation (sometimes the cut didn't work). Then select the separated area and kill it (hit
DEL).

•• You also could try removing individual vector points (only recommended if you are familiar with basic vector
editing.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ADrupal-logo-new-parts.png
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Drupal logo - useless fine stuff that should be killed

(2) Verify that you don't have any useless little vector shapes and path hanging around.
• Open the object manger (tab to the right of the workspace) and click on each of the vectors. Trash the ones that

are useless (e.g. too small). You can find these, easily by clicking on each vector and then spotting the object in
the work area.

Drupal logo - useless fine stuff that should be killed

(3) You also could change colors a bit. E.g. make the large outline around the tear black and turn back the yellow
areas to white.
(4) Repair curves. Using the controls, you can make some minor adjustments to the various shapes. e.g. I made most
of them a bit smaller and also made fine shapes a bit fatter (read more about vector editing in Stitch Era - vector
graphics)
(5) Finally, you could reorder the vectors before you generate the stitches. Last vector will be translated to a stitch
section that will be stitched last.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ADrupal-logo-kill-fine-stuff.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ADrupal-logo-useless-vector.png
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Convert to stitches
•• Select all (CTRL-A)
• Click on Convert -> To Embroidery
• Select Art to Stitch (Intelligent)
In case you are unhappy with the result, there are two options. You either can go back to vector drawing or edit the
stitch sections.
Going back to vector graphics

• Hide vectors (little vectors button on top right)
• Open the Object Manager (right)
•• Kill all the stitch sections (CTRL-A + DEL). But really make sure that you have hidden the vectors.
•• Show vectors
•• Redraw and re-digitize
Edit stitch sections

•• Hide vectors
• Edit stitch sections (either read Stitch Era - adjusting stitch sections or go through the "Evolution" example

below)
• Click on the little lighting arrow on top (reprocess all / CTRL-F9).
•• Do not convert again or you will get double layers of stitches. Of course you could (a) hide vectors and (b) kill all

stitch sections, then redo the convert.

Drupal logo - digitized for embroidery (1st version)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ADrupal-logo-digitized.png
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Drupal logo. Both version use the same model,
the one to the right somewhat moved during

stitching.

Digitizing vector graphs - evolution
Let's introduce some more little tricks with another example. In particular we shall introduce the following:
•• Reorder vectors
•• Telling Stitch Era what thread lines to use for a design (e.g. Madeira Rayon)
•• Making small changes to stitch sections
This section was made for Stitch Era 11. Importing SVG is much easier now. The rest is similar.

Import of an SVG image
Via Corel Draw we imported the evolution steps [8] SVG picture. We also tested import via *.emf and the result is
much less convincing, although usable with a lot of extra work.
This is what we got:

Evolution - imported vector graphics

A first look at the import tells us that the vectors are not in the right order, i.e. objects that should be on top are not
and we have to fix this. Stacking order can be changed in three different ways:
• With the context menu (right click on the object and select Change Order)
• Through the Order ribbon panel on top right.
•• Through the Object manager. This is the preferred solution if you have to change several. By dragging down a

vector you can change its order.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ADrupal-logo-stitched.jpg
http://www.openclipart.org/detail/12755
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-evolution-example.png
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An other option would be to change order at the stitch section level and some people prefer that, since you always
have to do some work at that other level.

changing stack order by dragging in the object manager

As you also can see, by looking at the Object manager for example, all vectors are fills only, i.e. they don't define
borders.

Color adaptation
We decided to work with three colors only and to attribute the same colors for each figure. Of course, you could
decide otherwise.
•• Dark for the body
•• Light for the right arm and head
•• Medium for the right leg
Selecting colors is a bit of pain in stitch era since the palette in the Fill color drop down menu is really small and
colors are very difficult to make out.
•• Select all heads and all right arms: Hold down the CTRL key and click on each.
•• To make sure that you selected everything, move the group away, then hit CTRL-Z to put it back. You then also

could group the still selected objects (Grouping ribbon panel). Then move down the vector pack. But neither is
really necessary if you are good at clicking.

• Change colors for selected items with the pull down Fill color menu on top.
If you want to retrieve a color through a color name you are familiar with, you look up the RGB specification in the
List of colors [9] at Wikipedia for example. E.g. copper would be (184,115,51) according to Copper (color) [10]. Once
you got the three Red/Green/Blue numbers you can enter these in the Select Color panel that you get through the fill
color->More colors pull-down menu of Stitch Era.
We made:
•• head and right arms = copper (184, 115, 51)
•• body = dark brown (101,67,33)
•• right legs = coffee (150,75,0)
Of course, an embroidery machine doesn't care about colors, but sometimes it's nice to have the right colors already
in the vector graphics.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-evolution-example-2.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Color
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_colors
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copper_%28color%29
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If you already are familiar with vector graphics you now could improve the drawing a bit since it is rather crude. E.g.
I changed the right arms as bit, i.e the upper joint and hands. We could improve more of course, but didn't

Simplifying
Since this is going to be a very large design, we can't print too many layer of stitches or there will be puckering and
stiffness.
We simplify with the now familiar Combine Vectors (CSG) method:
•• Select All
•• Simplify.
The final result now has additional vectors, since parts like the body was cut in more than one piece:

Vector design ready to be digitized

Some of these vectors of too tiny to be stitched or will not really produce a nice results and you may remove these.
We killed one tiny vector (#3) and kill some nodes of vectors that had tentacles. To remove the latter, click on the
vector either directly in the workspace or in the object manager, then select the tiny little node control, right-click
and delete.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-evolution-example-3.png
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Digitizing
Anyhow, whether you did make some adjustments or not, the design is now read for auto-digitizing.
•• Select all (CTRL-A)
• Convert to Embroidery, select Convert -> To Embroidery in the menu on top
•• Select Art to Stitch (intelligent)
You now should see the Image to sections popup menu and we shall do some calibration instead of clicking on OK...
Read on
Colors matching treads

• Select the Needle Settings tab in the Image to Sections popup window that you should see now.
•• Tick "Assign artwork colors ...." (last item)
•• You can assign colors of your vector art to "needles" representing your threads with the little pull-down menu.
If you want to know more about managing colors and thread colors, read Stitch Era - vector and thread color. It will
explain how to create both vector palettes and how to use thread palettes from your thread make and line.
• Do not click on OK yet !
Change the stitch pattern

• Open the Stitch section tab
•• Select your preferred pattern.
•• Change densities to 4 lines/mm
I also changed the default zig zag stitch into a random 3mm auto-split stitch
If you glide your mouse over a needle item in the palette to the left (do not click!) you will see what Madeiria thread
you will be asked to use later (hopefully). As you will see, the color names are not the same, but there is nothing we
can do about this we believe.

Needle info

Redo digitizing

•• Save the file first.
If you are unhappy with the result, open the object manager (to the right)
• Click on sections to select all. Make sure you selected the stitch sections and not the vectors !
•• Hit CTRL-X
•• Now restart "to embroidery" since your stitch areas should be gone ...
•• For example, select each group of vectors using the SHIFT key and add borders if you rather would like to have a

running stitch around each stitch section.
•• You also could improve the graphics in various ways, although this is sometimes a waste of time since stitches

ignore the finer details, i.e. fine tuning rather may be done at stich area level.
• In case you just want each figure as a single shape, nothing is easier than that: Select all, then combine vectors ->

Addition. Finally, select each figure and Remove holes.
Anyhow, let's move on with the original design.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-needle-info.png
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Tuning the stitch areas a bit
Looking at the result, we notice that some vectors were rendered as Zigzags and others as fill patterns. That's the way
it works by default.
Since we believe that all heads should look the same, we make some little changes:
•• Untick Vectors (top right green button), not necessary but wise ...
•• Click on the sections you want to change, e.g. head of figures one and two, plus the chest of figures 3 and 5.
•• Then in the object inspector, change the fill. We used

•• Pattern
•• Density = 4
•• Name = PTM-0008

Changing fill types through the object inspector

Alternatively, you also can use the Area Fill ribbon panel on top. We prefer the object inspector since it shows more
information and also because you can change properties of more than one object at the time.
In the picture below, we change the pattern type of all heads to PTM-008

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-evolution-example-4.png
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Change pattern type of several stitch areas

Result
Result shown as Truesizer picture:

Changing fill types through the object inspector

•• Right leg of figure one may turn out to be ugly.
•• Some Zigzag stitches are very wide

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-evolution-example-5.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-evolution-example-6.png
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•• We might actually transform each right leg into a multi-column irregular Zigzag stich for example (which I
actually did before printing).

Result stitched:

Evolution embroidered

The design is not exactly glorious and the color contrasts are too big since I don't own a large thread collection. The
irregular Zigzag stiches used for the legs add an interesting touch, though some people might prefer cleaner patterns.
Finally, it might be a good idea to add running stitches of the same color around the outside border, but that's too
much work right now ...
If you want to know more about tuning stitch areas, read Stitch Era - adjusting stitch sections

Issues, tips and moving on
Since many pictures you can find on the Internet are in raster format, we recommend that you now more to the Stitch
Era - creating embroidery from raster images tutorial
In order to learn more about digitizing bitmaps and vector graphics, you also should learn some more basics:
•• Stitch Era - adjusting stitch sections
•• Stitch Era - vector graphics
It also may be useful to have a look at Stitch Era - trouble shooting and Stitch Era - interface features for working
with a design
Then, move on to:
•• Stitch Era - digitizing complex vector images
•• Stitch Era - digitizing complex bitmap images

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AEvolution-embroidered-2.jpg
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Import from Inkscape, Illustrator and Corel Draw
In Stitch Era 17:
• Artwork -> Get from application (the file must be open in the application). This works with Illustrator or Corel

Draw.
• Artwork -> Open Vector File (ai, cdr, svg, wmf, etc.)
If fonts do not show, transform fonts to objects. E.g. in Inkscape select the text, then Menu Path -> Object to Path.
In Stitch Era 11, Illustrator and Corel Draw files, but not SVG could be imported. Older versions only supported
Corel Draw.
A simple test (2011)

Test file used: Green plant in its pot in three different phases of growth [11]

•• Corel Draw can't handle this fairly SVG simple file. I sometimes wonder why Corel is still around ...
•• Import to Illustrator. We then ungrouped (3 levels) and removed the shadows (click and DEL)
•• Saved the file as *.ai
•• Imported the file to Corel Draw
• Import the Corel file to Stitch Era: Get from Application -> Corel Draw

The result is lossy (e.g. color gradients are removed), but the quality of the drawing is good enough for embroidery.
Of course, the result should be adapted, i.e. simplified.

Lossy import of SVG - click on pictures to enlarge

Original Illustrator Stitch Era

Original SVG
Picture of simplified AI model Picture of imported model via Corel

Now let's see what this gives with a minimal digitizing work.
•• I resized the whole design to about 12 x 7.8cm (i.e. a bit smaller than the A hoop on my Elna 8300).
•• I removed the grey bands on the pots
•• Simplify vectors:

•• Select all: CTRL-A
• In the Combine tab, Click Combine Vectors->Simplyfy

•• Auto-digitizing procedure:
•• CTRL-A to select all
• Convert -> To Embroidery
•• Art to Stitch (Intelligent)
•• Pattern density lowered to 4 lines/mm (I just prefer it a bit less dense)

Wilcom Truesizer shows the following (I am to lazy to print this myself for now). The image does not represent the
full truth, i.e. some white areas that are printed first and underneath don't show at all.

http://www.openclipart.org/detail/green-plant-in-its-pot-in-three-different-phases-of-growth-by-palomaironique
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3APlant-002_growing.svg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-imported-vector-graphics-1.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-imported-vector-graphics-2.png
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Stitches represented by Wilcom Truesizer

A simple test (2017)

Lossy import of SVG - click on pictures to enlarge

Original Direct SVG import Import via Illustrator

Original SVG Picture of direct SVG import Picture of imported SVG via Illustrator

Stitch Era 17 can important standard simple SVG, but not gradient fills. After important most leaves were black.
Therefore it still sometimes is recommended to import the SVG to Illustrator before importing to Stitch Era.
Otherwise, you can replace the gradient fills by simple fills, i.e ungroup, select each leave, then select some kind of
green.
Importing a file from Illustrator can be quite long, but the result is usually quite good. I auto-digitized (i.e. used 
Art-to-Stich (Intelligent) after removing the 3 shadows. Important: In the Artwork Processing Options, I ticked 
Process Major Overlaps, because the drawing does have some over vector objects that overlap, e.g. they grey bands 
on the flow pots. On the other hand, without ticking there would have been two layers of embroidery in some places

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3APlant_002_growing_truesizer.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3APlant-002_growing.svg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-imported-vector-graphics-4.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-imported-vector-graphics-5.png
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which is not necessarily a bad thing but require some testing.

Stitch-Era 17 - Simulation of the embroidery

Filling emtpy areas with color
Unless we didn't find the feature, we found it difficult to fill imported vector patterns with color. When we wrote
this, Stitch Era did't want to import illustrator files, but that now works starting version 11.10. If you don't own Corel
Draw or Illustrator, or if you do not want to work with the SVG format, you might have to use lossy EMF imports
that somehow produce fills with borders from lines. In order to fill such as mess:
• Select all elements that need to be filled and then combine these into a single vector: Combine Vectors -> Add
• Click on Fill holes in the reshape ribbon panel on top.
• Make sure that remaining vectors slightly overlap with each other and the already filled ones. Select each

disconnected vector in the object manager and zoom in a lot. Then, add again and fill holes.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-imported-vector-graphics-6.png
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Disconnected vector

Both vector objects and stitch sections are defined by several types of nodes and at some point you will have to learn
how a vector drawing program works in order to make informed edits and for that you may want to read Stitch Era -
vector graphics now. Otherwise we suggest that you look into creating embroidery from raster images.
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Stitch Era - creating embroidery from raster
images

Introduction
This beginner's tutorial for the Stitch Era embroidery software explains how to go from imported raster images
(sometimes called bitmap images) to embroidery without understanding much about digitizing. Under the condition
that you start from a simple file you will get a fairly instant reward. However, we strongly recommend doing the
Stitch Era - creating embroidery from vector images first. Please do not try the procedure below with a photograph.
Vectorizing photographs is more complex.
Tutorial home page

Stitch Era embroidery software
Learning goals

Be able to import a bitmap files
Be able to vectorize a bitmap file, i.e. turn it into a vector graphic
Be able to digitize a vector graphic (made from raster graphic)

Prerequisites
Stitch Era embroidery software (in particular be able to create a new design "page").
Stitch Era - creating embroidery from vector images

Related pages
none

Materials
You can reuse the pictures. In the wiki, click on a picture to make it larger, then click again and save it. You
can try with your own pictures, but do avoid photographs !

Quality and level
This text should technical people get going with Stitch Era. I use it for an optional master degree course in
educational technology.

Last major update
September 2011. Since then some features e.g. file import was improved. Also the menu organization did
change somewhat. We will try to fix this in some near future - Daniel K. Schneider (talk) 15:59, 17 August
2017 (CEST)

Next steps
• Stitch Era - adjusting stitch sections explains how to change parameters embroidery sections, e.g. stitch density,

fill patterns, etc. after and auto-digitizing procedure.
• Stitch Era - vector graphics. You don't necessarily need to learn how to draw vector graphics that you then can

convert to embroidery (stitch sections). However, you will be able to speed up your work and you also could
reuse principles (e.g. Bezier drawing) for manipulating stitch sections as well as in other multi-media programs.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=User:Daniel_K._Schneider
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=User_talk:Daniel_K._Schneider
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Graphics formats and file extensions
There exist two types of graphics file formats
Vector graphics are "mathematical" definitions of drawings and are in principle much easier to digitize. Vectors
graphics are fully scalable, i.e. they will not loose quality if you change its size. Typical programs to create vector
graphics are Inkscape (free), Illustrator and Corel Draw. Stitch Era can import SVG drawings or proprietary Corel
Draw and Illustrator formats. Typical file formats are *.ai, *.svg, *.cdr, *.wmf and *.emf. Stitch Era includes its own
vector graphics drawing program and it may be used in the first stage of designing an embroidery. You can use this
module to fix imported vector graphics and/or to draw your own graphics objects. Read the Stitch Era - creating
embroidery from vector images to learn how to turn vector graphics to stitches.
Bitmaps (also called raster graphics) define a picture, e.g. a drawing or a photograph, in terms of little dots (color
pixels). Bitmaps, by definition are lossy in two ways: (1) You cannot resize a picture without loosing quality. (2)
Most file formats allow to compress (reduce the size) of a picture in a way that will loose some information. Bitmap
drawings that appear to be crisp are in fact not. However, most clipart found on the Internet are bitmaps,
unfortunately. Digitizing bitmaps usually implies a first translation to vector graphics as you shall learn. That process
is called vectorizing. You could directly digitize a cleaned up bitmap file to stitch sections, but I wasn't satisfied
with the result and therefore will not introduce this in any tutorial.
Typical bitmap file formats are *.png, *.jpg and *.gif. PNG and the older GIF are optimized for drawings, whereas
*.jpg is optimized for photographies. Avoid using *.bmp, since these files are huge and will eat up your hard disk.
Rather translate these to lossless PNG. Stitch Era allows to do some image manipulation. In particular, it includes a
nice color reduction tool. You also may consider installing a simple image conversion/manipulation tool like
IrfanView [1] if you don't own or master the more difficult free Gimp [2] or the commercial Photoshop software. For
very simple operations, Windows Office Picture Manager also does a fine job. In the program menu, look in
Microsoft Office->Microsoft Office Tools.

Digitizing bitmap drawings

LAMS (Learning Activity Management
System)mascot, original GIF file

Digitizing bitmaps (raster images) may be a bit more difficult than
converting vector graphics to stitches and for at least two reasons:
•• Usually bitmaps include too many colors (photographs always

do). As you shall see, even a pretty simple drawing may include
over 20 colors.

•• Lines are not clearly drawn and must be guessed by the
vectorizing module.

•• Speckles (i.e. small shapes) can be found and will have to be
reduced.

As example, we shall use a drawing that is the mascot of the
LAMS (Learning Activity Management System) software. The
original vector image isn't available anymore and we therefore had
to start from a somewhat fuzzy raster image, i.e. a 32KB *.gif file,
that you see to the right and that you can enlarge.

In addition, with respect to what we explained in Stitch Era - creating embroidery from vector images, we also
introduce some additional auto-digitizing options, e.g. how to define stitch density and how to select a so-called fill
pattern. Towards the end of this tutorial we shall discuss another simple example, i.e. the Moodle logo.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Graphics_file_format
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Clipart
http://www.irfanview.com/
http://www.gimp.org/
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALams-dolly-lrg.gif
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=LAMS
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Preparing a bitmap
Stitch Era has several interesting tools for raster image manipulation, e.g. resizing, saturation, contrast, brightness,
color reduction.
We believe that it is better to import a picture in the right size and only use Stitch Era to do the color reduction and
optionally play with contrast, saturation and brightness to bring the features out that you plan to stitch. One reason
for doing so, is that Stitch Era will transform the picture to a bitmap format, i.e. each pixel will be a point and that
will leave a huge memory footprint and slow down the system. Try for your self: Save a 5MB PNG scan of drawing
as BMP [3] which is probably close to the format used internally by Stitch Era. You will get 25MB or higher.
Therefore, reduce the raster image with a simple tool like MS Paint or Pinta (under Linux) or use Photoshop or
similar.
•• 100px will be treated as 1cm by Stitch Era.
•• Example: If you plan to stitch with a 13cm x 18cm hoop, make the picture 1800px X 1300 maximum.

Loading a bitmap into Stitch Era
Procedure:
• Go to the Artwork tab
•• Click on "Open Image" and select the image file (*.gif, *.jpg, *.png, etc.)
•• Select the image by clicking on it (you may have to do this again !!)
•• Resize the image by dragging a corner (It is probably better to do this before importing, you also can reduce a

vectorized graphic, i.e. do it later.)
• Crop the image if needed by clicking "crop image" button in the Edition panel on top left. I.e. you then can

reduce useless margins on top, bottom, left and right by dragging the mouse over the area you want to keep. Hit
CTRL-Z to restart.

•• In both cases, make sure that you can see the whole picture by zooming in or out.

Reduce colors
We now suggest reducing the number of colors since a typical consumer machine only can stitch one color at at time
and you will have to change the threads each time the color changes. A semi-professional machine can do between 6
and 10 colors without changing threads and professional machine between 16. Even a very simple child's drawing
made with 4 different pens may in reality have a few dozens. In the following screenshot were we reduced a drawing
to 32 colors, you can identify six or seven variants of yellow. To stitch this, one yellow would be enough !

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BMP_file_format
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Over 32 colors in a drawing made with 5 colors !

As explained in the Stitch Era - stitching children's drawings tutorial, six colors (yellow, blue, red, green, black and
white) would be a good solution. Now let's move back to our LAMS mascot.
Procedure:
• Click on the Color reduction button and the Image Filtering tool will pop up
•• Select the number of colors. Less is usually better, but on the other hand important parts should still keep their

"identity". E.g. looking at the first screenshot below, i.e. a 6-color version, one could argue that the "holes" of the
lamb's nose should not go away.

• Click on the Filter button and carefully examine the result to the right. If some shapes that you would like to
stitch disappear, then augment the number of colors and try again by clicking on the filter button.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-bitmap-color-reduction.png
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Color reduction with the Image Filtering Tool: Image on the left = 32 colors, image on the right = 6 colors

•• After two trials we settled down for 8 colors:
The following screen capture shows a better result: the nose holes are still there. However, we have too many
speckles, e.g. a dot in the saddle bag but we will remove these later. You also may notice the the IPod is no longer
recognizable as such. Since it's a fairly small object that doesn't matter much. If it does matter, consider the option of
adding some precise vector graphics at a later stage. Our immediate goal is to reduce colors as much as we can
without loosing any drawing information. Changing threads a lot is not an option we like. Also, we (and you)
probably don't own that many color variations anyhow. One maybe has two versions of beige, but not three.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-image-filtering-colors-2.png
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Color reduction with the Image Filtering Tool: Image on the left = 32 colors, image on the right = 8 colors

• Click on the green Return button to accept this color reduction.
•• Save the file under a different filename, e.g. lams-2.dsg. We feel that it is important to keep a safe version for

each major design step.
Remark: Before reducing colors, you also could try to saturate colors, augment contrast and darken the picture. Read
Stitch Era - digitizing complex bitmap images where we discuss an example.

Conversion to a vector image
Let me just mention first a strategy I consider bad: Now that we have a simple bitmap we could start converting it
directly to stitches. We might click on Convert (top menu bar) and see three choices: Art to stitch (intelligent), Art to
Stitch (Area only and Image to Stitch. "Art" refers to clean graphics, and in particular vector graphics. Our picture is
sort of in between, e.g. some lines are quite fuzzy and Stitch Era will just complain. We also could select Image to
photo-stitch. However, we will not use this procedure since it doesn't produce the kind of result we want.
We shall do a proper vectorization first. By the way, all good vector drawing programs like Inkscape (free) or
Illustrator can trace bitmaps. If you are unhappy with the vectorizer of an embroidery program, try one of these tools.
Anyhow, Stitch Era can trace a lamb as you shall see. Let's start:
Step 0 - Find the tool

• Prior to version 11 ?: Select the Layout tab in the top menu bar line. Don't miss that or you never will even see
the Convert to Vector button.

• Version 11.x: Select the image tab in top menu bar line, if not already done so.
• Click on the Convert to Vector button to the right
Bitmap vectorization includes two major steps: (1) Additional cleanup of the bitmap and (2) parametrization of
the bitmap tracing process.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-image-filtering-colors.png
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Step 1:
Let's cleanup the picture a bit, i.e. remove some speckles, manually merge colors and finally decide about the
background color.
(1) Since we already reduced colors, we won't to that again. Move the slider Reduction to a figure that is higher.
Since we have 8 colors, move it to 16 for example. The reason why we reduced colors with the image filtering tool
beforehand is simple: in the vectorizer tool, for some reason, one cannot enter a precise number of just 7 colors for
example.
(b) You may attempt to close so-called holes. "Holes" are small speckles, e.g. 2x2 pixels that we could eliminate. For
our LAMS, we selected no, since it would destroy the black borders of the legs. However, you also could select 4x4
and then wind up with some more "create" embroidery.
To try out these cleanup parameters click on Filter. You now can see a cleaned up picture in the right panel.
(c) Looking at the 8-color pictures (both sides), you notice maybe that we have three sorts of grey: a medium, a dark
and very dark (or maybe it's black). We now can should these three colors, because if we do not, lines will not come
out as lines and even may go away. Hold down the CTRL key and select each color and hit the Combine button.
You then immediately could undo these mergers with the little undo icons. The resulting color is a sort of mix
between the selected colors. If you find it ugly, don't worry, you will be able to change colors later if you wish. In
any case, notice how the grey lines stand out much better now.

Vectorizer tool of Stitch Era, Version 17 ! The "Convert to Vector" button is in a different place in some older versions.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-vectorizer.png
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Vectorizer tool of Stitch Era, Version 17 ! After color reduction of greys, the lines stand out much better

(d) Now there is final and very important decision to make. By default, the vectorizer will treat white color as
transparent background color. This means that white areas of the lamb won't be vectorized and could not be printed.
If you plan to print the mascot on a white shirt, it's probably a good decision not to print these white areas, since the
black outlines perfectly will define the contour of the lamb.
However, since we plan to print on other textiles than white, we do want the white areas to be vectorized.
Therefore we turn transparent off, as in the screen capture below.

Vectorizer tool of Stitch Era, versions 11 to 17:
Unset white as transparent color

Step 2:
We now can transform this cleaned image into a so-called vector image, i.e. an image that will contain lines and fills
(as opposed to the colored pixels that make up the current definition of the graphics).
In the vectorizer section, there a three vectorization parameters we can tune:
• Max Error: increases or decreases the curvature with respect to the original picture.
• Sharpness: Will reduce the number of points that define lines and outlines of shapes.
• Min Area: Allows to eliminate smaller areas.
In a picture like this one that was originally a drawing (as opposed to a paint or a photograph), there isn't much need
to reduce sharpness and to define minimal areas (unless you scanned a picture or the bitmap is really bad quality).
Since the picture was made by a graphic designer we will mostly preserve his/her curves and put Max Error to 160,
i.e. near the maximum. The sharpness parameter interacts with the Max Error. If Max error is big, sharpness will
have less impact. If Max error is low, sharpness will have high impact. Try it ....

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-vectorizing-3.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vectorizer-transparent-color.png
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Vectorization is a trial and error process that you could repeat as much as you like. We decided to use the following
parameters:
•• Max Error = 160
•• Sharpness = 1 (in order to preserve some of the lines in the satchel area)
•• Min Area = 10 (the minimum, since the picture looked fairly clean).
You now can click on Accept/Return and the vectorization will be committed to the embroidery design. You now
got so-called vector graphics as discussed in the beginning of this tutorial.

Remove unnecessary white areas
If you did decide to vectorize white areas you now have a really large background that will be stitched. Since we
only want to stitch the lamb, we have to remove these. That is easy.
•• Just click around the lamb and remove all the rectangles that go outwards by hitting the delete key. You also

should remove the areas between the IPod cable and the face, since these are not part of the sheep either.

Vectorizer tool of Stitch Era 17: Remove unwanted background area

•• Save the file under a yet different filename. E.g. lams-3.dsg

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-vector-remove-background-areas.png
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Convert the vector image to stitch objects
Now we will auto-digitize the vector drawing.
•• Select the whole vector drawing: Hit CTRL-A or select the lamb with a larger than the lamb rectangle
• Then click on the EMBROIDERY tab
• In the Art to Stitch pull-down menu, select Art to Stitch (Intelligent)

Stitch Era 17 - Convert to embroidery - Select a method

In older versions, the menu organization was different ! As above, you first should hit CTRL-A, then click on
Convert on the very top menu. If you can't see this button, then you forgot to select the graphic. Now you should see
four options in the top menu/ribbon bar (see the screen shot below). Select Art to Stitch (intelligent)

Old Stitch Era 11 version - Convert to
embroidery - Select a method

You now can configure three kinds of conversion parameters. Do not click on OK before you are done with all three
tabs.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-convert-to-embroidery.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-convert-to-embroidery.png
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• Basic settings allow to define whether you want to stitch just the lines, just the fills or both. We select both here.
Then you also could decide how to deal with overlaps. Since we vectorized a picture we don't have overlaps as in
a typical vector drawing and we don't need to care.

• You then can change the needle setting. E.g. we could replace our ugly grey with a nice black. You also could do
this on your embroidery machine. Tip: Be careful when you replace colors with the palette, things can go wrong.
Embroidery files don't really remember colors, but thread numbers. Each make has its own numbers (nothing
seems to be properly standardized in embroidery world).

• Finally, you then can select a default stitching pattern type, i.e. define how fills will be stitched. You also can
decide under which conditions (i.e. which size) the program will treat a shape as a line, a column (ZigZag) or a
fill in terms of stitching. We left all the defaults.

Stitch era conversion parameters (image to
sections)

Stitch era conversion parameters (image to
sections)

• Now click on OK.
You can turn off the green Auxiliary button on top right in order to hide the vector graphics and turn on the
Embroidery button to show only the stitch areas. Also, if not already done so, open the Object Manager

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-image-to-sections-1.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-image-to-sections-3.png
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• If you are unhappy with result (see next step), hit CTRL-Z and restart the whole procedure. Make sure to tick the
Auxiliary button (formerly called "Vector") again (red button on top right), else you cannot see your drawing !

Create the stitches and look at them
After generating the stitch sections, you may have to click on the lightning button on top or hit F9. This will
produce all the actual stitches.

Stitch Era 17 - Generate stitches and show them

A stitch section describes how a part should be stitched, e.g. it defines fill patterns, stitch sizes, color, etc. but does
not freeze the actual stitches. I.e. when you change the form, stitches must be regenerated using again the lightning
menu on top (or press CTRL-F9)
For visualization of the embroidery, you could:
• Click on the Vectors button (little green pull down button/menu on top right). This will hide the vector drawings.
• Tick the simulation view (3D) in the pull down menu (F7). The simulation is more or less accurate, but it may

provide a feel for the look you will get when you stitch it for real. In addition, in the VIEW tab you can select a
Simulation popup window.

Stitch Era 17 - Embroidery View (pull-down menu or F7)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-generate-stitches.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-3D-view.png
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Again, if you are unhappy with the result there are several options
•• Hit CTRL-Z and restart
• Kill all the stitch sections in the Object manager. To do so either hit CTRL-1 or the Object Manager tab to the

right. At this point you also could consider having a glance at Stitch Era - interface features for working with a
design

•• Reload a file with a prior version
However, you also can make changes to Stitch Sections, e.g. add missing details. Read on.

Add extra art and fix thread color numbers
(1) If you feel that something is missing you now can add other elements. E.g. you could add bigger eyes, since the
left one was somehow lost in the vectorization process and the right one is too tiny.
• Untick embroidery (top right button)
•• Remove the small ugly graphics for eyes
• Replace by nice round eyes using "Closed shapes" Vector Graphics. Click on Artwork in the top menu bar first.
In case you add vector graphics after converting to graphics to stitches, you will have to convert these new vector
drawings too. Select the new additions (e.g. the eyes), and proceed like before. Also, don't forget to hit the lighting
button, once you are done. Also - after converting - make sure that the converted stitches use the thread you like.
Open the Object manager, scroll down to Sections, then select the section in the work area and examine the
parameters in the object manager. You now can assign a different color to a "section", i.e. a stitched area. Finally,
click the Optimize needles button again (see next item).
(2) Optimize Needles and print order
• Since you don't wish to re-thread more then once the same color, click on the optimize needles button in the

Images palette in the toolbar to the left. You also could move around sections in the object manager in order to
change print order. But this is more tricky since you also have to take into account underlays and such.

•• Finally, you could create a new color palette and use color numbers of the thread make you use (e.g. Madeira
instead of system DB), but you will have to do this properly. More about this later...

•• Save the file again, e.g. name it lams-4.dsg. It is important to keep the DSG file, since it will remember all the
vector graphics and informations about "stitching sections". A format like *.jef will not, and while you can open
*.jef files, most information will be lost and resizing, for example, will be a pain.

Create a machine file
Now, generate the machine-specific stitch file. Select the file button (top left) and Save File -> Export as
Embroidery Machine Format. Select *.pes for Brother machines or *.jef for Elna/Janome or whatever format your
machine does... then print and enjoy.
The result doesn't look exactly as expected since we probably didn't understand that the very light beige was encoded
as some sort of white that we then fed into the machine. It's probably a good idea to create a full palette with all your
threads and then use these or just use the system colors and then guess. A mixture of the two is confusing for the
machine if we understood right....
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LAMS mascot embroidered

Also, this kind of complicated embroidery should maybe be a bit bigger and it might be a good idea to try a version
with white areas removed. But firstly I shall make a version that has eye pupils again and add a missing part of the
IPod. This is very easy, explained above and I actually already did it, but I don't have a picture ...
Anyhow, this was my very first embroidery from a bitmap and my second "creation" in total and I am happy with
respect to that. - Daniel K. Schneider 18:53, 20 May 2011 (CEST).

Digitizing crisp bitmaps - the easy way
This procedure doesn't work well with our LAMS mascot. There is a way of directly digitizing a bitmap to stitch
sections. The first steps are the same.
•• Import a bitmap file
•• Bring out color saturation and contrast
• Reduce colors and this time make sure to use the small areas filter, e.g. try with 4 and then progressively

increase until Stitch Era stops complaining.
• Then directly go Convert->To Embroidery

I describe this in more detail in the Auto-digitizing a picture to stitch areas chapter of the digitizing complex bitmap
images tutorial.

Digitizing a picture and doing some repair
Below we shall go through the bitmap digitzing procedure again, starting from a different, more difficult bitmap file
than the LAMS example introduced above.
Moodle is a popular learning management system and can work together with LAMS, a good reason to test the
procedure explained in the previous sections. This time we will not look at details. We will summarized the
procedure and point out some differences, e.g. parameters we changed.
We got the logo from Moodle logos [4], and took the 1024 x 254 Moodle logo [5] version that we then cropped down
to the M. We didn't like the quality of the original 126 x 100 M logo [6] version.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALAMS-embroidery-2.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=User:Daniel_K._Schneider
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_digitizing_complex_bitmap_images%23Auto-digitizing_a_picture_to_stitch_areas
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Moodle
http://moodle.org/logo/
http://moodle.org/logo/logo-1024x254.jpg
http://moodle.org/logo/mlogo-126x100.gif
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First simple steps
(1) Color reduction

In a first step we reduced the colors to 8. Again the threshold principle was being able to make out important details,
e.g. in this case it was the structure of the graduation hat.

Reducing colors

(2) Vectorization

(a) Click on Filter, once in the Vectorizer tool
(b) We then combined the two light grey and very light grey areas. (Ctrl-click on both colors and hit the Combine
button). There is also some superfluous white and we can't do much about this at this stage
(c) Leave white as background.
(d) Vectorizer settings are very different from the LAMS example. We left the two first parameters at minimum,
since lines are already straight and the curves are fine. However we set min area to 30 in order to eliminate some
speckles.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AMoodle-logo-color-reduced.png
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Vectorized

The result isn't optimal, but probably we cannot do much better.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AMoodle-logo-vectorized.png
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Cleaning up vector graphics
Looking at parts in the object manager we can see 27 vectors.

Removing vectors (before)

(a) Remove the two parts to the right, i.e. some rests from the "o" letter.
(b) Then click on each vector in the manager in order to spot tiny speckles that we could remove (there wasn't any
out side of the hat).
(c) Simplify the graduation hat. Since it has many little elements, we went for the following procedure: Redraw the
top and simplify the bottom.
•• We wrote down the color of dark grey. Stitch era doesn't seem to have a color sampler for the paint bucket. Get

the RDB color numbers of dark grey by clicking on the paint bucket in the Images panel to the left (R:37, G:44,
B:49).

•• Redraw the top with some nice black. Move the new part away.
•• After re-drawing it, get rid of all the elements of the top. We separated the larg dark grey using the split vector

tool. Then, move the new top in place.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AMoodle-logo-removing-vectors.png
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Making a new hat

• Select all the lower parts of the the hat, union all the elements with the combine vectors->Add tool. Then,
remove holes with the Remove Holes tool. At the end make it dark grey again.

The result is a bit simple and we have to see how it will print ...
(d) Adjust some of the vector shapes below the hat, using Bezier controls and also by getting rid of some control
points (not explained here ...)

Convert to stitch sections and stitches
We are down to 17 simpler vector shapes and can convert to stitches

Simplified vector graphics

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AMoodle-logo-hat-surgery.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AMoodle-logo-simplified.png
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• Select all (CTRL-A) and Convert->To Embroidery
•• In the Stitch settings, we selected fabric type = Wovens
•• We also changed stitch order with the help of the object manager (tab to the very right). We put all the black stuff

at the very bottom end since we want the hat to be printed last. This could be improved. E.g. we should have
pushed the dark orange areas below the medium orange ones.

Reordered Stitch sections

Remember that you will have to Reprocess all (CTRL-F9 or lightning button on top), after each change you make to
stitch sections.

Result and redesign
Save as in your machine code and have it stitched...
First results

•• I didn't have the right colors (e.g. missing orange and dark grey)
•• Also the hat isn't great ...
Redesign:
•• Made a border for the hat
• The hanging tassle (?) was converted to a filled stitching section. I killed the current stitch section, made the

vector drawing a bit larger and reconverted again using different stitch settings (i.e. in Stitch Settings, Shape
recognition I set Maxiumum ZZ width to 1.0 mm and Minimum ZZ with to 0mm. The result isn't great either ...

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AMoodle-logo-reordered-stitch-sections.png
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Moodle logo (take 1 and 2). To the left the newer version, to the right the first version.

Colors are wrong since I didn't have the right threads. Some of the larger zig-zag stiches are not very clean and my
cell phone doesn't take very nice pictures. Anyhow, we should start playing with other fill patterns at some point ...
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Stitch Era - interface features for working with a
design

Introduction
Stitch Era has a fairly complex interface. The purpose of this tutorial in the Stitch Era embroidery software series is
to introduce some features and tricks that you will need for many different tasks. We will not explain how to draw
and manipulate vectors, stitch sections, etc. but introduce some tools that will help you understanding what you
have got on your screen and introduce the idea that you can change the (many) properties of each object in quite
simple ways.
This tutorial is by no means complete. I will add stuff now and then. An initial version was written in 2011. It was
partially update for Stitch Era 17 in fall 2017 - Daniel K. Schneider (talk)

Interface layout
The following screen capture shows the Stitch Era 17 Liberty screen with the Home tab selected. There are three
menu bars on top: A tiny "quick access" toolbar (1)on top, a fluid ribbon bar with tabs in the middle (2,3), and a
main menu bar below (4)

Stitch Era Liberty 17 Interface (home tab and no object selected)

Some of these interface section are stable, others (e.g. the big ribbon bar and the color menu) adapt to both selected
tabs and selected objects.
1. Save button and quick access toolbar. The most important button is the lightening button that will compute stitch 

sections when pressed. Its pull-down menu allows automatic stitch section creation (not recommended because

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=User:Daniel_K._Schneider
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=User_talk:Daniel_K._Schneider
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-interface.png
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power hungry). Untick !
2.2. Ribbon menu tabs to select main software functionality.
3. Main ribbon menu bar. This toolbar will adapt its tools ribbons to the tabs (see above) and the selected object on

the workspace
4.4. Permanent small main menu bar for functionality that people probably use often
5.5. Color and needle management
6.6. Object manager (open/close)
7.7. Stitch design information.
Below is a rough list of functionalities. As we shall explain later and in other tutorials, some functions are available
through more then one tool. E.g. whenever possible we use the object inspector for (re)parametrizing stitch sections.
Other people might use the main ribbon bar menu or the context menu.

File Menu button and quick access toolbar
The tiny quick access bar on the very top left of the screen does only include three important tools.
1.1. Open / write design and embroidery files
2.2. Redo / undo an operation
3.3. (Re) process stitches (lightning menu). By default Stitch Era will compute stitches each time you change a

parameter, the shape or the position of a stitch section. I suggest turning this off (pull down menu) and then only
generate stitches once your are done editing.

Main tools / Ribbon bar (without selecting objects)
Contents of the ribbons will change when you select a tab (but also when you select and object in the workspace).
The following tabs are available at all times (see the screenshot above and below)
1.1. File

•• Will exist from the work space and allow saving and exporting. You also find options there, i.e. change some
parameters like units and also define shortcuts.

2.2. Home

•• Define hoops size (important)
•• Print (creating a paper summary of your design) etc.
•• Embroidery explorer. Browser your system for embroidery files and open or import. E.g. you can import

various machine formats and then edit stitches.
•• ....

3.3. Artwork

•• Allows to import bitmaps, process and translate to vector graphics
• Draw vector shapes that do not include stitching information yet. This is maybe the preferred way to start

drawings as opposed to directly inserting stitch parts available through the Embroidery tab or Designs->Create
sections.

•• ....
4.4. Embroidery

•• Create stitch sections
•• Create letters and monobrams
•• Sort stitch sections by color
•• ....

5.5. View

•• Allows to define various view parameters (including a refresh button and a satellite view)
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•• Includes snap and measure tools

Main tools / Ribbon bar (with Artwork and vector selected in the workspace)
When you select Artwork, you can open images, vectors and create vectors. However, the main drawing tools only
will appear once you have a picture or vector shape in the workspace. You will see Vector and Layout subtabs
under a Artwork tab as the following screenshot shows

Stitch Era Liberty 17 Interface (vector object selectedand LAYOUT)

1.1. Vector
•• Change parameters of strokesd (lines) and fills
•• Add shapes and text or draw freehand

2.2. Layout
•• Allows to resize and position
•• Remove holes
•• Split vectors with the help of a split line
•• .....

Main tools / Ribbon bar (with embroidery / stitch object select
When you select the EMBROIDERY tab instead of the ARTWORK tab you can convert vectors and have access to
embroidery creating tools that also can be found in the Create Sections pull down menu.
1. Art to Stitch tool: will appear when you either select a single vector drawing or select all. In the latter case

you will again see the Artwork Vector/Layout tabs. Don't let this confuse you and make sure that you can find it
again, since it is IMHO one of the most important tools...

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-interface-2.png
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Main menu
The main menu includes several important tools,
1.1. Show/hide vectors/stitch sections (to the very right, near the object manager). These buttons are important.
2.2. View object tools (more are in the View tab)
3.3. Selection tools (e.g. object or area).
4.4. Panning tool (the hand)
5.5. ....

Color management / color palette / Stitch selection menu
Select Stitches: A tiny pull-down menu will be available on top of the needle tools if you click on a stitch section or
if you select the embroidery tab. It allows defining how to select stitches for further manipulations. (To manipulate a
stitch, enlargen then select. To insert stitches use the context menu)
Vector colors: Whan a vector object is selected you can change its color
When you select a stitch object your can optimize needles and change needle (thread) palettes. Double-clicking on
the little color allows icon below the palette (or directly on the thread color) allows to change parameters, e.g. the
color, thread make/model and number.

Object manager, Inspector and Styles (to the right)
The object manager gives you fine grained control over images, vector objects and stitch objects. Open it all the
time, if your screen is large enough !
Recall: the little toggle buttons in the main menu (top right) allow to show or hide objects of different types.
We call the big rectangle in the middle, where you can see your design, the workspace

Main divisions of the stitch Era workspace - version 10 or 11

Older versions of Stitch Era had a
somewhat different layout (most
screenshots in the tutorial were made
with these) The annotated screen
capture to the right and that you could
enlargen shows its most important
areas. We could distinguish about 6
different important areas:
1.1. File Menu button and quick access

toolbar
2.2. Main tools / Ribbon bar (on top)
3.3. Document bar
4.4. Create and edit tools / color

management / color palette (left)
5.5. Display and reference controls (at

the bottom)
6.6. Object manager, Inspector and

Styles (to the right)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-workspaces.png
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The Object manager and the object inspector
The object manger and the inspector are handy and crucial tools for working with stitch sections. Most
parametrizations can be achieved through these two tools (as opposed to using the ribbon menus or the context menu
which is also possible).
Please locate the Object manger (vertical tab to the right). We shall use it very often. When you open it, it will also
display the object inspector. The Object manager lists pictures, vectors and embroidery objects (stitch sections) that
you are using in a design.

Stitch Era 17 - Document map - some stitch sections shown

Items in the object manager are sorted according to stack and stitch order. Objects being displayed / stitched last are
at the end. You can change order by dragging one or more items up or down. Press the CTRL or the SHIFT key to
select several. You also could change order by clicking on the More tab in the inspector and then change through the
"123" button. Finally, each object is displayed with some summary information.
•• Vector objects show ordering number, type, border, etc. Filled, border-only or fill+bordered items show

differently.
•• Stitch objects show ordering number, type, underlay type and number of stitches
Grouped items show as so-called packs.
When you select an embroidery object in the manager or when you click on an object in the workspace (doesn't
matter) you will see its properties in the Object Inspector.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-object-manager-1.png
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Stitch Era 17 - Object inspector maximised

In the screen capture above, you can see the "body" (fill) properties of a stitch area that is a so-called area pattern.
E.g. you can see that we use a pattern called "default" and that stitch density is 5 lines/mm. All these parameters can
be changed. In the borderline tab you then could add a border (e.g. a zigzag stitch) and in the More tab you can
define exit/entry points and trims. Note: You also can change parameters through the ribbon menu bar on top, but I
prefer doing it through the inspector. Both methods are just fine.
When you use auto-digitizing procedures as we do, you rather would define parameters for areas and paths earlier,
i.e. before you create the stitch section from the drawings (vectors). However, I found that most often some
adjustments to stitch sections are necessary.
Show and hide objects

You should be aware all the time whether the Auxiliary or Embroidery buttons (at the upper right of the
workspace) are on (green) or off ("red") or inactive ("grey"). In other words, you can hide stuff and not see it
anymore...

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-object-manager.png
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Stitch Era 17 - Show/hide "Auxiliary" (images, vectors) and embroidery objects

In prior versions of Stitch Area, Artwork was available under Vectors

Stitch Era 11 - Show/hide images, vectors and
embroidery objects

In addition, you could show/hide and lock/unlock individual objects (right click on an object in the document map
panel)
Killing objects

You can select one or more objects in the object manager and then kill them by pressing CTRL-X. Like in most
programs, holding down the SHIFT key allows to select several objects in a row and pressing CTRL allows to pick
out several single objects.
Important notice about embroidery - vector editing round tripping:
If you decide to rather work at the vector objects level, then you probably want to go back to vector level if you
notice that some drawings don't render as they should because the drawings need adjustments.
You now have two options:
• Kill all embroidery objects. To to so, click on Sections in the Object Manager (this will select them all), then

hit CTRL-X. We suggest not to use CTRL-A in the workspace and then kill since you also may kill all the vector
objects that way ....

• Kill selected embroidery objects only. In that case you will have to re-digitize just the vector objects that were
used to create these. The procedure is the same. Select the (maybe redesigned) vector objects and click on To
Embroidery -> Art to Stitch (or some other digitizing method).

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-show-hide-buttons.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-show-hide-buttons.png
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In any case:
•• Avoid killing vector objects by mistake
•• Avoid generating two or more stitch areas that represent the same vector object (unless you want to, e.g. if you

plan to generate a manual border and a fill separately you would use the same vector shape and digitize once with
a border and once with a fill). In short, before re-digitizing: kill the stitch section(s) that you want to replace. Else
you will stitch two or more of the same.

The context menu
Objects in the workspace can be manipulated through a context menu (in addition to other tools).
Below we just show a few examples that demonstrate the fact that many operations on a selected object or a selected
part of an object (like a node) can be achieved through this quick access method. The same operations are usually
available through the main menu on top and/or the object inspector.
Dealing with embroidery objects, i.e. a Zigzag area:

context menu for an embroidery object

The following screen shot shows that instead of using the right-click menu in order to change the Fill-mode, you also
could do this through the main menu bar. In addition one could use the inspector shown to the right.

Using the menu bar instead of the context menu

The following picture shows that you will get a different menu when you click on one of the little dots that will show
after selecting an object. This is somewhat tricky (zoom in lot). The selected dot just on top left of the menu is a
so-called corner node that defines a turn in the area shape definition. The yellow points define lines that define stitch
directions, etc. Stuff that we won't explain here. We just wanted to show that you should be aware of what you
selected on the screen.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-context-menu-1.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-context-menu-4.png
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context menu for a node of an embroidery object

The picture below demonstrates that vector objects are simpler than embroidery objects. However, drawing
operations are simpler and that's the reason why I prefer creating designs with vector graphics first.

context menu for a vector object

Getting out of a tool
If you think that you are stuck with editing something and want to abort, try two things:
•• ESC - escape from editing / drawing something
•• F11 - escape from a tool, i.e. put the work area/mouse in selection mode
•• If you were zooming with F6, hit F6 again

Zooming
Zooming controls are in different locations depending on the software version. In Stich Era 17, there are two pull
down menus in the menu bar on top of the workspace. In addition, you can click on the View Tab and the zooming
controls are to the left.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-context-menu-2.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-context-menu-3.png
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Zoom controls - Stitch Era 17

When working with vectors and embroidery objects you sometimes have to zoom in a lot. To zoom into the right
spot there are two options:
• Click on the zoom area tool button, or hit F6,
• then drag the cursor over the center of area you plan to work with.
•• then rotate the mouse wheel to adjust
Alternatively, select the object in the Object Manager to right and then hit SHIFT-F6. This will fill the workspace
with the selected object. Another zooming-in option is to use the pull-out menu of the same zoom area button and
select the zoom level. Professionals seem to work often at 500%. To see the whole picture again: Click on the button
next to it (Maximize Total) or hit CTRL-F6. Finally, if zoomed, you need to see other parts of your design. Use the
hand to "drag" the workspace around (nothing will be changed in the drawings just your view of it ...)
In older versions of the software, the zoom tools were at the bottom:

Zoom area button and menu - Stitch Era 11

F6 / CTRL-F6 / SHIFT-F6 are some of the few shortcuts I know by heart for now. I really use it all the time... tiny
little vectors and

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-zoom.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-zoom-area.png
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Hiding and locking objects
Hiding/showing types of objects

We mentioned this before, but often you have to turn on/off either view of vector objects or view of stitch objects. If
both are on, you may get confused. As rule: Always turn off vector object view when you edit stitch sections ! The
same is true if you add hotfix designs.
•• Use the little buttons on top right to turn on (green) or off (red)
•• These buttons also include a pull-down menu (not shown here) that allows to lock/unlock this "layer" (type of

object). The buttons in this case will turn orange.

Hide/unhide buttons in the main menu bar (Stitch Era 17 with hotfix module. The pull-down menu also allows locking.

Hiding/showing and locking/unlocking individual objects

It sometimes is useful to hide or lock and individual objects. In the object manager, use the context menu (right
click).

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-Era-17-main-menu-right.png
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Hide/show selected stitch actions (Stitch Era 17)

In Stitch Era 11, there were pull-down menus to hide/unhide and lock/unlock.

Hide/show selected stitch actions (Stitch Era 11)

Warning: Before you freak out if at some point you can't see vectors or embroidery stitch sections or parts ... have a
look at these tools. They will tell what should show/not show and what is locked/unlocked !

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hide-show-object.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-hide-stitch-sections.png
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Rendering of stitch sections

Processing of stitches
When you digitize a vector graphic you will create stitch sections. Alternatively you may directly draw stitch
sections through the embroidery panel. However, we usually prefer creating a vector (art) object first.
Stitch sections are not yet stitches. They just define the shape of an area or a path were stitches should go and also
define lots of parameters, e.g. stitch density, type of fill, etc.
In order to generate stitches, you either must press the generate stitches button on top (f9) or you may turn on
automatic generate in the generate stitches pull-down menu (lightning button on top in the quick access bar).
We rather suggest not to use the automatic generation since it puts quite a lot of strain on the processor when you
make lots of modifications to the stitch sections.

Process button/menu - turn off automatic generate

Looking at the stitches of your design
You can look at stitches in two fundamentally different ways.
•• Normal view, i.e. some sort representation that shows stitches as dots and lines
•• 3D view, a kind of simulation that shows how the printed object would look.
To turn 3D view on/off, use the little red ball in the main menu bar (Stitch Era 17) or the lower left (Stitch Era 11) or
hit F7 or use the ribbon in the VIEW tab. In addition there is a separate simulation view window.

Stitch Era 17 - VIEW tab (3D view and satellite view is selected)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-process-button.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-interface-5.png
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The 3D view can be parametrized by clicking on Draw Mode or in the Simulation tool. E.g. you can adjust
light angle, luminosity and quality of drawing. In the simulation tool you can set:
•• quality (slider)
•• luminosity (slider)
•• light source angle (turn the ball)

Stitch Era 17 - Simulation View (click the simulation icon in the View panel)

If a static view is not enough, you then can examine and simulate the stitching process in three ways as shown in the
screen capture below.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-simulation-view.png
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Stitch Era 17 - simulation tools

1) If you tick Stitch Navigation, navigation controls will appear at the bottom and that allow you to navigate
forward and backward in your design and jump to different points of interest. In order to enable this you must both
tick Stitch Navigation in the View panel (this will enable stitch information at the bottom of the window)
and the little "running man" icon at bottom left. You can navigate:
•• section to section
•• stitches by 10's or 100'.
•• color to color
2) To the very right, there is a simulation player (including a control for speed and thickness of stitches). Hit the
little forward arrow in order to simulate what your embroidery machine will do.
3) you also can move the play head forth and back (left/right). The play head is the little white cursor that looks like
a house.
Depending on whether 3D view is on or off you will get a different view.
This tool is crucial for spotting potential trouble in your design, e.g. parts that are stitched over others when they
should not. Of course, you do think about these things, but there are always 1 or 2 things that are missed.
Again, older versions of this software, do have a different layout. E.g. Stitch Era 11 had more controls at the bottom.

Stitch Era 11 simulation tools

Finally, the simulator tools also to enter Stitch Editing mode through the little pull-down button. You will land on the
stitch where you halted the simulation and can manipulate stitches through the context menu (right click)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-interface-navigation.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-simulation.png
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Stitch editing

To exit from the stitch editor is not obvious, hit the the select object button in the design panel upper left or more
simple, hit F11

Ordering stitch section by needle (click to enlarge)

Finishing tools

When you work on a larger complex design and
auto-digitize from vector art, you may wind up with
lots of stitch sections that are not ordered by needles.
This will then cause a problem for folks who hate
changing threads.
You may use the By Color tool in the Embroidery tab
as shown aside and as explained in more detail in the
Stitch Era - vector and thread color tutorial.

However, if you designed a careful stack order
beforehand - in particular if you digitize from vector
graphics - you easily can mess up everything. I.e. you
will have to move sections again in the object manager.
Use it, but with care ....

Using other software to look at your design
I find the Stitch Era 3D rendering of designs good enough to see what roughly will happen. However, other (free)
programs provide much nicer results. As you can see in various tutorials, I sometimes use these when I don't feel
embroidering a design and/or taking pictures.
• WILCOM TrueSizer [1]. Reads most formats.
• Bernina Artlink [2], reads most formats, but cannot read *.jef
• Pulse ambassador [3] Reads most formats and includes an animation tool for the stitching process (little icon on

top).
• MyEditor [4] produces the most pretty 3D view, since it includes a shader, i.e. simulates the effect of light source.

You may set the position of the source and its intensity (menu View->Set Light source). Finally it has a color
manager, a sequence viewer and a practical radar window (Menu View->Rollups)

The caveat of using such software is that none will read Sierra *.dsg files. I.e. you will have to produce an
embroidery file first. In the picture below you can see the same *.jef file. Colors may come out wrong. Also, the
relation between thread colors in Stitch Era and the way *.jef files encodes this information is something that I don't
fully understand yet. I.e. would it have made a change if would have used a Madeira palette instead of the system
one ?
My two favorite programs are Wilcom (simple to use and accurate) and MyEditor (most pretty and radar view panel)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-stitch-edit.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-finishing-tools.png
http://www.wilcom.com.au/PRODUCTS/TrueSizer.aspx
http://www.bernina.com/Artlink6
http://www.pulsemicro.com/pulse-products-ambassador.htm
http://www.drawstitch.com/index.php/Downloads/my_editor/
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Embroidery viewers compared. Click to enlarge

Embroidery viewers compared. (zoom on pattern) Click to enlarge

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AEmbroidery-viewers-compared.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AEmbroidery-viewers-compared-2.png
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Embroidery viewers compared (zoom on ZigZag). Click to enlarge
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Stitch Era - adjusting stitch sections

Introduction
This is a beginner's tutorial for the Stitch Era embroidery software. It explains how to adjust auto-digitized
embroidery objects that you may have produced as explained in Stitch Era - simple digitizing. In almost any tutorial
we will address this issue again. We therefore only explain some general principles and operations here.
Tutorial home page

Stitch Era embroidery software
Learning goals

Understand the function and structure of stitch objects, i.e. so-called stitch sections
Be able to change shape, size, position of stitch objects
Be able to adjust various stitch parameters of stich objects

Prerequisites
Stitch Era embroidery software (in particular be able to create a new design).
Stitch Era - simple digitizing

Related pages
none

Materials
You can reuse the pictures. In the wiki, click on picture to make it larger, then click again and save it.

Quality and level
This text should technical people get going with Stitch Era. I use it an optional master degree course in
educational technology.
Concurrent reading

•• Stitch Era - interface features for working with a design
Next steps
• Stitch Era - vector graphics. You don't necessarily need to learn how to draw vector graphics that you then can

convert to embroidery (stitch sections). However, you will be able to speed up your work and you also could
reuse principles (e.g. Bezier drawing) for manipulating stitch sections as well as in other multi-media programs.

•• Any other tutorial
This tutorial will demonstrate how to adjust so-called stitch sections. Let's recall that stitch sections are stitch paths
(lines) or areas (shapes) that are almost directly stitchable. A stitch section defines an object in terms of how it
should translate to stitches. In addition to defining a stitchable shape, stitch sections include many settable
parameters including thread color (called "needle"), stitch density, stitch types (there are many kinds), entry and exit
points.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_simple_digitizing
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_simple_digitizing
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Concepts

Stitch sections, paths and areas
There exist two major families of of stitch sections: paths and areas. Paths are dots connected by straight lines and
curves (polylines), areas are surfaces defined by lines (borders) and fills (what is inside). Depending on the kind and
the size of stitch sections, different sorts of stitches are recommended:
1. Paths with a small width (less than 1mm) are usually embroidered with running stitches, i.e. some kind of line.
2. Larger paths (1-2mm) are embroidered as columns using some kind of ZigZag or satin stitch.
3. Small and/or narrow areas (up to 4mm) are also treated as columns and stitched as above
4. Medium sized areas are usually filled with so-called patterns, i.e. compact fill stitches using various simple or

complex designs.
5. Large areas are difficult to render and are frequently filled with various kinds of textures, e.g. radial or so-called

programmable stitches. Basically, one uses patterns with holes.
The following screen capture shows a simple design that uses the following kinds of stitch sections as shown in the
object manager.
•• Areas filled with patterns (all the blue, yellow, red green stuff)
•• Areas filled with Zig-zags (the grey letters)
•• Path filled with Zig-zags (the grey borders)

Simple design with some stitch Era types

This screen capture also demonstrates the usefulness of the object manager. Have it on all the time and read more
about it in Stitch Era - interface features for working with a design
In this tutorial we shall primairly focus on fills, i.e. anything that is neither a line nor a so-called column. Stitch Era,
when using an auto-digitizing procedure, by default creates certain kinds of fill patterns that you may want to change
for some stitch sections. You also can define a default pattern. In addition, we will talk about stitch density, length of
running stitches and width of zigzag stitches, and pull/push compensation.
We shall discuss problems like the following:

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-stitch-section-types.png
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•• Some zig-zag stitches are too long (over 5mm) and you have to deal with this or else your embroidery might
become a bit fragile

•• Some areas shouldn't be filled with patterns since they are too big
•• Stitch Era, by default, uses a very high stitch density, i.e. 5 lines/mm. In many cases, you may want to go with a

lower density in order to avoid "stiff" bullet-proof embroidery.
•• Some areas may need pull compensation, i.e. you will have to take into account that tissue can stretch and distort

a design. Stitch Era does automatically add such compensation, but you should know what that means.
•• You may decide to use borders since borders give a professional touch to freestanding sections. Stitch Era allows

to add borders to stitch areas with two simple mouse clicks
Note: Professional digitizers seem to prefer converting manually each vector to a stitch section or even individual
stitches. We show an example of how to do this when we discuss pull/push compensation.
Changing properties of a stitch section is really easy and we shall often do it in other tutorials.
1.1. Select a stitch object either by clicking on it in the workspace or by selecting it in the object manager.
2.2. Use the object inspector to make a change. Alternatively, you also can use the ribbon menu on top.

Stitch Era 17 - Change the stitch pattern of an area with the object inspector

Again, the Interface may be slightly different in other versions of Stitch Era. The following screen capture was made
in 2011, but as you can see, the overall logic is very similar: Select an object in the workspace, then change any
parameter you like

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-object-inspector-change-pattern.png
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Stitch Era 11 - Change the stitch pattern of an area with the object inspector

Types of fills
Stitch Era allows to fill stitch sections in different ways. The following screen capture shows four fill types (there are
more):
• Zigzag stitches (line 1)
• Fill patterns (lines 2, 3 and 4)
• Fill textures (line 5)
• Radial fills (last line)
In each line we modified stitch parameters a bit
• For the Zigzag and the patterns (four first lines), density changes from 5 lines/mm (bullet proof) to 2 lines/mm

(transparent). We also used the ZigZag auto-split feature, else we'd have a single stitch going from one end of the
square to the other.

•• For the texture (programmable stitches), we changed vertical and horizontal density
•• For the radial fills, we changed both offset (distance between radials) and stitch length
Common parameters:
•• We took the default underlay stitches, they are (we believe) the same for all fill patterns
•• No borders used. For the low density fills, one should create borders in most cases, e.g. with running stitches

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-object-inspector-change-pattern.png
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Different types of area fills

With respect to auto-split of zigzag columns, there are several options:
•• proportional (divides the area by x %)
•• fixed (creates columns according to length of stitches defined)
•• random
In the picture below you can see the stitched design. Some squares are not very well rendered since we had to change
threads and we also interrupted to make a few changes ...

Different types of area fills - stitched as shown in
the workspace

Summary: Areas can be filled in many ways. Basically you will have to select a type of fill (e.g. a fill pattern or a 
radial fill). For each fill type, there are between a few and several dozens of subtypes. Once you decided to use a fill 
type, you then also can change its parameters, e.g. fill density, stitch length, color, border. You can either decide fill

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-fill-pattern-sample-2.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-fill-pattern-sample-2.jpg
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types and their parameters before digitizing ("to embroidery") or change the results for each stitch area later, as you
will learn.

Dealing with stitch directions and cut lines
When you use global or area by area auto-digitizing, i.e. Art to Stitch (Intelligent) or Art to Stitch (Area only) you
often would like to change direction of stitches, in particular if you use a fancy area fill pattern.
•• Grab the yellow controls of the so-called direction lines and turn.
In the following example we auto-digitize a simple flower found on Openclipart.org ([football 5 petal flower [1])
•• Open the SVG to Illustrator
• In SE: Artwork->Get from Application->Get from Illustrator
The flower is a clean a simple vector graphic that we will digitize with all the default values, except for the area
pattern:
• Convert->To Embroidery
• Select Art to Stitch (Intelligent)
• Stitch settings tab: Select Pattern type = PTM-0014
•• Click OK
The provisional result looks like this:

A horizontal direction line (yellow dots)

The selected green leave area shows a single horizontal direction line (yellow dots at both ends). You also can see
faint lines in other petals, but won't see the yellow controls of course, since you only can edit one object at one
time...
Now let's change direction of this wave pattern:
•• Turn each of the five direction lines by draggin around one both of the the ends (yellow controls)
•• If you turn of automatic stitch generation (what I recommend) hit the lighting button again (or press

http://www.openclipart.org/detail/148885/football-5-petal-flower-by-10binary
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-direction-lines.png
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Turning one end of a direction line. All the others
already were changed as you can see

The much better result is below:

Direction lines changed

Dealing with push/pull distortion
In this section, we will introduce two things: 1) how to deal with "pull", a kind of distortion that is inherent in
embroidery. 2) that you should be aware of the object manager and the section inspector. These tools provide an easy
way to manage already digitized stitch sections.
Under normal condition, a fabric will be pull inwards, because (solid) stitches will create tension. This may be
reinforced by the fact that most fabrics are elastic in the horizontal direction. Typically, a circle that looks perfect on
the screen will print as a kind of egg.
Push means that columns are slightly longer than expected because of the mass of stitches that will push outwards.
The following figure shows push/pull directions for a horizontal stitching pattern:

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-direction-lines2.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-direction-lines3.png
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Push/pull directions

Pull absolutely must be compensated and for at least two reasons:
•• Areas will not look as intended, e.g. a circle becomes an ellipse
•• When you use running stitches for the borders, these borders will be offset, i.e. one will be able to see fabric

between the fill and the border.
There are several strategies which can be combined:
•• Increase stitching in the direction of pull. E.g. make a circle stretch. This is required if you wish to keep the right

proportions
•• Use larger stitches, since each stitch will pull, i.e. less stitches = less pull
•• Use a wide border stitch, e.g. a 2mm satin stitch. This will insure that the border is ok.
• Use an appropriate underlay pattern. This is very important if the fabric is somewhat elastic.
Stitch Era adds default compensation when you digitize into area fill patterns through both auto-digitizing and stitch
to vector procedures.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AEmbroidery-push-pull-directions.png
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Stitch Era 17 - Changing pull compensation parameters in the object inspector

As you can see, by default, Stitch Era added 2mm pull compensation on both sides. It probably would be better to
add a percentage or a higher value since the area (yellow butterfly wing from a child's drawing) is rather large.
We did some tests. The following screen capture shows the test design file where we wanted to know the following:
• Line 1: How does pull compensation for simple areas using a built-in fill pattern work with various settings ?
• Line 2: How do split zig-zag columns behave with various pull compensation settings ?
• Line 3: How do different kinds of borders render ? Borders are part of pull-compensation strategy.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-pull-compensation.png
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Pull compensation and border tests

Each of the figures has the exact same size in terms of the initial vector graphics:
•• The head is 20mm
•• The body is 20x30mm
Btw. we created the vector design by first drawing a circle, then a rectangle. Both were body (fill) only. The precise
size was defined with the Layout tool and we also use the latter to align the two. The two shapes were grouped and
we then used the Matrix tool to create the three line/ four column layout. Finally, on line 3, we added on top of
figures 1 and 2 an border-only figure on top.
The printed result looks like this. It was printed without stabilizer tissue on a non-elastic tissue, i.e. a napkin. None of
the stitched figures is stiff and none seemed to have produced major puckering.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-pull-borders.png
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Pull compensation and border tests

Below is an picture of the backside. To our uninformed opinion it seems to look clean enough. As you can see, the
Stitch Area built-in pattern seems to deal in different ways with border areas (column 1). We were not aware of this
and that may be a reason why our own added borders on line 3 look rather 3D.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-pull-borders-1.jpg
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Pull compensation and border tests - backside (Click to enlarge

Let's discuss line by line.
1) Line one - testing pull compensation

Line includes fill-only areas (i.e. no explicit borders that we added at the vector drawing or the stitch area level) and
that were defined with the following parameters:
•• We used a built-in area pattern named PTM-0044, i.e. some some kind of displaced horizontal Zigzag pattern.
•• Stitch density was 4 lines/mm. Stitch Era default is 5 lines/mm, but we found that 4 is usually enough and

produces softer results.
• Each of the four figures uses different pull compensations.
Results (see the "Pull compensation and border tests" picture above):
•• The first figure isn't good, i.e. the circle became an vertical ellipse. No surprise since we didn't use any pull

compensation.
•• The second (3mm) and the third (5% of the width) are fine.
•• The forth figure is over compensated (10% of the width), i.e. the circle became an horizontal ellipse.
What these results mean in practical terms is that the Stitch Era default compensation (figure 2) adding 3mm just
does fine, at least for that kind of tissue and thread.
As you can see in the figure below, the object inspector displays all necessary information and also will allow you
to change parameters. Displaying this information is simple: Click on the object manager tab to the right of the
workspace. Then select a stitch object either on the workspace or the object manager. Make sure to hide vectors and
to display the stitch sections (little buttons on top right).

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-pull-borders-back.jpg
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Parameters of line 1 - figure 2

Parameters of line 2 - figure 3

2) Line two - testing pull
compensation for ZigZag columns

Using several ZigZag columns to fill
an larger is probably not the smartest
thing to. You can see that the fabric
shines through in the first two figures.
Also it seems that some bobbin thread
shows in all of them and we don't
know why.
However the rectangles of figure 3 and
4 look in line 2 are fine. Pull
compensation worked here.
Anyhow, in a real design, we probably
would add a double running stitch in
between the columns. Another solution
would be to add smaller in-between
columns as a first layer, but then result
might become a bit stiff. A better
alternative solution is to create slightly
overlapping columns, but then the
visual "column effect" would be
diminished.
A note on its creation: As you can see
in the figure to the right, we used a simple Zig-zag stitch. To get this stitch, select Turning Area->Area with
Zig-Zag on top or use the pull-down Fill Mode menu in the object inspector. You then should split the area (both
rectangle and circle) with an auto-split using something like Fixed 4mm, i.e. we told it to split the area into 4mm
stitches. This gave us 5 columns for a total width of 20mm.

As you also can see in the screen capture of the Object Manger panel that we used the simple default underlay
pattern, i.e. some kind of vertical lines.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-inspector-pull.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-inspector-pull-2.png
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Converting a vector to a Zig-Zag section

3) Line three - playing with borders

The line three figures were digitized to the PTM 0008 simple horizontal pattern using the Stitch Era defaults for
pull compensation, i.e. 3mm added. However we lowered the 5 lines/mm density to 4.
We manually added a running stitch to figure 1. I.e. we used a second identical vector on top that was stroke/border
only and then digitized it to a Path -> Path with running stitch.
Figure 2 was made in a similar way, but we used a 2mm Zigzag
Figures 3 and 4 borders were made with through parametrization which is actually much faster and probably also
leads to better results. In the Object Inspect, click on the Borderline tab and then select the kind of border you would
like. In the screen shot to the right we show how we configured the E-Stitch that goes inwards (Side B).

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-forcing-shape-into-zigzag.png
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Border Parameters of line 3 - figure 3

Line three shows two things:
•• Borders are interesting to have, certainly for free standing objects
•• You will have to adjust layout. In our case, the circles and the rectangles overlap which is rather ugly. But that

could be easily fixed ....
Overall conclusion

We retain some lessons from this test:
•• Stitch Era pull compensation and default underlay worked fine for these smaller areas and the kind of tissue we

used
•• Vector shapes with borders should be slightly pulled apart in the design. I.e. the embroidered object will be larger

than a borderless vector design.
•• Multiple ZigZag columns work ok with rectangles if strong pull compensation is added

Converting Zigzag areas to fills
In this section, we show how to convert one type of stitch section into another. We shall show how to change a
Zigzag area to a fill. The same procedure applies to any kind of major conversion.
The following example shows are rather large Mediawiki logo. Both the "M" and the "W" had to long stitches, i.e.
would produce a somewhat fragile design. The easiest (not the prettiest) way to deal with this is to convert these
areas to fill patterns.
There are two ways of doing a convert: Either quickly through the object inspector or slower with the menus on top.
(1) By selecting the area (either by clicking on the area) or by selecting it in the object manager (sometimes this is
the only way to get the right section) you then can click on the Area Fill pull down menu (underneath the kind of

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-inspector-borders.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Mediawiki
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pattern you use) and change the fill mode.
(2) Alternatively, you could use the menus on top. Select the object first. Then, in the Area Fill ribbon panel, click
on the large rectangle representing the fill, e.g. a ZigZag icon. Then click on Convert as shown in the following
screen captures. A similar third method is the following: Select the object, right click (context menu) and select
convert.

Changing area fill of the "W" letter. "M" already converted

Changing area fills

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-converting-area.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-converting-area-2.png
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We strongly suggest learning how to use the object inspector. Operations are much quicker. In addition you could
quickly changer other parameters.

Reducing fill density
For larger areas or if you want to insure comfortable wear, we suggest to reduce fill density.
•• By default, Stitch Era uses about 5 lines/mm which is a dense setting.
•• 3 lines/mm may not be as pretty since there will be some holes, but it will produce a more wearable design.
•• A good compromise are 4 lines/mm (this is the default in some other embroidery software we believe)
In addition:
•• density also should be adjusted to thread thickness. By default, we are using Rayon 40, a medium standard

weight.
•• density has a different effect on different stitch patterns.
The following picture shows a design that uses 5 lines/mm to the left. In addition the tips of the sun flower petals are
stitched double. The design to the right uses mostly 3 lines/mm, except for sun flower zig zag that uses 4.

Mediawiki logos with different density settings (Angles distorted by webcam)

In order to change density in selected areas, it is best to use the Object manager (to the right) as the following
picture shows:

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-mediawiki-density.jpg
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Changing area properties with the object inspector

Finally, if you print something on top of another area, make sure to remove the underlay. I don't see any reason to
have one.

Jump stitches
If you own a multi-needle machine then you might want to eliminate jump stitches, i.e. those longer lines that you
will have to cut away after stitching.
Already when digitizing with "Art to Stitch" you should add trims to stitch sections.
• Open the "Stitch Settings" tab, i.e. tick use cut after sections

Using programmable stitches and radial fills
After printing a larger design you may find that despite using underlay, there is pull effect. Or you may not like the
heaviness of a larger design. There are several options for dealing with this:
•• Skip some parts (just delete the areas or paths) ... may produces interesting effects on some designs. Note that you

also may have unintentionally several layers of stitches on top of each other. Your machine will make noise and
the thread may break if that happens. In that case, you certainly should remove areas or better redesign at the
vector drawing level for example.

• Change the fill pattern to programmable stitches or radial fills that have big holes. We will look at this
situation.

•• In addition or alternatively you could change the density, e.g. use only 3 lines/mm instead of 5 (see just above)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-object-inspector.png
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Radial fill example
Below is a picture of a digitized design that probably would be difficult to print since it's fairly large.

Girl on Boat

By removing both areas and by changing most remaining areas into radial fills, we sort of get an interesting result
that (almost) can be printed on a T-shirt without underlay.

Girl on Boat

Below is the result, it was stitched without underlay, just paying attention to proper hooping.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AGirl-on-boat.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AGirl-on-boat-2.jpg
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Girl on Boat

Programmable stitches example
We got a vector drawing of the peace symbol (probable from openclipart.org).
The imported vector file was then used to create two stitch sections
•• an outline
•• a fill with a programmable stitch
Procedure:
• Make the vector (i.e. the peace logo) fill-only. Select the vectors only body icon in the format panel.

Make vectors without borders (no stroke/body
only)

•• Select the vector
•• Convert to Area with texture

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AGirl-on-boat-3.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vectors-only-body.png
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Convert to area with texture

• Then go back to the vector and make it border only (vectors only outline in the format panel)
•• Select the vector
• Convert (digitize) to Path.
You now will have two stich sections. One that has just a fill and one that only has a border. This way you will get a
nice border.
The result should look like this, i.e. one vector (used in two different ways) and two stitch sections: A area with
texture and a pack of running stitches. A pack is just a group of stitch sections that should be stitched together. You
could "exploid it".

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-convert-to-area-with-texture.png
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Peace embroidery design (click to enlarge)

Alternatively, you also could have a added a border to a fill-only stitch area with the help of the object inspector. To
do so, click on the Borderline tab.
The printed result (without stabilizer on a T-Shirt):

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3APeace-embroidery-design.png
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Peace

Peace

Of course, one should use a stabilizer on a T-Shirt, but this is still testing and actually the result isn't that bad. Some
misalignment was rather due to the fact that tissue got stuck under the hoop...

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3APeace-embroidered-2.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3APeace-embroidered-1.jpg
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[1] http:/ / www. openclipart. org/ detail/ 148885/ football-5-petal-flower-by-10binary

Stitch Era - lettering

Introduction
This is a beginner's tutorial for the Stitch Era embroidery software. It explains how to create letters
Disclaimer: Made by someone who started about embroidery and digitizing in May 2011. I will revise this once I
understand more - Daniel K. Schneider 11:00, 9 June 2011 (CEST).
There several ways for creating letters
1) Use the built-in lettering software module

This specialized lettering module can directly produce stitches from phrases you type in. In the SEU program, Words
are represented as Stitching objects of type Text. Each text then is composed of either simple characters (like a "c")
or composed characters like an "m". This probably also depends on the font. We shall show examples below.
There are two kinds of built-in lettering fonts:
•• Special purpose digitized "artistic fonts". These are usally better for large fonts and dont' work with tiny fonts

(e.g. 5-8mm)
•• Standard digitized true type fonts. These work at all sizes but not be as pretty.
In SEU digitized words are editable, i.e. you can fix spelling mistakes (see below). You also can edit the individual
stitch sections through vector graphics manipulations or go down to the stitch level in order to make some fixes.
Tip: If you play with various sizes and fonts, turn automatic generate off in the lightning pull down button in the
quick access bar on top left. You then will have to click the button in order to generate the stitches. Good lettering
software will recompute the stitches when you change font type and/or font size and that takes time ...

MediaWiki Logo

Publish button

2) Import letters as vector graphics

Such letters can for example be made with Powerpoint, then exported to EMF
and copy/pasted to Stitch Era. This may not always work. In that case, try
using a vector drawing program. In both cases importing a vector design (e.g.
a simple stupid EMF file) first to Illustrator then importing via CorelDraw to
Stitch Era does produce good results. I managed to create usable 6.5mm
letters.
This strategy works with both large and small letters, but may not lead to
optimal results with larger letters since digitizing nice stitcheable letters is an
art by itself. However, I got better results than what I expected as you can see
in some other tutorials. E.g. the MediWiki Logo that has larger letters and the
publish "button" has 6.5mm letters that still can be optimized I believe.
3) Use built-in vector true type fonts and then auto-digitize

I found the result rather sub-optimal, although I only tried small letters. We
discuss this below.
4) Draw letters yourself with vector graphics

You could do this either in Stitch Era or in any other Vector drawing program. This is very difficult. Fonts are not
trivial

http://www.openclipart.org/detail/148885/football-5-petal-flower-by-10binary
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=User:Daniel_K._Schneider
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AMediawiki-logo-embroidered-test.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3APublish-button-embroidered.jpg
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5) Stitch by stitch edit letters

This is an option for a professional design. You probably would import some vector graphics using an interesting
font, but then instead of auto-digitizing, you would manually create curved stitch sections.

Inserting phrases with the built-in lettering module
The built-in lettering module should generally produce better result than digitizing artwork (vector graphics or
bitmas), since each letter has been optimized for the logic of stitches.
To insert a phrase, click on the Embroidery tab, then Lettering. This will directly produce stitch sections according
to parameters selected in the top menu panel.

Stitch Era 17 - Lettering module of Stitch Era. Two pull-out popups allow fine tuning.

You can change parameters in three different places.
(1) A lettering pull-out menu in the Text and also in the Spacing, Trims, etc. ribbon centralizes basic customization,
such as fonts, font-types (true type or digitized) spacings, alignment (see below).
(2) Some of these parameters can be directly changed in the ribbon menu
(3) The pull-out menu in the Stitch Type ribbon allows to fine tune stitch generation (see below).

The lettering pop-up panel - editing text
The Lettering panel allows to edit text and change most properties. You likely will not see it when you start using
Stitch Era. It is available through two ways:
• the context menu (select the Text object, right click on the object and select Text properties)
•• As pull-out (expansion) menu Font, Text and Spacing,Trims, etc. ribbon panels in the main menu bar.
This panel allows to edit text, to change fonts, size, distances. In addition you may specify trims and locks.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-lettering.png
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Stich Era 11 - Lettering pop-up panel of Stitch Era (same as in Stich Era 17)

Some tips:
•• Digitized fonts work well for larger sizes (15mm and bigger) and also may work for smaller sizes depending on

the font.
•• True type fonts work better for smaller sizes (8-10mm)
• In version 11, we found it very good voodoo to tick Reset Transformation after changing sizes and distances.

Somehow, the Reprocess All (lightning button in the quick access bar) doesn't reprocess all the box size. E.g. for
small letters (smaller than recommended), the text box is not resized without ticking "reset transformation".

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-lettering-panel.png
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Tuning stitch generation
The Stitch type pull-out popup allows defining various Stitch parameters, e.g. density. There are different
customization levels. E.g. if you want to change the fill pattern from zig-zag to a pattern stich you will have to use
level 2.

Lettering Stitch type tool - raise your level

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-lettering-stitch-type-tool.png
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Changing the shape of "embroidery" lettering
Shapes can be changed through the Arrange menu. Just select a kind of shape you want, then read on ...

Selecting a shape for a text section

Changing the shape of a phrase made with the embroidery - lettering tool is really easy. For each shape variant
selected, you must explore the different handles (i.e. move around the little dots that will show outside of the text
shape....). Make sure not to select individual letters, unless you wish to work at that level. If you have trouble
selecting the whole text shape, use the object manager to the right (easier).

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-lettering-arrange-shape-1.png
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Handles for changing a text section

•• Simple shapes (i.e. the ones in yellow) usually have between 4 and six usable control points and are more
manageable

• Complex shapes (i.e. the grey ones like the user distortion one that you can see above) may have more handles.

Large letters and lock stitches
Disclaimer: not yet tested ! - Daniel K. Schneider 17:46, 13 June 2011 (CEST)
When you create large letters, you might want to create lock stitches at start and end of each letter. To do so we
suggest using the following procedure before you insert the text:
Open the lettering panel (expansion menu in the lower right corner of the spaces, trims lock stitches panel

• click on Lock stitches at the bottoem
•• Define the lock stitch
You also could add trims if you like, but then you will have to re-thread again

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-lettering-arrange-shape.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=User:Daniel_K._Schneider
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Adding lock stitches to letters

In order to add lock stitches to individual letters that you already created:
•• Open the Object Manger (tab to the right of the workspace panel)
• Click on the Text section
• Click on the Char ... section pack if needed. Many letters are represented by more than just one Zigzag column
• Insert lock stitches through the More tab in the Object inspector as shown below

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-lettering-lock-stitches-1.png
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Adding lock stitches to individual letters

How small can one print ?
After a little test we believe that one could go as low as 5mm in height under the following conditions:
•• fabric must be flat
•• fabric must be stabilized
•• contrast between fabric and letters must be high
•• Stitching speed should be slowed down a bit
•• Using small (fine) needles and finer threads
The following picture shows a test that doesn't respect these principles:
• Top right uses the the digitized Artistik font with sizes 10mm, 7mm and 5mm
• Bottom left group used the True Type Arial Rounded MT font with the same sizes
Both were made with Rayon 40 thread and a 0.75 mm needle.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-lettering-lock-stitches.png
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SEU / Elna 8300 lettering how small can you stitch test

We produced a more ambitious design using 8mm Arial MS for the small words and a built-in digitized font for the
others. Textile was a cotton shirt. A first version was without stabilizer.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AElna-lettering-test-1.jpg
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SEU / Elna 8300 concept map test - without stabilizer

For the second one we used a iron-on / tear away stabilizer and the results are slightly better. We also changed the
colors and made a test with (manual) overprinting of some words. A future version should use either fatter fonts or
use running stitches.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AElna-taxonomy-test-1.jpg
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SEU / Elna 8300 concept map test - with stabilizer

Here is a picture of the partially removed stabilizer. I find the stitches a bit too fat, i.e. such a shirt wouldn't be a
comfortable thing to wear.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AElna-taxonomy-test-2.jpg
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SEU / Elna 8300 concept map test - stabilizer

Open questions:
•• Is is possible to print digitized fonts otherwise than with a zig-zag technique, i.e. use straight lines instead ?

Below 1mm, zig-zag does seem to have problems.
•• How much work is editing at the stitch level in order to fix some badly converted characters? We found that "w"'s

are not well liked when working with "tiny" Arial and similar fonts.
•• How "light" can a readable fill pattern be ?

Lettering with vector graphics
You also can either import lettering made with a vector graphics program or use the text functionality in Stitch era's
vector drawing tool.
Since we are interested in producing small letters, we also wondered whether we could print small letters with
running stitches. We made a quick test:

Using Stitch Era Vector Drawing True type fonts
Starting point:
•• A few lines of text with various type faces using 8mm
•• Conversion as shown in the following screen capture, in particular:

•• stitch-length = 0.8mm (very small)
•• inhibit the program to use zig-zag or fills.
•• Repeat 3 times (that's too much, I should try 2 next time)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AElna-taxonomy-test-3.jpg
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Letters made with Stitch Era vector graphics

Result:
... Made with SEU Design version 11, the result was not very convincing, i.e. some letters would need manual
editing of stitch paths. That's not difficult, but too tedious with respect to the time I have.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-lettering-with-running-stitches.png
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Letters with running stitches.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-lettering-with-running-stitches-2.png
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Importing vector shapes
We currently believe that importing vector graphics of small letters gives better results. Read Stitch Era - digitizing
difficult images, i.e. the section on PowerPoint import.
E.g. the following was made with power point (pptx) using 36pt fonts, imported to Illustrator, smoothed a bit,
imported to Stitch Era and reduced in size (about 30%).

PPTX slide embroidered

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_digitizing_difficult_images
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_digitizing_difficult_images
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3APPT-edutechwiki-slide-6.jpg
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Stitch Era - vector graphics

Introduction
This is a beginner's tutorial for the Stitch Era embroidery software. It explains how edit and/or create vector graphics
that later could be translated to embroidery objects (stitch sections).
Tutorial home page

Stitch Era embroidery software
Learning goals

Be able to import vector graphics from a third party program
Be able to draw
Be able to edit/tune existing drawings

Prerequisites:

• Stitch Era embroidery software (in particular be able to create a new design).
• Stitch Era - simple digitizing (explains how to go from vector graphics to stitch sections)
Materials

none
Concurrent steps:
• Stitch Era - adjusting stitch sections (Auto-digitizing gives fairly satisfactory results, but you may want to tune

these a bit)
Next steps:
•• Stitch Era - digitizing complex vector images
•• Stitch Era - digitizing complex bitmap images
Quality and level

This text should technical people get going with Stitch Era. I use it an optional master degree course in
educational technology.

There are four reasons for learning how to use vector graphics:
• Repair/adjust vectorized bitmap (raster) images
• Work with imported vector graphics (as opposed to use the original source program). Personally I get most of

my vector graphics from openclipart.org [1]

• Draw vector art with Stitch Era
• In addition, you will become familiar with vector drawing terminology and techniques. You also will need these

for stitch section tuning and direct stitch object drawing. The controls are slightly different and more complex,
but the drawing/editing principles remain the same !

Vector graphics are translated fairly easily into embroidery objects (stitch sections), e.g. through the To embroidery /
Art to Stitch auto-digitizer and this is why we favor the "vector drawing first" route as opposed to directly drawing
stitch objects. Of course, the various design use cases can be combined in a project (also read the corresponding
chapter in the Stitch Era embroidery software##Some_use_cases_of_Stitch_Era introductory article.
Let us insist that same logic applies if you want to manipulate or directly create embroidery objects (stitch sections).
The difference between vector graphics (as it exists in more advanced form in programs like Illustrator, Corel Draw,
or the free Inkscape) and "stitch object graphics" is that the latter is much less visual and much more complex, since
it includes visualization of stitch patterns, stitches, etc. I believe that embroidery specialists probably don't do much
vector graphics, i.e. they probably can "see" how stitch sections will render. I can't (for now). Top notch

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_simple_digitizing
http://openclipart.org
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_embroidery_software%23%23Some_use_cases_of_Stitch_Era
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professionals actually sometimes don't even seem to work with high-level embroidery objects, i.e. they create
embroidery sections stitch by stitch on high expense projects. A beginner just should be able to adjust stitch sections,
i.e. be able to understand how to manipulate nodes and curves a bit. These operations are easier to learn with
"normal" vector graphics.

Creating vector graphics in the Artwork module
When you start a new empty project you will find yourself automatically in the HOME section. In order to import or
draw vector graphics, select the ARTWORK tab as shown in the following picture.

Artwork tab - empty design

At this point, you either can import artwork, e.g. like discussed in Stitch Era - creating embroidery from vector
images or start drawing. Several kinds of drawings can be created an in different ways, for example:
•• Insert pre-built closed shapes
•• Insert pre-build open shapes
•• Draw shapes with Bezier curves
•• Draw shapes free-hand
•• Draw letters with the text tool (not to be confused with the lettering module that directly will create stitch

sections)
Let's insert an ellipse, i.e. a close shape, as shown below. Select the ellipse icon from the Closed shapes pull down
menu, then move the mouse into the work area below and drag it.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-artwork-tab.png
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Stitch Era 17 - Artwork tool - creating a circle

If you aim to create a circle, there are three solutions:
1.1. Hold down the CTRL key while you drag out the mous
2.2. Watch the dimensions at the bottom of the Stitch Era screen.
3.3. Draw an approximate object and then edit it's properties later by clicking on the layout tab (this how I work).
After you inserted a first vector object or when you select vector object, the interface will change and display the full
tool set.
Firstly, you may want to change colors. Play with "Fill color" and "Border color" that you should see in the menu on
top, as you can see in the figure below. You also may notice the "Layout" tab in the top menu. It would allow you to
change the size, position and rotation of the object and align/distribute several objects. More about this later.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-artwork-tool.png
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Stitch Era 17 - Artwork tool / Vector tool - vector object created and selected, change thickness or border

If you open the Artwork / Layout tab, you can change things like position and size.

Stitch Era 17 - Artwork tool / Layout tool - vector object created or selected. change dimensions

In older version, the interface was different, e.g. there was only one vector tab as you can see in the following screen
shot.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-artwork-tool-1.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-artwork-tool-2.png
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Stich Era 11 (2001) - Artwork tool - vector object created or selected

Now let's have look at basic properties of vector objects, i.e. fill and border

Anatomy of vector objects

fills and borders
Vector objects like circles are made of two parts:
• The border (also called outline, stroke or line)
• The fill (also called the body or paint or inside)
In the format tab, by selecting one of the rectangles (see fig. below) you can select whether you want
• a fill-only object (Vectors-only body), i.e. the border is made invisible
• a stroke-only object (Vectors-only outline), i.e. the shape is made invisible
• an object that has both (Vectors outline + body), i.e. you will see both a shape and its border

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-artwork-tool-2.png
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Three kinds of vector objects (shapes): Fill-only, stroke-only, fill+stroke

In embroidery (as well as in other multi-media projects) you will work with all three.

The envelope
Each vector object is defined by global size and position, i.e. the so-called envelope.
The grey envelope controls (little square dots) define the size of the object and allow to change it's height and width.
Move your mouse precisely over one of the squares in a corder or in between and drag with the mouse (press and
hold). Play with that a bit, it should be easy to understand.
Then click on the Layout tab and observe the changes in the the Size ribbon panel.

Change the width by dragging an envelope
control

Warning: As you shall learn just below, the vector object itself is defined by other control points and sometimes it's
difficult to select the envelope points. Read on....

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vector-types.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-change-width.png
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Manipulation of vector shapes
We now shall systematically introduce the most frequent vector shape manipulation procedures. I.e. we will look at
what is inside the envelope.

Shape and shape adjustments of vector objects
Since borders are not defined by pixels but by control points, vector objects are scalable upwards or downwards. A
drawing will remain the same whether it has the size of a bed linen or a shirt pocket or a football field.
The shape of a vector object is defined by its outline (border/stroke/etc), or more precisely by so-called control
points or nodes that will define the exact path of the border. Control points are either white or cyan.
In order to change the shape of an object, there are two methods as we shall explain in more details later:
• You can move the control points. Just drag them with the mouse
• You can adjust the curves connecting to the next nodes through handles which are represented as small little pink

points. Click on a node, then drag the pink points.
Important tip:

•• Pre-built shapes (e.g. an ellipse) must be converted to vector objects first (use the right click context menu). A
vector object is defined by nodes and connecting segments (lines).

In Stitch Era, there are different kinds of vector nodes. The way they connect to neighboring nodes are defined by
three properties (parameters) that one can change in the Nodes ribbon panel or through the context menu (right-click)
of a node.
1. Straight / curved sides. A straight node (point) will have a straight line to the nodes before and after the path

defining the outline or simple stroke. Curved nodes have curved lines (segements) to the nodes before and after
(unless one of these nodes is a straight node). Straight nodes show as rectangles.

2. Normal / corner node. Normal node (similar to Adobe's "smooth points") are white and connect two curved
segments in a smooth way, i.e. the node sits in the middle of a line. Corner nodes define cornes and are shown as
filled cyan nodes.

3. Symmetric / uniform node. Symmetric and uniformed nodes are not visually distinguishable. Uniform nodes
allow to manipulate both segments independently, whereas segments of symmetric nodes affect each other so that
they keep the same angle.

The following screen capture shows a mushroom being designed. Its hat is modeled with normal nodes, the stem
with corner nodes and the bottom with straight nodes.
Changing the curves

In order to change the curves connecting to a node, click on the node first. Then play with the following:
• Move the pink curve controls near or far to get a sharper or smoother curve.
• Rotate the same controls around the node to change concavity (direction).
As explained above, you also may want to change the node type. I.e. if you only wish to change the curve on one
side of a node, the node must be a uniform node and not a symmetrical one.
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Vector nodes (controls) and curve control handles

Deleting nodes
1) Deleting a single node

For deleting a single node:
•• Select a node. Make sure to select a white or cyan vector shape control node and not just one of the grey envelope

controls that define the size of the object (see above). Most shape control nodes then will also show curve control
handlers ... i.e. one or two little pink circles.

• Right click (context menu) and select delete or hit the delete key

Warning, before you decide to use the quicker delete key method, you should be aware that sometimes you will fail
to select a node. Instead you may have selected the whole vector object instead and then kill the whole object. Hit
CTRL-Z to get it back.
After deleting a node, you probably will have to adjust the curves.
2) Mass deletion of nodes

•• You can select nodes located in different places by holding down the CTRL key
•• You can select a sequence of nodes by selecting the first, then selecting the second (end of the sequence) holding

down the SHIFT key.
That kind of operation is often required after vectorizing a bitmap image. The following picture shows to the left a
kind of ragged rectangle that in reality should be stitched as smooth rectangle. Of course, you just could delete this
one and draw your own, but this may not be the easiest option for a path that would represent a person for example.
In order to smooth out vector graphics, you should follow and adapt a procedure like this:
•• Decide with nodes you want to keep.
•• Transform each of the nodes if needed. Typically you will get normal nodes from a vectorizing process and must

turn some into either corner nodes or straight nodes.
•• Then kill all the nodes in between and adjust curves
In the example below we transformed four nodes near the corners into straight nodes and then fixed the left side by
selecting all the in-between nodes (SHIFT key) and hitting DEL.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vector-nodes-controls.png
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Deleting a sequence of nodes

If you want to delete a sequence of nodes you also can just hit delete several times in a row. Deletion will happen in
the direction of the more recent added node.
By the way:
•• You also can perform other operations to a sequence of selected nodes, e.g. turn all nodes into straight nodes.

Explore the context menu !

Auto-trimming shapes
There is an auto-smoothing procedure available in the Combine Vectors ribbon panel.
• Select at least two objects, else it won't work. If you only have a single object just insert some random thing and

then delete it later
• Then select Trim Shapes in the Combine Vectors ribbon panel on top.
•• Each time you click, objects will be further trimmed. However, you never can agressively trim like you could in a

program like Illustrator. In the picture below I clicked about 10 times on trim shapes and the original shape is
pretty much preserved.

Trimming vectors

Warning: Trimming a lot of shapes takes a lot resources and Stitch Era (even version 17) may crash. Therefore we
suggest selecting smaller of groups of vectors for trimming. E.g. all of the same color.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vector-delete-nodes.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vector-trim.png
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Inserting a node
In SEU, inserting a node means adding a node within a curve between the currently selected node and the prior node.
Adding a node is different operation (see below)
To insert a node:
•• Select a node. In the picture below we selected the lowest left one.
•• Right-click to access the context menu: You now can delete, insert and add
In a corner, it may be difficult to select a shape control node. You are likely to select an envelope node that defines
the overall size and rotation of the object. You may have to click twice. If you still can't select your corner node, then
just drag the node inwards/upwards so that it won't fit into the corner. Drag it back later.

Inserting a node

Once you added nodes, you then can:
•• Move each node into position.
• Change type if needed, e.g. in picture below I transformed a normal node into a corner node. Alternatively you

also could select the appropriate node type, before you insert it. Use the Nodes menu
•• Drag out / rotate the curve controls.

Adjusting a curve after inserting a node

Tip: Adding less nodes is better. E.g. to draw a simple "hill" you only need to nodes. Use the curve controls to draw
the hill.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vector-add-nodes.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vector-add-nodes-2.png
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Simple hill shape defined with just two nodes and
the right curves

Adding a node
Adding a node refers to a process where you can add and place nodes. The principle is similar as for inserting a
node.
• Decide what kind of nodes you plan to insert, i.e. typicially you would choose curved, normal and uniform nodes

(Nodes menu on top)
•• Select a node in your vector object.
• Right-click and select add node from the context menu
•• You now can directly position the new node (Click)
•• You then can add a next node and so forth
• Hit ESC if you are done
Since I never know in which direction the node will be inserted (i.e. it's possible to tell what is "before" or "after", I
often have to change the selected node. Just hit ESC and then get the other one when you see that adding is done in
the wrong direction...

Changing size and rotation
A vector object is globally defined by its width, height, rotation and position. All of these can be manipulated
through the eight grey rectangular controls that sit on the so-called bounding box or envelope rectangle.
Changing size

•• Resizing an object uniformly: Drag one of the four corner points
•• Resizing an object's height or width: Drag one of the four grey points in the middle

Changing the width of a sailing boat

Changing rotation

•• Changing the rotation: Hold down the CTRL key and drag clockwise or counter-clock wise a grey point in one of
the corners. By default the object will turn around a point that sits in the center, i.e. the so-called rotation point.

•• Changing the rotation point: Hold down the CTRL key and move the light grey little circle that originally may be
in the center to a new position.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vector-node-number.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vector-change-width.png
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Rotation around a center point that is at the
bottom

Change size using the layout tool:
•• Size (both direction) or height and width also can be changed using the Layout tool, i.e. change values to the left.
Let's have a look at an example. Let's assume that you have an ellipse that you would like to transform into perfect
circle.
• Draw an ellipse first with the Closed Shapes tool
•• Select the layout tool
• Adjust with the Size panel

Creating a perfect circle with the layout tool

Free hand drawing
The FreeHand tool allows to create all four vector object types:
•• shapes only
•• outlines only (closed pathes)
•• lines (pathes)
•• shapes + outlines
To create a free hand object:
•• Click on the FreeHand tool
•• Then set the type of drawing, i.e. pick the right rectangle (Only Body, only outline, or outline+body) in the

Format Tab.
Closed vs. open pathes (i.e. shapes vs. lines): A figure becomes closed when the end point (where you release the
mouse) is very close to the starting point

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vector-rotation.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vector-layout-tool.png
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The Create Perfect Figures option:
•• TheFreeHand tool has a little pulldown menu that allows you to draw smoother figures, i.e. drawings that have

less control points and simpler curves. Tick this option and try.
The following screen capture shows a perfect cloud (well, with respect to my drawing skills) made with the
FreeHand tool and the following options:
• Create Perfect Figures = on,
• vectors outline + body = ticked
•• Fill Color = light grey
•• Border Color = dark grey

Stitch Era FreeHand drawing tool

Of course, you now could make adjustments in several ways:
•• Drag nodes
•• Adjust curves with the curve control handlers (click on a node first). You may to transform a node into a different

type (e.g. a normal node into a corner node using the Nodes panel)
•• Add / Insert new nodes
•• Add new drawings.

Drawing vector objects with Bezier curves
The Bezier tool allows to create technical drawings, i.e. both vector objects with fills and simple vector path. Below,
we shortly will introduce the basics. At some point we should expand this section and explain more ....
Common principle:
•• Select the Bezier tool first
•• Either click or drag the mouse
•• To abort drawing: ESC
•• To finish a drawing: Right-click, then choose either

• accept to create a polyline (i.e. a line that is not closed)
•• close Shape to create a polygone. Depending on your choices in Format tab, the result will be filled, not filled

or filled with a border. Clicking on an other node will have the same effect.
•• close with mirror shape
• abort to abort (same as ESC)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-free-hand.png
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Creating a shape with straight lines
•• Select the Bezier tool
•• Insert nodes by clicking on each position in the path: click ... click ... click
• Then, right-click -> Close shape

Creating straight lines

If you don't get the shape right, don't worry. You always can change it by changing the node types and by adjusting
the curves, as explained prior in this tutorial...

Creating a shape with straight lines and curves
Principle:
•• To insert straight lines, proceed as above
•• To create a curve, don't click, but hold down the mouse and drag, e.g in the following little example we did:

• click ... click .... mouse-down+drag .... drag ... right-click->close
The first mouse-down+drag was positioned on top in the middle between the two first points.

Creating normal nodes with curves

Creating a shape with straight lines and corner nodes
CTRL-click will insert corner nodes instead of normal nodes
•• click ... CTRL-click .... CTRL-click ... click

Creating a shape with straight lines, corner nodes and curves
By holding down the CTRL key, you can create corner nodes, i.e. produce new curves that start off in a different
direction that the prior curve. A corner node (unlike the normal) does not sit in the middle of a curve.
•• click ... click CTRL-mouse-down+drag .... CTRL-mouse-down+drag ...

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-bezier-nodes-1.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-bezier-nodes-2.png
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Creating corner nodes with curves

Creating straight nodes
•• To create a normal node with straight sides: Hold down the SHIFT key
•• To create a corner node with a straight side: Hold down both CTRL + SHIFT keys. Then for the next node you

should release the SHIFT key. If you don't you can't drag out a curve...
Anyhow if this too much for starters, you always can just focus on normal (on-curve) vs. corner nodes, insert either
straight lines or curves by dragging and then adjust/change some node types and curves/lines later. In other words,
just go click, click, click and fix the result later and that includes changing node types.

Other shape modification techniques

Modifying built-in closed-shapes
In order to apply the various node and curve transformations, you first must convert the object to curves.

Converting a built-in closed shape to curves

Then, apply the recipes explained above, i.e. move nodes, change node types, delete nodes, add nodes, insert nodes
and change curves.

Cutting shapes
Sometimes you wish to cut vectors apart. Typically you would like to change colors in various parts.
Splitting vectors procedure:

• Click on Split vectors in the Reshape panel
•• Then draw a polyline: click, click, click ....
• Then right-click -> Accept
You now will have two objects instead of one, and you can apply for instance a different fill color.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-bezier-nodes-3.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vector-builtins-conversion.png
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Split a vector (shape in this case)

Remove holes
The remove holes button in the Reshape panel allows to remove holes in a vector shape.

Removing holes

Warning: This will remove all holes, i.e. be careful when you apply this to larger areas that you created when
vectorizing a bitmap for example!

Constructive solid geometry (CSG)
“Constructive solid geometry (CSG) is a technique used in solid modeling. Constructive solid geometry allows a
modeler to create a complex surface or object by using Boolean operators to combine objects. Often CSG presents a
model or surface that appears visually complex, but is actually little more than cleverly combined or decombined
objects.” (wikipedia [1], March 2011)
This technique is quite popular in Computer-aided design and manufacturing. E.g. we used it through the OpenScad
program in order to create 3D duplo-compatible bricks.
CSG is available through the Combine vectors panel

Basic procedure:
•• Select at least two vector objects objects (hold down the CTRL key and click)
• Click on Combine vectors
•• Apply an operator.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vector-split.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vector-remove-holes.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constructive_solid_geometry
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Computer-aided_design_and_manufacturing
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=OpenScad_beginners_tutorial
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Additional examples are discussed in tutorials like Stitch Era - digitizing complex bitmap images.

Subtraction example
You could draw a nice moon with the Bezier tool, but I find it easier to draw two overlapping circles and then
subtract the second one from the first one ...

Combine vectors (CSG) - Addition

Addition example
The following example shows how to create a dumbbell for working out a bit after sitting down a few days learning
Stitch Era.
•• Create a circle. Make sure that it is round using the layout tool.
•• copy the circle and move it down
• Draw a rectangle with the Closed Shapes' tool and align it somewhat
• Select the Layout tab and in the Align tab -> To Object, select Align horizontal centered
•• Select the three objects, e.g. by dragging the mouse
• In the Combine vectors panel, select Addition

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vector-csg-subtraction.png
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Combine vectors (CSG) - Addition

Intersection, rotation, simplify example
The following shows how to create flower petals from circles.
•• Create a circle
• Duplicate the circle using the Matrix repetitions tool in the Layout Panel. Notice that use negative distances of

-5mm in order to have them overlap.

Matrix repetition

•• Then, move the circles in place. I also killed the circle in the middle.
• Select two circles and select Intersection in the combine vectors panel and repeat

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vector-csg-addition.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vector-matrix-repetition.png
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Combine vectors (CSG) - Intersection

•• Adjust a bit. Use CTRL-arrows to move tiny bits and use CTRL-mouse to rotate a corner
•• Then select the remaining four petals and group with the right-click context menu (the latter is not needed really)
•• Make a copy, e.g. click on "duplicate" in the Layout tool
•• Move the copy over the the original
•• Rotate the copy as shown in the figure below (hold down the CTRL key and grab an angle)

Vector rotation

•• Select all and ungroup both groups (the one on top and the one underneath) with the right-click context menu
•• Adjust according to your needs (not shown here). You also can remove the borders ....
•• Add a little circle in the center.
• You finally now could select all these petals and Simplify using again the Combine Vectors tool. Depends on

whether you want the petals on top to be stitched over the ones underneath.
Now autodigitize:
• Select all, the Convert->Art to Stitch Intelligent
• In the Image to Sections tool, select Stitch Settings and set Maximum ZZ width to 3 .... else your petals will

have both ZigZags and patters. You also can fix that later of course.

Simple flower made with CSG techniques

The fill patterns are not glorious, but working on these requires some extra work including some work with direction
lines I think.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vector-csg-intersection.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vector-rotate2.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vector-csg-flower.png
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Morale: Sometimes using clever combination techniques makes life easier than drawing. All depends on your
drawing skills. Personally I don't have much ....

References
[1] http:/ / en. wikipedia. org/ wiki/ Constructive_solid_geometry

Stitch Era - trouble shooting

Introduction
Stitch Era embroidery software crashed on me fairly often, but I managed to reduce this. Also stitch generation can
fail. The latter problem has a quite easy solution.

Program crashes and hangups
Since we wrote this section in 2011, time went by and the product has improved. However, there still can be crashes
(most programs can crash) and we still strongly encourage users to turn off automatic generate since it puts a lot of
strain on your PC's processing units. The program may sometimes enter infinite error loops with different types of
mistakes: We encountered:
•• Vector our of bounds errors (e.g. the program tries to draw outside its window).
•• Access violations (don't know what kind of library or other program it tries to access). For these, the system

usually recovers.
•• Out of memory errors, e.g. when selecting
•• Hanging up in tasks. However, some are processes are slow by nature. E.g., tracing a bitmap is a long process and

we suggest waiting at least 10 minutes before killing the program.
In some cases, the program must be killed with the Windows task manager. This happened to us in several situations
in older versions of Stitch Era, but always when moving/resizing stitching or combined stitching/vector objects in the
work area.
Therefore:
•• Save before moving/resizing operations in complex drawings, although there is an automatic autosave that

automatically will open the saved file after a crash.
•• Do not attempt operations while the program is calculating something. E.g. a vector trace from a bitmap.
•• If you can simplify artwork (both bitmap images and vector graphics) before you import. E.g. reduce the size of

photographs or smooth very complex vector graphics. Also, when you vectorize a picture, use options that will
simplify (e.g. reduced colors, fill holes, ignore small areas, smooth).

• I strongly suggest to turn off automatic generate in the generate stitches pull-down menu (lightning button on
top in the quick access bar). This will inhibit Stitch Era from generating new stitches after each change you make.
Don't forget to manually reprocess all (CTRL-F9), or process the current object (F9) or to turn it back on later.

Process button/menu - turn off automatic generate

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constructive_solid_geometry
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-process-button.png
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Program is very slow
If the program is very slow when you just deal with simple vector drawings or designs with few stitches, then your
graphics accelerator may not be compatible with Stitch Era. You can remove all acceleration:
• Menu File -> Options
• Click on Preferences setup
• In the popup menu, under Application -> Workspace -> Video card settings set Video hardware
acceleration to 0.

This should disable your 3D acceleration card. You then can also try what happens with values of 1 or 2.
Quote from the Era17-9-2 manual (p2-23): “Video card Settings: These are important settings related with the
performance of your display system. If you are using a good video card, you will want to set the Video hardware
acceleration to the highest value to get faster screen redraws. It is also recommended to activate the Enhanced line
drawing. Some video cards may be not fully compatible with OpenGL implementation, and you might experience
abnormal screen redraw. Lower the Video hardware acceleration value. Set value to zero, if video card is totally
incompatible with OpenGL.”
As we explained before, Stitch Era also will slow down when you try to manipulate Stitch sections that include
thousands of stitches. Disable automatic Stitch generation ("lightning menu" shown in the screen capture above) and
hit F9 to regenerate stitches.

Jump stitches are not cut
If we understand right, only certain embroidery formats will include "cut" instructions. In particular:
•• Brother PES does not include this information
•• Tajima DST does include the information, but color information will be lost.
Some machines, e.g. our Brother PR1050X require the DST/"Tajima" setting to be "on". If it is off, cuts will only be
made before color/thread change.
Quote from the Manual (p. 220): "DST” Setting Specifies whether or not jumpstitches are cut. In addition, when
using Tajima embroidery data (.dst), you can specify whether or not the thread is cut according to the specified
number of jump codes.

Good vs. bad geometry
When you digitize complex "dirty bitmaps" you often may produce so-called incorrect geometry. Stitch Era only can
handle polygons, i.e. areas that have a cleanly defined border and/or cleanly defined holes. Stitch sections that do not
comply will have to be fixed manually.
The following picture (made with Illustrator) shows a bad geometry, i.e. there is an area (underneath the black
cursor) where border lines cross, i.e. a same fill is defined by two different outlines which doesn't make sense.

Drawing showing bad geometry

Bad geometry is not easy to produce on purpose:

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Brother_PR1050X
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-bad-geometry.png
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•• When you use the drawing tools, e.g. the Freehand tool, Stitch Era will not allow you to produce incorrect
geometry.

•• Also, if you import an Illustrator graphic, the result will be fixed.

Bad geometry fixed. The area underneath the
pointer is gone. Holes are ok

It's really just output from auto-digitalization that can go wrong. If that happens, you will have to untangle manually,
you also can try simplification. To to so, select the vector plus another one (this can't be helped) and then Combing
vectors (ribbon panel on top) and select Trim shapes

An other type of bad geometry concern overlapping direction lines, see the section below.

Invalid Main Reference and Missing direction line error messages
Sometimes, when you generate the stitches, you will get one or both of these messages:

Invalid Main Reference - Section Number N.

Error: Missing Direction Line. Section number N.

Locate the "N" stitch section through the object manager or right-click on the message to edit. (Read Stitch Era -
interface features for working with a design if you are not familiar with this tool.
Direction lines that are ambiguous mean trouble, i.e. Stitch Era will not able to figure in which direction to put
the stitches. More precisely:
1. Direction points must not sit on top of each other
2. Direction lines must not cross

Manual fixing of direction line problems
Direction lines marked by yellow dots will tell Stitch Era in which direction it has to orient the stitches it will (or
did) generate. Below is a picture of a small digitized letter with problems. As you can see, some of the direction lines
overlap in the lower part of the W , e.g., one that is close to the cross-hair pointer.
Now which direction should the stitch go ? Left or right .... too confusing. To fix that, grab one of the yellow
controls at the end of the direction line and drag it away.

Invalid main reference

The picture below shows direction lines that are ok. As you can see, Stitch Era was able to generate the stitches.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-bad-geometry-fixed.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-invalid-main-reference.png
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Fixed direction lines

After you fixed these, you may have to generate the stitches again, depending on your settings. Hit F9 or the yellow
lighting button on top.
Extra tips:
• It can be tricky to grab this little yellow dot since they may sit at the same spot as dots that define the shape.

Zoom in a lot ! You also may read Stitch Era - vector graphics in order to get a feel for node manipulation.
• Shape nodes can be sneaky. On can hide on top of another one or underneath a direction line. Make sure to find

and kill these in your vector graphics, else the stitch section and the stitches generators may become confused.
• Also (unless you put them there for a reason), you should remove small holes. There is no way to remove

individual holes. The only way (I figured out) to do this is to paint a patch of the same color on top and then
Combine vectors->Add.

Dealing with cut lines
Cut lines divide a stitch section into subsections and are represented by two violet little squares ("blue" in the
manual). It allows filling the subsections in different ways.
Cut line also can influence the orientation of stitches, e.g. also can act as direction lines. To do so, click on a violet
node and a yellow dot appear. Clicking now on the yellow dot will make the line a combi cut/direction line. The blue
square will have some yellow in it.
Moving cut lines within areas where stitch creation fails, can help.
So far, I did not figure out how to remove a cut line :(

Automatic fixing
If you see a mess like in the picture, it must be fixed. Do so by hand (e.g. dealing with bad direction and cut lines is a
bit tedious. Some versions, e.g. liberty plus include an autocomplete feature. Others do not :(

Messy section

Note: The bluish/pink nodes are so-called cut lines that will divide a section and create some sort of subsection. In
the picture above the cut lines don't make much sense to me.
Instead of repairing all the stitch directions, I rather suggest one of the following strategies:

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-invalid-main-reference-fixed.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALogo-tecfa-auto-digitize-4.png
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•• Simplifying the area by removing area shape nodes or using automatic trim through the combine vectors menu
and digitizing again

•• Removing and moving stitch directions.
• The fastest strategy to try first if your version allows it: Right-click (context menu) and select AutoComplete.

This will rebuild direction lines and entry/exit points, but you may loose information, e.g. cut lines will be gone
which is normally not a problem...

Cannot see the stitches
There might be three issues:
• Stitches are hidden from viewing: Tick the red Embroider icon on top right (CTRL-F2)
• Stitches are not yet generated because you disable automatic stitch generation as suggested above: Hit CTRL-F9

(regenerate all) or press the lightning button F9 (generate)
•• Direction lines are bad, i.e. the stitches were not generated for a particular section since it was badly positioned.

See above.

Cannot export the machine embroidery file
If you cannot export to a machine format, then not all stitches are generated
Hit F9 (or CTRL-F9 to regenerate all).
In some cases, you may have to repair a stitch section (use "Autocomplete" if your version include this functionality)

Acces violation
There can be more than one cause for this problem but the underlying problem is similar: Stitch Era can not get
access to a reserved memory location or it cannot access file or at least pretends so ....
(1) Some files may have been deleted or not correctly installed because of your anti-virus program. If the message
happens systematically you should look into this. That means: Reinstall the program while the anti-virus is disabled.
In addition, you should clean the registry with a help program. See Stitch Era support for more details.
(2) We encounter this message from time to time. It seems that stitch era looses file connexion when using a screen
saver and/or a network drive. It might be safer to (a) disable automatic screen saving and (b) using local drives only.
Workaround: Always hit CTRL-S after each major step, then kill the program, restart it and reload the file again.
Saving after each operation also seems to have a very positive effect on this error coming up.
This bug is serious and can occur fairly often, therefore CTRL-S often !

Suggestions for improvements of the Stitch Era software
I'll write these down here ....
Vectors
•• Trimming (smoothing) for a single vector (currently one needs to select more than one)
•• Smoothing parameters like in vector drawing program. Currently one has to click more than once in order to

strengthen the smoothing. Also, there is no aggressive smoothing as in the vectorizing tool.
•• Sort vectors by color
•• In vector art, selecting an object should show the selected color in the pull down and side palettes. Currently it's

difficult to know what color is selected. Other suggestion: Display some vector properties in the object inspector.
•• Color management for vectors. One ought to be able to "add color to palette" in the context menu. Don't know

since there are few numbers, but there must be a way
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•• There should vector color palettes for each major thread make (would be *much* easier)
• Be able to remove a single hole
Stitch sections
•• Photo-Stitch: Be able to embroider color by color for CMY, instead of having to change threads for each section

(if there are more than one photo-stitch sections of course).

Stitch Era - vector and thread color

Introduction
Dealing with color is fairly easy if your design is simple. You always can decide just last minute, i.e. on your
embroidery machine what colors you would like to stitch with. For more complex designs and/or designs with many
colors, it's better to plan. This Stitch Era embroidery software tutorial attempts to formulate a few recommendations
and tricks. However, we do admit that, so far, we do not have a satisfactory workflow to deal with colors.
Prerequisites:
• You should have some sort of understanding of what vector objects, stitch objects (sections) and generated

stitches are, e.g. have read Stitch Era - simple digitizing before.
Disclaimer: This is a first version made in a few hours and I am not sure that I didn't miss something that is
important - Daniel K. Schneider 23:31, 23 June 2011 (CEST). Slightly updated in 2017.

Colors in vector art
Color support for vector graphics is in our opinion a bit weak in Stitch Era. While there is support for color selection
and basic color palette management, it is very difficult to know what color you are using in a vector object.
In any case, if you import vector graphics from Corel or from Illustrator *.ai via Corel or from SVG via
Corel/Illustrator, it's a good idea to get the two following operations done before you inport:
•• color coordination
•• Simplification of pathes
• Translation of fonts to vector objects (in Illustrator, right-click and Create Outlines

Knowing what color you use
Knowing the color used for an object is relatively easy, but won't help a lot.
•• Select the color
Either select
• More colors in the Fill Color or Border Color pull down menu in the main menu bar on top
• or press the Fill Color or Border Color icon to the left near Images panel button (see the arrow in the picture

below)
This will give you the color selection panel:

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_simple_digitizing
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=User:Daniel_K._Schneider
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Select a color - vector colors

You can see we selected a kind of orange.
Stitch Era supports two color models:
•• RGB, defined as amounts of 0-255 Red, 0-255 Green and 0-255 Blue
•• HSL, defined as a color number in a color wheel that ranges from 0 to 360 plus saturation and luminosity.
Read the Computer colors tutorial if you need to know more about RGB and HSL colors.
Since the almost exact same color can come in dozens of different shades that your eye cannot distinguish, you must
work with so-called color palettes. Else you will wind up with a stitch file that will ask you to change 10 different
sorts of bright orange. Read on ...

Color palettes
Unfortunately, there are few standardized and universally used palettes:
•• In embroidery world, each thread maker has its own palettes (in the plural)
• For the Internet: HTML 4 defines sixteen colors names. SVG and CSS 3 - based on X11 Color names [1]

(Wikipedia) - define a larger set of color names that you can find for example in the CSS 3 color specification [2].
A good overview of both is available in Wikipedia's Web Colors [3] article.

Computer colors are additive colors and follow a logic that can't necessarily be applied to physical colors. For
example, some colors cannot be defined by computer color models like RGB or HSL, e.g. metallic colors. Also, in
the popular RGB computer model, you will get yellow if you mix green with red. If you mix these green with red
pain, you'd rather get some kind of ugly brownish color.
• The only somewhat popular large palette for subtractive (physical) colors are the so-called Pantone colors, but 

these are not in the public domain and are difficult to get for free. However, not certified subsets of Pantone

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-colors-1.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Computer_colors_tutorial
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=SVG
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=CSS
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/X11_color_names
http://www.w3.org/TR/css3-color/#svg-color
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_colors
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colors can be found, e.g. at Kamgear [4]. E.g. such a website can tell that "orange" would be Pantone 1585.
Since Pantone colors is a system that was rather made for physical colors we prefer using the "Internet"
X11/CSS/SVG color set. The following table was reproduced from Wikipedia and you can only "see" it with a
modern web browser.

HTML name RGB Hex
code

RGB dec
code

Red colors
IndianRed CD 5C 5C 205  92  92

LightCoral F0 80 80 240 128 128

Salmon FA 80 72 250 128 114

DarkSalmon E9 96 7A 233 150 122

LightSalmon FF A0 7A 255 160 122

Red FF 00 00 255   0   0

Crimson DC 14 3C 220  20  60

FireBrick B2 22 22 178  34  34

DarkRed 8B 00 00 139   0   0

Pink colors
Pink FF C0 CB 255 192 203

LightPink FF B6 C1 255 182 193

HotPink FF 69 B4 255 105 180

DeepPink FF 14 93 255  20 147

MediumVioletRed C7 15 85 199  21 133

PaleVioletRed DB 70 93 219 112 147

Orange colors
LightSalmon FF A0 7A 255 160 122

Coral FF 7F 50 255 127  80

Tomato FF 63 47 255  99  71

OrangeRed FF 45 00 255  69   0

DarkOrange FF 8C 00 255 140   0

Orange FF A5 00 255 165   0

Yellow colors
Gold FF D7 00 255 215   0

Yellow FF FF 00 255 255   0

LightYellow FF FF E0 255 255 224

LemonChiffon FF FA CD 255 250 205

LightGoldenrodYellow FA FA D2 250 250 210

PapayaWhip FF EF D5 255 239 213

Moccasin FF E4 B5 255 228 181

PeachPuff FF DA B9 255 218 185

PaleGoldenrod EE E8 AA 238 232 170

http://www.kamgear.com/thread%20colors.htm
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Khaki F0 E6 8C 240 230 140

DarkKhaki BD B7 6B 189 183 107

Purple colors
Lavender E6 E6 FA 230 230 250

Thistle D8 BF D8 216 191 216

Plum DD A0 DD 221 160 221

Violet EE 82 EE 238 130 238

Orchid DA 70 D6 218 112 214

Fuchsia FF 00 FF 255   0 255

Magenta FF 00 FF 255   0 255

MediumOrchid BA 55 D3 186  85 211

MediumPurple 93 70 DB 147 112 219

BlueViolet 8A 2B E2 138  43 226

DarkViolet 94 00 D3 148   0 211

DarkOrchid 99 32 CC 153  50 204

DarkMagenta 8B 00 8B 139   0 139

Purple 80 00 80 128   0 128

Indigo 4B 00 82  75   0 130

DarkSlateBlue 48 3D 8B  72  61 139

SlateBlue 6A 5A CD 106  90 205

MediumSlateBlue 7B 68 EE 123 104 238

Wikipedia

HTML name RGB Hex
code

RGB dec
code

Green colors
GreenYellow AD FF 2F 173 255  47

Chartreuse 7F FF 00 127 255   0

LawnGreen 7C FC 00 124 252   0

Lime 00 FF 00   0 255   0

LimeGreen 32 CD 32  50 205  50

PaleGreen 98 FB 98 152 251 152

LightGreen 90 EE 90 144 238 144

MediumSpringGreen 00 FA 9A   0 250 154

SpringGreen 00 FF 7F   0 255 127

MediumSeaGreen 3C B3 71  60 179 113

SeaGreen 2E 8B 57  46 139  87

ForestGreen 22 8B 22  34 139  34

Green 00 80 00   0 128   0

DarkGreen 00 64 00   0 100   0
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YellowGreen 9A CD 32 154 205  50

OliveDrab 6B 8E 23 107 142  35

Olive 80 80 00 128 128   0

DarkOliveGreen 55 6B 2F  85 107  47

MediumAquamarine 66 CD AA 102 205 170

DarkSeaGreen 8F BC 8F 143 188 143

LightSeaGreen 20 B2 AA  32 178 170

DarkCyan 00 8B 8B   0 139 139

Teal 00 80 80   0 128 128

Blue/Cyan colors
Aqua 00 FF FF   0 255 255

Cyan 00 FF FF   0 255 255

LightCyan E0 FF FF 224 255 255

PaleTurquoise AF EE EE 175 238 238

Aquamarine 7F FF D4 127 255 212

Turquoise 40 E0 D0  64 224 208

MediumTurquoise 48 D1 CC  72 209 204

DarkTurquoise 00 CE D1   0 206 209

CadetBlue 5F 9E A0  95 158 160

SteelBlue 46 82 B4  70 130 180

LightSteelBlue B0 C4 DE 176 196 222

PowderBlue B0 E0 E6 176 224 230

LightBlue AD D8 E6 173 216 230

SkyBlue 87 CE EB 135 206 235

LightSkyBlue 87 CE FA 135 206 250

DeepSkyBlue 00 BF FF   0 191 255

DodgerBlue 1E 90 FF  30 144 255

CornflowerBlue 64 95 ED 100 149 237

RoyalBlue 41 69 E1  65 105 225

Blue 00 00 FF   0   0 255

MediumBlue 00 00 CD   0   0 205

DarkBlue 00 00 8B   0   0 139

Navy 00 00 80   0   0 128

MidnightBlue 19 19 70  25  25 112
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HTML name RGB Hex
code

RDB dec
code

Brown colors
Cornsilk FF F8 DC 255 248 220

BlanchedAlmond FF EB CD 255 235 205

Bisque FF E4 C4 255 228 196

NavajoWhite FF DE AD 255 222 173

Wheat F5 DE B3 245 222 179

BurlyWood DE B8 87 222 184 135

Tan D2 B4 8C 210 180 140

RosyBrown BC 8F 8F 188 143 143

SandyBrown F4 A4 60 244 164  96

Goldenrod DA A5 20 218 165  32

DarkGoldenrod B8 86 0B 184 134  11

Peru CD 85 3F 205 133  63

Chocolate D2 69 1E 210 105  30

SaddleBrown 8B 45 13 139  69  19

Sienna A0 52 2D 160  82  45

Brown A5 2A 2A 165  42  42

Maroon 80 00 00 128   0   0

White colors
White FF FF FF 255 255 255

Snow FF FA FA 255 250 250

Honeydew F0 FF F0 240 255 240

MintCream F5 FF FA 245 255 250

Azure F0 FF FF 240 255 255

AliceBlue F0 F8 FF 240 248 255

GhostWhite F8 F8 FF 248 248 255

WhiteSmoke F5 F5 F5 245 245 245

Seashell FF F5 EE 255 245 238

Beige F5 F5 DC 245 245 220

OldLace FD F5 E6 253 245 230

FloralWhite FF FA F0 255 250 240

Ivory FF FF F0 255 255 240

AntiqueWhite FA EB D7 250 235 215

Linen FA F0 E6 250 240 230

LavenderBlush FF F0 F5 255 240 245

MistyRose FF E4 E1 255 228 225

Gray colors
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Gainsboro DC DC DC 220 220 220

LightGrey D3 D3 D3 211 211 211

Silver C0 C0 C0 192 192 192

DarkGray A9 A9 A9 169 169 169

Gray 80 80 80 128 128 128

DimGray 69 69 69 105 105 105

LightSlateGray 77 88 99 119 136 153

SlateGray 70 80 90 112 128 144

DarkSlateGray 2F 4F 4F  47  79  79

Black 00 00 00   0   0   0

Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License

Non computer colors on the computer
In embroidery, color effects also can be achieved in other ways
• by over-stitching different colors and by stitching as in the photo-stitch model (see Stitch Era - digitizing complex

bitmap images)
•• by playing with light effect, e.g. some kind of shading that can be achieved by inserting 3D objects underneath a

stitch area or also by turning stitch directions.
These "tricks" can be drawn, but not seen in vector graphics

Physical colors
Colors made with pigments are so-called subtractive colors and don't work like computer colors if you mix colors.
Read:
• Mixing Colors [5] Help For The New Artist and People Afraid of Color Mixing (2009)
I frankly don't know what kind of color model would apply when you mix threads, e.g. interweave two threads.
Looking at the embroidery closely, you will see two colors, but at distance ?

Using and managing Stitch Era vector drawing color palettes
Stitch Era Universal, when you install it, comes with a single color palette that include too many pale colors for my
taste. To see and change this palette:
•• Click on the palette icon to the left in the design panel (near the images button(.
•• You then can select an item - a so-called swatch - and redefine the color.
•• The replaced swatch now will show both in the pull-down menus on top and in the side bar.

http://filarecki.com/mixing-colors.html
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Change a color definition in your palette

I didn't yet create my own carefully planned palette, but at some point I know I should since I really suffer from
dealing with too many colors in a design and the resulting messy stitch sections.
Managing palettes

Through the pull-down menu of the palette button (instead of clicking on it) you then can manage your color
palettes.

Manage a color palette

Just for your information, in a vector graphics program like Illustrator, you can add a color swatch by selecting the
color you have got in your workspace. This is easier.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-colors-2.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-colors-3.png
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Change a color definition in your Illustrator palette

Knowing what palette color swatch is used
There are two situations:
1) The color you use is a swatch of the palette. In this case both the color of the drop down menus on top and the
swatch inside will take the aspect of your color. E.g orange for a selected orange part as you can see in the picture
below.
Unfortunately, you can't see a selected color in the easier to use palette ribbon to the left (one the features that Stitch
Era should improve).

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AIllustrator-add-color-swatch.png
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Selected color and matching orange swatch

2) The color you use is not part of the palette. In this case, only the color of the drop-down menu icon will change.
You can see that we select a light blue shape, but in the palette we still see the prior selected orange color ...

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-colors-4.png
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Selected color and no matching light blue swatch

We strongly suggest to use only colors of your palette, else it will be very difficult to make sure that colors that look
the same are really the same.
Tip

• The only way to insure that colors are the same is - if we understood right - selecting all similar looking colors
(good luck) and then to press a swatch that should represent this color, i.e. make sure that all same looking color
match the same swatch, in other words: a precise RGB/HSL definition.

Stitch Era also should implement sorting of vectors by color as they do for stitch sections. Or maybe create some
reporting tool.

Colors in the Art-to-Stitch process
If you digitize a whole vector drawing through "Art to Stich" (intelligent) which we recommend in this context, then
there is way of assigning vector colors to needle colors.
In the popup window, select the Needle settings tab and tick "assign artwork colors to needdles ....". Then
use the pull down menu. I suggest using option 2 "Do not use (skip) the lowers needles" or option. “Start using
needle # and redefine needle colors according to the artwork colors. Using this strategy a new needle palette will
show you at bottom of the box.” or use option 4 “ Assign artwork colors to needles and/or change needle colors
manually. From Color Assignment box you can change manually the color needles by clicking on the selected one.”
(p 9-5 of the manual).

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-colors-5.png
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Stitch Era 17 - Assign vector colors to needles (probably using a bad option)

The little pull-down color-palette menu to the left of the workspace on top of the needle palette can be used to
assign manufacturer's thread numbers to colors (see below for more details). Unfortunately not all thread makers
are in there, e.g. Durak is missing.

Colors in stitch sections
Colors in stitch sections are defined by needle number which in turn does have an associated color. In principle, you
should associate a thread color that you have got and we shall see how to do this. Information below will have to be
updated to Stitch Era 17.

Assigning colors to needles
When you translate from vector graphics to needles, Stitch Era needs to know what needle number to assign to each
color.
Assign real thread colors to needles

• Select the Needle Settings tab in the Image to Sections popup window that you should see when you use an
auto-digitizing procedure (art to stitch).

•• Tick "Assign artwork colors ...." (last item) and click on the palette item next to a needle
•• Use the the Line: pull-down menu to identify your brand of threads (e.g. I use Maderia Rayon)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-assign-needles.jpg
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Identify your thread make and type

• Use to the pull-down menu to Associate All Colors

Tell Stitch era what you use

•• You then still could fine tune, i.e. change color shades to threads you really own. To do so, use the pull down
menus next to each color (see the previous screen capture).

Warning: Do not click on OK before you are done defining the other settings, i.e. leave the Image to Sections
popup window open after defining the colors to needles settings and move on to defining the Stitch Settings in the
third tab. Typically you might want to lower the default density.
After digitizing:
•• If you glide your mouse over a needle item in the palette to the left (do not click!) you will see what Madeira

thread you will be asked to use later (hopefully). As you will see the color names are Madeira's (i.e. no RGB
code), but there is nothing we can do about this we believe.

•• Have a look at the tips. They should be self-explaining. I.e. you now can still make changes.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-assign-needles-to-lines.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-assign-needles-to-lines-2.png
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Needle info

Optimizing needles
Group needles together

If you did things right, you will see all the needles that you will use in on sequence. But maybe you didn't....
• Click on the Optimize needles button as shown below

Optimize needles

As you can see, we got all colors nicely ordered, except that we have two dark greys and two dark red variants and
we will deal with this without going back to vector art.
Order stitch sections by needles (optional!)

Not let us optimize needles, i.e. make sure that we don't have to change needles twice for the same color.
Professionals would not do this. It can mess up carefully design stitch orders:
•• Sections that should be on top of another will be stitched the other way round
•• You may get inefficient jump stitches

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-needle-info.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-colors-6.png
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•• Pull/push effects may be worse (in case you thought about stitching carefully a bit all over the place)
But since we create non-professional embroidery, minimizing our work is more important. However, we shall have
to do some manual repair later.
You may use the By Color tool in the Embroidery tab as shown below

Stitch Era - Ordering stitch sections by needle color

•• You could just sort by needle number (and that's what I usually do)

Merging needles with similar colors
Since your machine only has 10 colors like our Brother PR1050X or since you don't want to change threads all the
time, you may want to use a single thread for very similar colors.
There exist two situations: Either you just want to fix the color of a few stitch areas, or have to deal with a few dozen
little areas that look the same but are assigned to different needles.
Small changes

As you can see in the following picture, we got a lonely running stitch (blame on me that uses Needle 18). It should
have used needle 13 (same color as the fill). To fix that, just do the following.
•• Select the section (if it is not already)
•• Click on the needle in the palette, e.g. in our case 13.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-sort-objects-by-needle.png
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Assign a needle to a stitch section

Then repeat as above:
•• Optimize needles
•• Order sections by color if you wish
Finally, I suggest to immediately repair the vector design and make sure that all similar looking colors do have the
same color, i.e. a single one for dark grey. You never know whether you will digitize the vector design (or parts of it)
again.
Assembling many stitch areas into one color

There are different ways to do this, e.g. if stitch order is not important, in short, do this:
•• Optimize needles (pull down palette menu in the left bar)
• Sort the colors so that similar ones are next to each other (embroider tab > Sort objects), then move the similar

color groups next to each other as explained above
•• Select a range of similar color sections in the object manager panel, then click on a needle...

Fixing final stitch order
Since we optimized stitch order before, we now should fix in which order sections shall be stitched. For some
designs, this can be a lot of work, however, often it just means dragging items down in the object manager. Down
means being stitched later.
You may consider moving around a whole set of colors first (still adopting the principle that changing threads is a
pain...). In that case you can either use the object manager or the Order stitch sections by needles tool.
In the object manager:
•• Use either CTRL-click to select a series of sections to move or us SHIFT-click to select a range.
•• Then drag this up or down.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-colors-7.png
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Moving two stitch sections down in the object
manager

In order to make sure that your design is ok,
•• Use at least the 3D view in Stitch Era or even play the sequence manually or automatically
• You also can use another viewer, e.g. I recommend My Editor as explained in Using other software to look at

your design

Checking the design with another viewer

Btw. the picture shows part of a project for conference embroidery. I.e. stitch ideas all over a shirt in order to attract
people while wandering around in a conference hall.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-colors-8.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_interface_features_for_working_with_a_design%23Using_other_software_to_look_at_your_design
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_interface_features_for_working_with_a_design%23Using_other_software_to_look_at_your_design
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-colors-9.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Conference_embroidery
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Links
Thread color lists
• Thread Chart information [6] (best site I found)
• Sewing Thread Conversion Chart [7]

• Thread chart [8]

• Pantone and RA [4]

• Links to Various Thread Charts for Machine Embroidery [9] (long list)
Conversion charts and tools
• Embroidery Thread Color Conversion Charts [10] at RedRockThreads.com
• PANTONE Color Match [11] (type a pantone number and get the Madeira color).
Brand-specific
• Robinson-Anton [12] (RA)

Acknowlegments
For the color table
• Web colors [3] (Wikipedia)
• Tips and hints: Ian "zoom monster" and Ken Hecker from the Yahoo Stitch Era group [14]

References
[1] http:/ / en. wikipedia. org/ wiki/ X11_color_names
[2] http:/ / www. w3. org/ TR/ css3-color/ #svg-color
[3] http:/ / en. wikipedia. org/ wiki/ Web_colors
[4] http:/ / www. kamgear. com/ thread%20colors. htm
[5] http:/ / filarecki. com/ mixing-colors. html
[6] http:/ / threadchart. info/
[7] http:/ / www. alkosewing. com/ Thread-Chart. asp
[8] http:/ / www. sewingroom. com/ tchart. asp
[9] http:/ / www. sewterific. com/ threadcharts. htm
[10] http:/ / www. redrockthreads. com/ threadconversions/
[11] http:/ / www. madeiramart. com/ pantone-color-match
[12] http:/ / www. robison-anton. com/ ssr8colorchart. html
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Stitch Era - creating hot fix designs

Introduction
This beginner's tutorial for the Stitch Era embroidery software explains how to create designs for hotfix stones.
Tutorial home page

Stitch Era embroidery software
Learning goals

Digitize a vector graphic into a hotfix stone (rhinestone, strass) design
Use various lettering methods
Manipulate hotfix area parameters
Edit individual hotfix

Prerequisites
Stitch Era embroidery software and Stitch Era - creating embroidery from vector images (in particular, be able
to create a design defined by vector graphics).

Next steps
Stitch Era - creating embroidery with hot fix stones

Related pages
Hotfix stone

Materials
You can reuse the pictures. In the wiki, click on picture to make it larger, then click again and save it.

Quality and level
This text should technical people get going with Stitch Era. I use it for an optional master degree course in
educational technology.

Last major update
October 2017.

Stitch Era includes an extension module that allows creating hotfix design templates (also called rhinestones or
strass). The module is also available as stand alone program under the name of ''Hotfix Era''. This software allows
filling "areas" with "holes" for hotfix stones according to various parameters. The design then can be sent to a vinyl
cutter or a laser cutter in order to create a template.
The principle for creating a hotfix design is the same as creating embroidery areas. Instead of filling with a stitch
patterns, areas will be filled with "beads", i.e. circles that position each bead. As explained in the hotfix stone article,
there are different methods to place the beads. Without much technology, one can:
•• manually set the stones with an applicator (a kind of soldering iron with a special tip);
•• or print the design on paper, put the stones in place on the paper (flat side down), apply a transfer sheet and then

move the attached stones onto the fabric.
Larger designs do need some technology. There are two options:
•• Create a template, e.g., a 0.5mm thick cardboard, insert the stones, then as above, use a transfer sheet. It will

allow handling designs with hundreds of stones fairly easily.
•• Use a stone setting machine (various types exist, not discussed here)
The template method

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Hotfix_stone
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Hotfix_stone
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Laser_cutter
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Hotfix_stone
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We will use the template method. With the Stitch Era hotfix module, one can create a design template, export to a
vector fromat (e.g. SVG or DXF) and then cut out the holes with a laser cutter or a cutting plotter. Typically you
would use 0.5mm cardboard or some strong textile. Below, we quote the procedure from an older version Stitch Era
V11 manual [1] (retrieved oct. 2017), with slight modifications.
The key of this method is to create templates or stencils. Since you cannot easily sort out different sizes and colors
beads, you need one template for each different piece (different size, shape and color) your design uses. A template
is a rigid plate with a set of small deep (0.5 mm) depressions or marks, arranged according the design, in the places
where the hotfix pieces should be set. Marks have to be of the same shape of the piece they are intended for, but a bit
larger.
The idea is to spread a handful of hotfix pieces over the template and to let them to become trapped in the marks.
This happens because hotfix pieces have a flat side (the back) and a round side (the front). So, they become trapped
with the shining side up. Usually, a soft brush (e.g. foam) is used to drag the beads over the template until all marks
are occupied. Then, a sheet of transfer material (with the adhesive toward the pieces) is pressed by hand against the
template. When the transfer sheet is removed from the template, all beads are attached to it. The transfer sheet is then
placed on the garment placed in a heat press with the adhesive toward the garment. One also could use an iron,
however the result may not be as good since it it is difficult to apply it evenly with the right temperature and
pressure.
Hotfix can send files directly to some plotters and laser cutter brands. Instead we export to SVG format that we will
modify a bit before sending it to the laser cutter, i.e. in our setting the cutting lines must be red (RGB 255,0,0) and
have 0.01mm width. If not done in Stitch Era, we also will have to add a cutting rectangle around the design with
some margin and adjust the size of the whole print.
Stitch Era will automatically make the holes a bit bigger. E.g. an SS16 (3.8 to 4mm) stone will be represented with a
4.5mm circle, i.e. it will add 0.3mm (dec mm) to the 1.95mm typical radius of an SS16. This setting can be changed
in File tab, Preferences setup -> Application -> Project -> Hotfix -> Hotfix cutting margin. It probably should
be reduced if you have a laser cutter (see the test below). E.g. 0.2mm should be enough.
If you don't own a cutting plotter or laser cutter, you may use a cardboard around 0.5 mm thick and drill on it holes a
little larger than the beads, e.g. for an SS16 (4mm) use 4.5mm. You may use a Hotfix Era printout of the design 1:1
scale as a reference. Print on cardboard or glue the paper on top.
The drilled template can be glued on top of another board piece of the same size. The template will be ready to use.
If you do not glue something to the bottom, make sure to use a very flat surface and do not to move the template
while you fill it with stones. Otherwise you may have to restart since it may slip over the stones that are already in
place.

Different design methods
As for embroidery, Stitch Era with the hotfix module (or Hotfix Era) offers a whole range of design path for
hotfixing. Functionality can be different according to software level. Here we will discuss a version we obtained for
our students and that is integrated within Stitch Era.
As for embroidery, you could start designing from a raster image or from vector drawings and then digitize to hotfix
areas. On the hotfix side, you can draw high-level objects and fill them according to various parameters, you can use
a lettering module or you can work at the individual bead level. The moon below was created as vector graphics and
then filled with hotfix stones, using the "Single Hotfix Fill" pull-down menu in the middle (see below)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Laser_cutter
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Cutting_plotter
http://www.stitchera.com/downloads/Documents/Era1140-9.pdf
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Hotfix_stone
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Trotec_Speedy_100R
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Hot fix tab and ribbon menus for hotfix areas

In the ribbon menu, there are about four hotfix creation tools. From left to right:
• Two tools for creating hotfix areas by clicking and/or dragging the mouse in the workspace. Use the context menu

(right click) to close a drawing and again to create it. Read the section of working with Bezier curves in Stitch Era
- vector graphics.

•• A button to create individual beads (Manual hotfix)
•• The text creation tool (will change the menu layout)
•• The conversion tool from vector objects to hotfix areas
In addition in the main menu (below the ribbon menu bar), there are tools that allow doing the same, in particular the
"Create Sections" and "Smart Design" pull-down menu.
On top of the beads palette you find three little pull down menus: The first two allow making modifications at the
beads level (e.g. Edit beads) and one below allows defining a background picture.
As soon as you click on a hotfixed area in the workspace the interface will adapt its ribbons to it. E.g. clicking on
text object will show hotfix text with two sub-tabs: text and layout as shown in the next screen capture.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hotfix-tab.png
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Hot fix tab and ribbon menus for text

Size and placement
Before starting to design we suggest defining a "paper size" (or a "hoop size" if you also plan to add embroidery to
the design).
• Go to the Home
• Select Pages pull down menu
•• Either select an existing page size, or create a new one that you then can select.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hotfix-tab-2.png
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Select paper size

According to Danielle Petroskey's Ultimate Guide To Design Size & Placement [2] (retrieved oct. 2017), below are
the most common hotfix design sizes and placements for T-shirts:
Placement of centred design:

• Adult: 8-9cm (3–3.5)" down from the collar
• Youth: 5-7cm (2–3") down from the collar
•• Toddler: 5cm (2") down from the collar
Typical Sizes of a design:

•• Adult: 28x28cm (11x11")
•• Youth or small adult: 26x26cm (10.5x10.5")
•• Youth (small): 21x21cm (8.5x8.5)
•• Toddler: 14x14 (5.5x5.5")
You cannot do much wrong if you use a landscape A5 size (21 X 14.8 cm) or a 21x21 square. I.e. you can sketch a
design on some ordinary portrait A4 office paper.
A really big size for an adult is about 30 x 35.5cm
Sizes and placements for hoodies are similar. Of course, you can apply hotfix stone designs in other areas, e.g. on the
sleeves, down the front, on top of the back (similar as above), down the back, hip area, etc. The largest recommend
size by Danielle Petroskey is 30.5x35.5cm (12x14)

Vector graphics to hotfix
As with embroidery, you can create hotfix designs by drawing or importing vector graphics. In sum, the procedure
for translating a series of vector drawing objects to hot stone areas is the following.

Digitizing vector graphics
•• Create or import a drawing
•• For each object, make sure to define either a fill, a border or both.
•• Open the hotfix tab
• Select one or more or all objects and select a fill option in the single hotfix fill or assorted hotfix fill menu in the

middle of the hotfix ribbon menu bar (see screenshot below)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-select-page-size.png
https://www.teesandprints.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Design-Placement-Guide-Links-20160929.pdf
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•• This will create a hotfix object (path or area) with default values

Vectors graphics to hotfix (two yellow moons to the left)

If you cannot see the result:
•• Make sure to click on hotfix to the right in the menu bar (it must be green). At the same time, you could turn off

"auxiliar", i.e. not show the vector drawings.

Hide vectors, show hotfix

•• Click on the lightning bar on top,
i.e. generate the beads if its not
done automatically (or hit F9 or
FN-F9 on some windows machines)

The moons were created with
subtractive geometry as explained in
the Stitch Era - vector graphics article.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-vector-to-hotfix.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-show-hotfix.png
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Parametrizing hotfix areas
Each hotfix object now can be reparametrized. Below we changed settings for the middle moon. We use SS20 stones
and an "HF inner ring fill" as you can see in the screen shot below.

Vectors graphics to hotfix (dark yellow moon)

You can specify additional parameters. The most important ones are:
•• Distance between stones (we suggest at least 1mm if you plan to work with templates, otherwise cutting the

template will not work)
•• Distance from borders. By default the stones are place on the borders. In many cases you will want to change this.

1mm spacing of 10ss stones within built-in lettering

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hotfix-area-parameters.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hotfix-params-4.png
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Distance of 16ss stones from borders (4mm) and spacing (1mm)

Visualizing the result
In order to see the result in a more telling way, hit F7 (or FN F7 on some machines, or use the little pull down menu
with the red ball in the main menu bar)
The following picture shows the three moons with three different fills:
•• left moon: HF Uniform fill
•• middle moon: HF Flexible fill
•• right moon: HF Flat fill
Only the Uniform fill will give good results in this precise case:

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hotfix-params-5.png
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Choosing the right fill. For moons, use Uniform fill

If none of the automatic fills looks OK, then play first with additional parameters. E.g. if we wanted a denser fill we
could have chosen Hexagonal fill (top ribbon menu, or initial layout in the Object manager). In the picture below, we
changed the fill of the left moon to Uniform fill / Hexagon variant.
If the result is still unsatisfactory, then choose the best automatic fill and then make manual changes.
• You can move and delete stones using Edit hotfix mode (pull down menu to the left on top of the palette).
• You can add stones using "Manual Hotfix" (select hotfix tab, then select the icon). Before you click, select the

right stone in the object manager. In our case (just for the fun of it) we added some grey stones on top of the
middle moon and also moved some of the blue ones. To exit from manual editing, click on another tab, then click
on "select object" for example.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hotfix-text-5.png
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Manually adding stones

Creating hotfix designs with digitized letters
You can create letters in different ways:
•• Use the Hotfix lettering functionality of which exist two variants:

•• Digitized fonts, i.e. fonts that are specially created for hotfix (recommended)
•• True type fonts that you can fill either along the borders, inside the fills, or both

•• Draw vectors, then digitize to hotfix (discussed in the next section)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hotfix-text-7.png
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Select size and background
Before creating a hotfix design we suggest turning on a simulation of the cloth and then also add a "page size", e.g.
A5 landscape size as in the picture below.

Define a background fabric simulation

Enter the text with a nice font
For beginners, it is probably better to start using a digitized font, i.e. objects that have all the beads positioned in an
optimal way.
• Click on the Hotfix tab in the ribbon menu, the click on the Hotfix Text icon.
• Alternatively, in the Smart Design Popup, open the hotfix tab, and click on the Hotfix Text icon
In both cases you now should see the Hotfix menu bar. If it does not show click on the TEXT that shows on the
menu bar.
• To the left, in the ribbon menu bar, select Digitized and then choose a font.
•• Enter the text in text area in menu bar (To add a new line, hit CTRL-Enter)
•• Change size (30 in our case) and the alignment (middle in our case)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-edit-background-fabric.png
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Define a background fabric simulation

Change the rhinestone tone and size
You now should select the rhinestone size:
•• Click on the rhinestone icon
•• Select one from the popup menu that includes a default palette of rhinestone sizes and colors
Hotstone sizes are usually defined by SS measures. You can have a look at size definitions in the size table. For
example:
•• SS6 = 2mm
•• SS10 = 3mm
•• SS16 = 4mm
•• SS20 = 5mm

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hotfix-text-2.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Hotfix_stone%23Size_table
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Select rhinestone from a palette

If the wanted size and color is not in the offered selection, then click on add bed at the bottom. You will get a popup
that will allow defining all sorts of colors, shapes and sizes. We chose SS16, standard shape and clear crystal color.

Define a new rhinestone bead for the palette

Now you could change many other parameters, but we find that the result as shown in the screen captures above is
pleasing enough and we will stop here.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-select-rhinestone-1.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-select-rhinestone-2.png
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Creating hotfix designs with TrueType letters
There are two ways of lettering with true type letters
(1) Using hotfix fonts
•• Advantages: faster, better initial placement of beads, text is editable. It is easy to move a letter up/down or change

its size as shown with the "TEST" word in the screen capture below.
•• Disadvantage: Shapes of letters are very difficult to manipulate. If we understood right, one has to disassemble

the design, then manipulate at the bead level. Shown with the "G" in the screen capture below.
(2) Going the vector drawing route.
•• Advantages: Better flexibility in drawing the "right" shape, i.e. vector letters are more easy to manipulate. A line

of text can be "ungrouped" and you then can easily change shapes. The same is true for generated hotfix objects.
These are ordinary hotfix areas and can be parametrized like any other of that kind.

•• Disadvantages: Text is not editable, each line must be defined separately. Generated areas are not optimised for
lettering.

Both can be filled (unless disassembled)
•• along the stroke defining the letter shape
•• inside the fills
•• both stroke (outline) and fill (inside shape).

Vector to Hotfix vs. Hotfix fonts

In provisional conclusion, I'd either use digitized hotfix fonts (see previous section) or vector fonts, depending on
how much I would need to modify the shapes of letters.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hotfix-text-4.png
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Export hotfix designs to a laser cutter
As explained above, there different ways of using hotfix designs. Since we got a modern little laser cutter, we will
export the design to SVG and then send it to the machine. The steps are fairly simple. Firstly:

Export and SVG file from Stitch Era
•• Select hotfix tab
• Choose Export hotfix
In the popup window:
•• Select SVG as output
•• Depending on how you plan work, you can decide to merge all designs into one page. To do so, drag all the

"Bead" objects to the right into the first page. Otherwise, Stitch Era will create a different SVG file for each bead
type used, e.g. that differ in size, color and shape.

• We suggest to tick Frame at the bottom of the popup and set a 1cm margin

Export hotfix to SVG, "Frame" is not ticked, i.e. we will have to add our own cutting rectangle in the vector graphics
program

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-export-hotfix.png
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Clean up the SVG for laser cutting
• Open the exported SVG file in an SVG editor, e.g. Inkscape
•• Draw a frame (cut line of the whole template), if it was not generated by the exporter, i.e. ticked (see just above).
• Make the strokes hairline width (<= 0.1mm) and choose an appropriate color (We use red (255,0,0) to define

cutting lines with our Trotec)

Fix cutting lines in an SVG editor

• Check the document size. It should be at least slightly bigger than the drawing including the frame. (In Inkscape,
menu File->Document Properties Resize page to drawing or selection. Make very sure to add this
padding, e.g. between 1mm and 1cm to each side. Adding a larger border is easier for brushing the stones, but
requires more space.

At the end you should have an SVG design that includes the cutting lines for the holes and the template itself. Below
is an example:

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Using_Inkscape_for_laser_cutting
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Trotec_Speedy_100R
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hotfix-export-2.png
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Read to print SVG hotfix template. Click and click again to retrieve the SVG if you want to use it
yourself

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AHotfix-template-hamburger.svg
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Send the file to a laser cutter
•• Send to the cutter and select material type and thickness.

Trotec JobControl Interface - Cutting parameters for thick paper.

Example template
The result of the design discussed above is shown with the two pictures below. The cardboard template is too thin,
but it was just a test. I probably will use 0.8 mm Acrylic and also make the extra radius a bit small. A good laser
printer is fairly precise, more then a cutting plotter.
I also got an overlap warning in Stitch Era that I ignored. Such errors can either be fixed manually or automatically
(click on Solve overlap). Heavy overlap must be solved. One also can very slight augment the distance between
stones. The default is 1mm I believe.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hotfix-export-3.png
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Hotfix template printed on some random cardboard

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hotfix-template-3.jpg
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Hotfix template partially filled, holes are rather large for these SS16 - 3.8mm stones

Using the template with a heat press
• Read the hotfix stone article and maybe the description of the heat transfer press used at TECFA.

References
[1] http:/ / www. stitchera. com/ downloads/ Documents/ Era1140-9. pdf
[2] https:/ / www. teesandprints. com/ wp-content/ uploads/ 2017/ 01/ Design-Placement-Guide-Links-20160929. pdf
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Stitch Era - creating embroidery with hot fix
stones

Introduction
This beginner's tutorial for the Stitch Era embroidery software explains how to create embroidery designs that
include hotfix stones.
Tutorial home page

Stitch Era embroidery software
Learning goals

Digitize a vector graphic into an embroidery plus hotfix stones
Prerequisites

Stitch Era - creating embroidery from vector images
Stitch Era - creating hot fix designs

Related pages
Hotfix stone

Materials
You can reuse the pictures. In the wiki, click on picture to make it larger, then click again and save it.

Quality and level
This text should technical people get going with Stitch Era. I use it for an optional master degree course in
educational technology.

Last major update
October 2017.

This tutorial will combine some concepts and procedures from two other other tutorials, i.e. Stitch Era - creating
embroidery from vector images and Stitch Era - creating hot fix designs. We will go through two simple examples.
In the first, embroidery dominates, in the second hotfix stones are more important.

Rocket Example
Let's create a little rocket with nice crystal windows. We can find one on OpenClipArt
• Download Rocket icon [1] By pitr
•• Make sure to get the SVG file, e.g. click on the picture and then save as.

Resize the rocket in Inkscape
Since the Rocket is fairly small we would like to make it bigger, i.e. make it fit into a 10cm by 10 embroidery hoop.
According to our experience, scaling works better in a vector editing tool. However, as you shall see, the result won't
be usable, but for a mysterious reasons, scaling the drawing before does something good.
• Open the Rocket in Inkscape
•• Select all, ungroup
• Open the transform menu (CTRL-SHIFT-m or Menu Object -> Transform)
•• Tick "scale proportionally"
•• Enter 95mm or 40 mm if you prefer a smaller size. 9.5 x 9.5cm can be considered a fairly large embroidery for

this type of drawing.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Hotfix_stone
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Hotfix_stone
https://openclipart.org/detail/22539/rocket-icon
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Inkscape
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•• Save the file as plain SVG.

Import the scaled SVG rocket to Stitch Era
•• Define a hoop size. We suggest 10 x 10cm
Artwork tab -> Open Vector file. You now should see the rocket. As you can see, Stitch Era does not take into
account scaling using viewports as Inkscape does.

Imported resized SVG Rocket, too small

Adjust the size in Stitch Era
•• Click on the rocket (do not use CTRL-A)
• Ungroup (using either the context menu or Artwork->Layout tab->Ungroup ALL)
•• CTRL-A
• Artwork->Layout tab
•• Set width to 90 (not 95, because we will need some extra space) or less, e.g. 40 if you want a small embroidery.
• Reposition in the middle (You can use the To Design tool in the ribbon bar, i.e. align horizontal and vertical with

respect to the Design, i.e. the hoop).

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-rocket-1.png
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Resize the rocket

Save the file as, e.g. rocket-1.dsg

Adjust the size of the borders
The black borders of the parts (i.e. yellow body, blue windows and red fins= are too small for nice satin stitches.
Let's make them just a bit bigger for now, i.e. 2mm.
•• CTRL-A
•• Vector Tab
•• Set thickness of lines to 2mm as shown in the screenshot below.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-rocket-2.png
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Resize the rocket

Save the file as, e.g. rocket-2.dsg

Flatten the drawing
This is not totally necessary for this rocket, since only the windows will overlap the yellow area. But make sure to
recall this in case you work with another rocket. Most often vectors drawings use several shapes that are piled on top
of each other. In embroidery, one normally uses single layers (plus a bit of underlay), otherwise the stitched design
will get very stiff and can break needles, etc. Anyhow, in our case we also will "carve out" the windows from the
yellow body.
•• CTRL-A
•• Layout Tab
• Combine vectors -> Simplify
After simplifying vectors you may have to add some overlap again in cas the test print shows that embroidery areas
have some emptry space (e.g. tissue showing through) between sections. But that is a matter for more advanced
users.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-rocket-3.png
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Digitize the rocket
Now let us translate the drawings to embroidery objects. Read the Stitch Era - creating embroidery from vector
images tutorial first, if you don't understand the concept. Below we just outline the steps.
•• CTRL-A
•• Embroidery tab
•• Art to stitch
•• Select Art to stitch (intelligent)
• Select Objects to fill -> Fill Areas and Borderlines (we do want to keep the black borders)
•• Select Artwork Unaltered (or process overlaps if you didn't simplify your geometry)
To verify the result, tick on Embroidery. If stitches are not yet generated, then hit F9 (or FN f9 on some computers)
or the lightening icon on top. Verify if the black borders overlap with the yellow and red parts. In principle they
should. Otherwise, make then bigger.
Save the file as, e.g. rocket-3.dsg
Before you move on, we just would like to recall that you can hide or show various types of objects, i.e. auxiliar
(includes the vector graphics), embroidery sections and hotfix designs. The main menu bar below the the ribbon
menu bar includes buttons that you can tick on or off for viewing / hiding. If the button is greyed, objects to not
exist.

Hide/unhide buttons in the main menu bar

If you are unhappy with the stitching, you can change the parameters of the various stitch sections (see the Stitch Era
- adjusting stitch sections tutorial). You also can kill all the Sections and start digitizing again. Warning: Each time
you digitize a vector object it will create a new stitch (or hotfix section) and keep the old one !

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-Era-17-main-menu-right.png
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Remove the stitched rocket windows
As planned, we would like to used hotfix stones instead of embroidery for the windows.
• Untick Auxiliar in the menu bar. Since you need to preserve all the vector drawings for the windows it is better to

hide the drawings. This way cannot kill any by mistake !
•• Open the Object manager (to the right, see the previous screen capture). You now can see the document map

panel to the right.
•• Kill the blue window stitch objects
•• You also can kill the black circles surrounding the blue window. As you can see by clicking on the black path in

the Object Manager, we got two times three borders. One times three borders is enough, unless you do want
doubly stitched ones.

Kill the stitch areas and lines for the windows

Now, to create the windows, you either you could a single SS34 stone for each window or many tiny ones, e.g. SS6
(2mm).

Option A: Add small hotfix stones
You now can fill the windows of the rocket with a few small hot fix stones. Else if you only need on large stone,
jump to the next section.
•• Tick Auxiliar and untick Embroidery in the menu bar
•• Select the three windows (hold down the CTRL key while you select one by one)
•• Open the Hotfix Tab
• Menu Single Hotfix fill -> Areas with Hotfix - Uniform fill
•• Untick Auxiliar
•• Select the three hofix areas
• Set the stone size and other parameters. The following picture shows SS6 size, 0.6mm distance, and HF Inner

Ring Fill pattern. You also could manually add a stone in the middle (see below)
•• Tick the embroidery tab to see the result.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-rocket-4.png
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Windows made with 7 2mm stones

Windows made with 7 2mm stones, stone in the middles added manually

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-rocket-5.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-rocket-6.png
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Windows made with 7 2mm stones

Option B: Add a single stone for each window
Adding individual stones and editing is explained in more detail in the Stitch Era - creating hot fix designs tutorial.
•• Untick Auxiliar and Embroidery and tick Hotfix
•• Kill all the hotfix areas
•• Tick Embroidery
•• Hotfix Tab
•• Click on Manual
•• Now a bit tricky: Open Manual Hotfix / BEAD tab before clicking and select the right stone size. If it is not in the

palette, you can add it using "Add bead".

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-rocket-7.png
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Windows made with single 7mm (SS34) stones

•• To fine tune positions of stones, use the Edit Hotfix menu (on top of the stones palette to the left)
•• To exit manual setting or edit hotfix, open another tab and click on something.
Read Stitch Era - creating hot fix designs for some more explanation.

A result
The following picture shows an example of my private main use for embroidery: stitch holes in sweaters (pullovers).
This one had two moth holes. But I like it simple. The small rockets are 4cm in size, i.e. fit into a small 5x5cm hoop
of our Brother PR1050X with some space to manoeuvre. After embroidery, I just put this Merinos wool sweater in
the heat press on top of some baking paper. I then added the hotstones manually, put some baking paper on top and
then pressed at 200C for 20 seconds.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-rocket-8.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Brother_PR1050X
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Rockets with crystal windows on Merinos Wool

To improve: The rocket was too small to cover one of the moth holes, so I had to stick a second one over the first
one with a result that is frankly not professional. However, the sweater is usable again. Tip: When you design
something to cover a moth hole make it rather round and have stitches overlap, i.e. not "empty" spaces. Also make
sure that it is at least four times as big as the hole and that you can reposition the embroidery with the control
interface (to avoid rehooping if the position is a bit wrong). Instead of taking a practical 5x5cm hoop, consider using
a 10x10cm hoop.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ARocket-on-pullover.jpg
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Overlapping rockets with crystal windows on Merinos Wool

We also might have used some denser fill (right now the yellow, red and violet parts are 5 lines/mm) or put some
product on the wool to flatten it down.

Hamburger Example
This example shows how to combine hotfix areas with some embroidery lines. We shall create a hamburger with a
little monogram inside.

Import and arrange vector file

Cheeseburger icon.
Copyright Mikicon [2],

downloaded from 317585
[3] by DKS, reproduced

with permission

The Nounproject [2] is very useful site that includes over a million icons. If you
acknowledge the author you are allowed to use any icon for your own use, but you do
have to register (it is free). If you pay 40$/year (half for education) you can use these
freely and more easily. Of course, I do pay an annual fee since I use these fairly often
and since such initiatives should be supported.

• Get file 317585 [3] from the noun project (and register if not already done so). If you
cannot do this, you can take it from the picture to the right (click three times on it
until you land on the SVG page, then "save it as"), but please understand that you will
have to acknowledge the original author.

• Import to Stitch Era: Artwork tab -> Open Vector file
If you do have a noun project membership (40$year/or less) you will see this (otherwise
you will have to remove something): A really small hamburger: 9x9.4mm. We want ours at least 10 times as big. We
also want to ungroup the elements.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ARocket-on-pullover-2.jpg
https://thenounproject.com/mikicon
https://thenounproject.com/mikicon/collection/burger-world/?i=317585
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ACheeseburger-noun_317585.svg
https://thenounproject.com/
https://thenounproject.com/mikicon/collection/burger-world/?i=317585
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Hamburger original, defined as a group of 6 vectors

•• Now, select all (CTRL-A),
• Artwork -> Layout tab. Enter 90 for the width (left in the ribbon menu)
•• Select the object, i.e. click on it
• Ungroup, either in the right-click menu or in Artwork->Layout; Ungroup All button to the right in the ribbon

menu
Adjust the view so that you can see all the objects
•• CTRL-A
•• F6 (or FN-F6) or click the Zoom Area button in the main menu bar
Click on one object. You can see in the ribbon menu that (a) the lines are vectors and (b) that they are not really lines
(as in strokes) but fills without borders (strokes). If you like, you can change its color as shown in the following
screen capture.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hamburger-1.png
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Hamburger original, 1000% bigger, defined as a group of 6 vectors

In order to fill these objects with hotfix stones we will have to transform these curves into solid surfaces. There are
several ways to do this. In Stitch Era we simply can remove "holes".
•• Select all objects
•• Make them objects with borders
•• Set the thickness to 2.
•• Now for each of the six objects: Select each one and click on "Remove holes" in the Layout tab. I suggest opening

the object manager on the right and then click on the items in the list one by one.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hamburger-2.png
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Add borders to each object

Close holes

Now we shall subtract the three rounds from the bread on top:
• Select the top "bread" first (this is important), then select the three round "holes"
• Layout tab -> Combine vectors -> subtract.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hamburger-3.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hamburger-4.png
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Subtract

Now we have only three vectors left that we will translate to stitch objects.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hamburger-5.png
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Transform the borders into embroidery
•• CTRL-A
•• Select Embroidery tab
• Art to Stitch -> Art to Stitch (intelligent)
• Select Fill Borderline Only

Stitch borders only

Strangely enough the generated stitches are running stitches. At a thickness of 2, they should be zigzag.
•• Open the object manager
• Click on each path (including the ones in the sections pack). In the fill style, select zigzag.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hamburger-7.png
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Change fill style from path to zigzag (if you like)

You now got an embroidery:
•• Hit F9 and then F7 to see the result.

Stitch design ready to go

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hamburger-8.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hamburger-9.png
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Depending on your taste an textile you now could adjust underlay and density. Otherwise export as embroidery file
and give it to your machine.

Transform the fills into hotfix areas
•• Hide the embroidery objects (click on the green embroidery button in the main menu bar).
•• View the vectors again by clicking on the red Auxiliary buttons.
•• Select all: CTRL-A
•• Open the hotfix tab
• In the Single Hotfix Fill menu (in the middle of the ribbon bar, not to the left !), select Area with
Hotfix - Inner Ring Fill

Hotfix inner ring fill

Now
•• Untick Auxiliar
•• Tick Hotfix (far right in the main menu bar)
•• Hit F9 (if you cannot see the hotfix pattern)
The hotfix looks quite good, but it uses 4ss stones, i.e. really tiny ones that are difficult to handle. We prefer working
with 16ss (3mm) for now. Select all, then adjust stone size and other settings. I used:
•• SS16
•• 1mm separation
Hit F9 (or maybe FN-F9 on your machine) if you cannot see the changes. Also, you could add a simulated
background using the little "B" menu on top of the palette to the left of the workspace. Show the embroidery again.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hamburger-11.png
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Hotfix fill with 16ss stones (not optimal) and embroidery

Now you should manually fix two things.
•• The lower bread has too much empty space. Consider making it a bit fatter without exiting the hoop space of

10x10cm. We moved the two objects on top upwards a bit to make some space.
•• On top there is some overlap, either let Stitch Era fix this or (better) do it yourself. E.g. remove the three

offending stones.
Finally, export the hotfix design to SVG (Hotfix tab -> Export Hotfix -> Export Hotfix to file. Select SVG or
whatever is suitable for your cutter.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-hamburger-12.png
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Heat transfer
After I did the first example described above, I got some good transfer paper from an online store and this time the
stones stuck very well.

Embroidery first. This tissue probably would need more stabilizing (I used a simple auto-adhesive), or at
least larger zigzag stitches

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AHamburger-hotfix-embroidery-1.jpg
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1mm cardboard template filled with 16ss stones, using the "flat mousse brush" technique
explained above.

The three large 34SS did not stick after 20 seconds of heating. I then glued them with an applicator
Peeling off the stones from the template went really well. All stones stuck.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AHamburger-hotfix-embroidery-2.jpg
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Stones sticking to the (turned) transfer sheet

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AHamburger-hotfix-embroidery-3.jpg
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In the heat press, ready to go

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AHamburger-hotfix-embroidery-4.jpg
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Result

The result was satisfactory for my first "larger" hotstone design and my first use of transfer paper. I should improve
the embroidery (zigzags pulled too much into the textile) and probably make a larger design. The monogram is also
fairly ugly (too small). I then should try smaller stones.

References
[1] https:/ / openclipart. org/ detail/ 22539/ rocket-icon
[2] https:/ / thenounproject. com/ mikicon
[3] https:/ / thenounproject. com/ mikicon/ collection/ burger-world/ ?i=317585
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Case studies

Stitch Era - stitching children's drawings

Introduction
This article describes how to create embroidery from from children's drawings and give advice on what kinds of
drawings are easier to stitch.
Firstly you should scan the drawing or if you don't have a scanner take a clean picture. Then you can follow the steps
we outline below.
Stitching a drawing is both easy and difficult. Color management is easy if the drawing was made with pens and
without much overlap. Dealing with large surfaces can be a problem if you plan to create a large and easily wearable
design.
The major problem is to modify the drawing or the stitch sections so that they overlap a bit. Without overlap, there
will be gaps which may or may not be a problem depending on the drawing.

Dealing with a PDF scan
Our computer at work produces PDF from scans, a format you cannot import to Stitch Era. There are two paths:
Either import the PDF to a drawing software or save the PDF in a picture format and directly import to Stitch Era.
Tracing with either Inkscape or Illustrator has two major drawbacks. It will create one single path with a single
color. Adding color to elements then means to make cuts in selected areas of the vector path and color.
Therefore we suggest translating the PDF into a PNG image file.
• Under Windows, you can use the commercial Adobe Acrobat Pro program (I don't know if the free reader can

export. If not just make a screen capture using a software like Greenshot [1]

•• Under Linux, either install ImageMagik or search for another solution. ImageMagik also is available for Windows
and Mac.

Conversion with ImageMagik [2], using the command line:

convert -density 300 -quality 100 input.pdf output.png

Vectorizing a drawing in Stitch Era
If you can rely on a clean scan, you should be able to reduce the colors to the ones that the child really used.

Clip the picture
Firstly you should crop the image
•• Import the picture

Select Artwork tab, then Open Image (button to the left in the menu bar)
•• Select the picture

Artwork tab, then Layout> (subtab), then Crop Image
Start in the upper left corner and drag the cursor. It will crop if you release the mouse button. Hit CTL-Z if you
got it wrong.

http://getgreenshot.org/
https://www.imagemagick.org/
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Cropping a picture in Stitch Era 17

Resize the picture
•• Select the picture
• Click on Artwork -> Image
In the upper left you can change its size. e.g. the width to 90 (which means 9cm). You also can reduce vectors or
even stitch areas, but its easier to reduce the picture first.

Reduce the colors
In the same toolset (Artwork->Layout) you can reduce colors. For an embroidery you should use a minimum of
colors, maybe between 5 and 10. We strongly suggest to do this even if you believe that you only can see N colors.
Various physical constraints from paper and drawing plus the scanning will actually give you lots of colors. E.g. in
picture below, there are several shades of green due to different pressure, overlays, etc.
•• For the following drawing I counted the colors (5) plus white background: 6 colors
•• Enter the number and if you are happy with the result click Accept.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-crop-images.jpg
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Reduce colors with Stitch Era 17

Too many colors is better than not enough since you always can merge later. Compare the two following pictures.
The 6 color solution is not good since it merged dark blue with black. The 7 color solution does have blue. You later
can merge the two greens.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-reduce-colors.jpg
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Good 7 color solution - blue top is there

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-reduce-colors-3.jpg
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Bad 6 color solution - Blue top is missing (merged with black)

We also should have cropped the ice cream picture a bit. But the lines to the right won't be vectorized or else could
easily be removed ...
Finally, save the file now and maybe create a backup copy.

Create a vector image
Now should create a vector image. In theory you could directly digitize pictures but this only works with a given
kind, e.g. portrait with strong contrasts.
Select Artwork -> Image tab
•• Decide if you want to reduce holes. E.g. set holes to 10.
• Click on Filter (not needed to reduce colors since we already did that, but we need to preprocess the picture).

Make sure that white is selected as transparent color if white is only used in the background. If the child did use
white that must be stitched then deselect.

• Vectorize using the standard settings first. Hit the Vectorize Icon. If you want to simplify the result a bit, try
setting sharpness to a higher value.

Vectorizing takes some time. Watch the progress bar in the lower left before you think that the program is
stuck.

•• Then in the right picture panel, select "vectorized" tab if necessary.
• If you are happy with the result click Return . Else read more in the Stitch Era - digitizing complex bitmap

images tutorial

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-reduce-colors-2.jpg
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Stich Era Vectorizer.

The following picture shows a design where we merged two greens and did not keep white as background (to be
eliminated). We easily can remove the "outer" white.

Stich Era Vectorizer. 2 colors merged. No background color since we want to keep the white ice cream part

Unless you want to stitch a badge-like design remove the background (outer white). Drag it out before killing in
order to make sure that it is not connected to some "inner" white that you want to stitch. If it was connected then,
CTRL-Z back into position. Then, you should learn how to cut vectors (read Stitch Era - vector graphics).

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vectorizer-drawing.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vectorizer-drawing-2.jpg
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Stich Era Vectorizer. Do not forget to remove and to kill the useless white background.

Auto digitize
•• Save the file, and create a backup copy
•• Select all, click in an empty space, then hit CTRL-A
• Select embroidery tab and then hit Art to Stitch
For a picture like this one you could lower the density of both patterns and satin stitches to 4mm to make it less
heavy to wear. This can be fixed in the advanced settings of the Art-to-Stich (intelligent) dialog.
If you have a multi-needle machine we suggest ticking "Cut after stitch sections" in the advanced settings

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStich-era-vectorizer-remove-background.jpg
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Stich Era Vectorizer (Art-to-Stitch Intelligent)

For more information about digitizing, read the other Stitch Era tutorials.

Repairing
You also should learn how to trouble shoot, in particular how to fix broken direction lines.
Open the object manager and fix one by one each error. Click on the object you want to fix, either in the object
manager or in the error console and hit SHIFT-F6 to maximize. Consider deleting tiny sections. Do not ignore errors
for large sections, since faulty sections will not be stitched !
• To try first: Select the stitch section that has problem. In the context menu (right click) that pops out over the

workspace (drawing) area, select autocomplete. This will attempt to finish problematic sections, e.g. ones that
have main reference or section line problems. If you stitches now a are generated, you are done.

The following picture shows a complex stitch section that extends all over and around the design. Autocomplete
helped finish to stitch generation for sub-sections.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-auto-digitize.jpg
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Try the autocomplete feature first

Direction line problems: delete all yellow direction lines except one. Select a yellow handle and hit the DEL key. For
the one you kept, one make sure that it stretches all over the stitch section (drag the yellow handles)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-autocomplete.jpg
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View the result before you stitch
•• Untick Auxiliar, tick Embroidery and it CTRL-F9 if you made any modifications
•• Open the View Tab and Select 3D in Draw Mode. You can adjust quality and luminosity with the little pull out

menu.

Stitch Era 3D viewer

This picture "suggested" to replace the running stitches for the "lettering" at the bottom by zigzags, which we did.
Also, one can see irregularities in the wing patterns. That is a question of taste. I think that children's drawings
should be irregular :)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-viewer-papillon.jpg
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Test printing and tuning
Below is the result of the procedure as explained above (i.e. a fairly quick solution):

Test print with our Brother PR1050X

Possible improvements:
•• Some pull compensation or changing the definition of the tissue (we used the default settings: none). As you can

see, the long patterns horizontally pulled the tissue a bit.
•• Better preparation of the tissue, including a stronger stabilizer (I used my favorite auto-adhesive tearaway

backing). Hooping probably should have been a bit better too, although I must say that the PRX1050 standard
hoops are pretty easy to use.

• Have the vectors overlap before digitizing or modify some stitch sections to overlap. In particular the zizag
contour of the butterfly to the left should be made to overlap and the green running stitch must be moved closer or
maybe be removed. This can be quite tedious. You can enlarge any object (either in both or a single direction) but
then you also will to adjust size and position of the other objects. The best solution is to edit the vectors, i.e. move
the control points. Before doing so, you really should trim the vectors i.e. make them simpler. Select at least two,
then you can "trim shapes" through the combine vectors dialog (in the layout ribbon bar or in the context menu).
Read Stitch Era - vector graphics for more information.

• Another, simpler alternative is to create a border line for larger sections, but the result will probably be uglier.
Since Stitch Era (unless I missed something) does not allow adding borders to simple vector paths you should use
a workaround. You could select the vector object, right click and select contour with offset -> Custom.
Alternatively export the design as *.emf or *.dxf, import into some drawing program and edit there. E.g. Inkscape
allows importing EMF and then adding a stroke to a fill. After saving and importing to Stitch Era there will be
two vectors: One for the fill and another for the stroke (border line).

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Brother_PR1050X
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-child-drawings-stitched.jpg
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The result and discussion
We made this test with a total of three drawings, two of which discussed above. The final result wasn't too
convincing since the embroidery went on a stretchable jeans jacket. You can see that the tissue is a little bit warped
here and there. However, as discussed above, some imperfections of the surfaces were wanted since these are designs
made by a young child.
Hooping was difficult. I got it too loose in two cases, since it was difficult to pull the tissue with its seams and I used
a simple auto-adhesive stabilizer that would not stick enough to the tissue when pulled. Also, I had to reduce two
pictures a bit because I did not manage to fit a 13x8cm hoop well enough, i.e. I made them fit the 10x10cm hoop.
Reducing the size of a stitch design is an easy procedure. Select all embroidery objects, then resize, then regenerate
the stitches with CTL-F9 (not the stich sections !)

Result

Generally speaking it seems that drawings made with thick color pens are fairly easy to deal with as opposed to
paintings for example. Stitching large designs on flexible tissue is a problem. Consider drawings with empty space
and avoid narrow zig-zag lines for these.
Below is an overview of things to do:
•• Change saturation, contrast and brightness to maximize features that you want to stand out and stitch with

different colors
•• Reduce colors to maximum about twice the number of colors you plan to stitch
•• Merge the reduced colors to the colors you plan to stitch. In the same step, try to eliminate small holes
•• Vectorize as aggressively as possible and eliminate small parts
•• Smooth vectors if possible (if you CTRL-A, then the program can crash) and adjust some if needed.
•• Have vectors overlap if you want a connected surface
•• Verify choice of textile type (it will influence pull compensation) and make sure that hoop size is defined
•• Then digitize
•• Modify stitch sections if needed, e.g. transform all running stitches to zig-zag or the other way round.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ADessin-enfants-jeans-small.jpg
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Stitch Era - digitizing a portrait photograph

Introduction
This beginner's tutorial for the Stitch Era embroidery software expands on Stitch Era - creating embroidery from
raster images and Stitch Era - digitizing complex bitmap images
Tutorial home page

Stitch Era embroidery software
Learning goals

Be able to import vector graphics or bitmap files
Be able to vectorize a bitmap file, i.e. turn it into a vector graphic
Be able to digitize a vector graphic

Prerequisites
Stitch Era embroidery software (in particular be able to create a new design).

Related pages
none

Materials
You can reuse the pictures. In the wiki, click on picture to make it larger, then click again and save it.

Quality and level
This text should technical people get going with Stitch Era. I use it for an optional master degree course in
educational technology.

Last major update
September 2011. Since then some features e.g. file import was improved. Also the menu organization did
change somewhat. We will try to fix this in some near future - Daniel K. Schneider (talk) 15:59, 17 August
2017 (CEST)

Next steps
• Stitch Era - adjusting stitch sections explains how to change parameters embroidery sections, e.g. stitch density,

fill patterns, etc. after and auto-digitizing procedure.
• Stitch Era - creating embroidery from raster images. Create embroidery from simple and relatively clean raster

images (e.g. *.png or *.jpg files)
• Stitch Era - vector graphics. You don't necessarily need to learn how to draw vector graphics that you then can

convert to embroidery (stitch sections). However, you will be able to speed up your work and you also could
reuse principles (e.g. Bezier drawing) for manipulating stitch sections as well as in other multi-media programs.

Digitizing images is very difficult. Digitzing portrait images is a bit easier that digitizing landscapes. The basic
principle is:
•• Reduce the size of the picture to the size of the picture you want to stich or less, e.g. 1000px (equivalent of 10cm

in Stitch Era)
•• Modify contrast, saturation and luminosity so that the person's feature stand out best.

http://getgreenshot.org/
https://www.imagemagick.org/
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=User:Daniel_K._Schneider
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=User_talk:Daniel_K._Schneider
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•• Reduce to 16 to 20 colors, then union the colors
•• Vectorize with some hole filling and smoothing values
•• Remove holes from vector objects and union little vectors

Portrait of Daniel K. Schneider - click to enlarge to the original 1500 X 1000 px
picture size

Reduce the picture size

Before importing to Stitch Era, reduce the
picture to a reasonable size, e.g. 1000px
width using any picture manipulation tool.
When importing a picture, Stitch Era will
scale 100px will to 1cm in Stitch Era. I.e. a
picture of 1500 x 1000px will become an
embroidery of 15 x 10 cm, unless you scale
or crop it within Stitch Era. Please note that
100:1 is not the standard conversion rate
between cm and pixels on a low resolution
screen.
We shall start with picture of myself since I
do not want to be sued by angry people not
liking their embroidery version....
Import the picture to Stitch Era (ARTWORK -> Open Image). As you can see in the screenshot below it will be
adjusted to a size of 15cm x 10cm.

Portrait of DKS - imported to Stitch Era - Color reduction button to the right

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ADKS-2016-1500px.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-DKS-1.png
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Reduce colors and remove small areas

"Enhance" Picture
In a first step we suggest bringing out colors a bit. Increase both saturation and contrast a bit. This (optional)
operation will hopefully make it easier to distinguish between certain features. To do so, select the picture in the
workspace, then click on the IMAGE tab.

Portrait of DKS - Color enhanced

First round of color reduction and hole filling
Now we will engage in a first round to reduce colors. Select the picture, then open the LAYOUT tab. As you can see
in the first screenshot (above), to the right there is a color reduction tool. Open it now. We will attempt two things:
•• Remove very small areas
•• Reduce colors without loosing important features.
Small area filters

•• A small areas filter of 20 took too much of the facial features (e.g. beard) away
•• 10 is probably a good compromise. The glasses are almost gone, but there is not much we can do about this, i.e. in

any case we will have to redraw these. If we do not reduce small areas, vectorizing and dealing with thousands of
little vectors will be a nightmare.

Colors

•• We want to keep the blue shirt and for that we have to keep 20 colors

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-DKS-2.png
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Portrait of DKS - Color reduction tool

Save the file, then save the file as new copy.

Vectorize
The vectorizer tool let us doign three thing in that order
•• reduce colors and remove holes
•• merge colors
•• vectorize according to three parameters
As a general rule try to be as aggressive as you can in reducing colors, using little max error, high sharpness and
larger min areas. Remember that embroidery can only do low resolution ! There is no point in keeping too much
detail. The major difficulty is keeping essential features. If these are lost, also consider a bit of drawing.

Merge colors
In this step we will again reduce colors and remove small areas. However, instead of letting the machine reducing
colors we will merge colors.
Click on the picture and open the Artwork/IMAGE tab. In the ribbon menu to the right click on Convert to
Vector. In the Vectorizer tool that is now open, click on Filter (we already did reduced colors and remove holes).
We now will attempt to reduce the 20 colors in the palette. Since there is no undo in this tool, you may have to
restart more than once.
•• Set reduction to 256 colors (we only have 20, but the tool does not allow to set 20).
•• Set the transparent color to nothing.
Now click on the Filter icon and you will see the "cleaned" result.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-DKS-3.png
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Portrait of DKS - Vectorizer tool

Now combine as many colors as you can. CTRL-click on at least two colors, then click on the Combine icon.

Vectorizer - combine colors

•• I "Bundled" all red and brown colors
•• all dark grey
•• all middle grey
•• all light grey
•• all beige
•• etc.
The following screen shot shows 9 colors
left and much larger uniform areas. As you
shall see below, we finally, after a first
vectorising attempt, decided to adopt an
eight color solution.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-DKS-4.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-combine-colors.png
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Portrait of DKS - Vectorizer tool - Cleaned image - take 1

The next version shows a more aggressive color reduction and will allow taking away the background

Portrait of DKS - Vectorizer tool - Cleaned image - take 2

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-DKS-5.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-DKS-5b.png
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Vectorize
Now will have to vectorize which is also fairly tricky.
There are three parameters you could set. According to the manual (page 3-13):
• Max Error defines the curvature degree that the trace will have. It increases or reduces the precision the vector

curve will have with regard to the original bitmap. Decreasing (reduction) is better because the generated vector
object will be simpler, but in some case, information may be lost. I.e. in our case, we did increase.

• Sharpness: Higher values will decrease the number of nodes of created vector objects. Same as above, more is
easier to work with, but may distort the image too much.

Both max error and shaprness controls define the curvature degree that the vector will have. High values of
these controls results in rounded outlines. If these items have small values, the trace of the vector-based figures
will adjust to the outlines of the bitmap image.

• Min Area eliminates the small surfaces, according to the value specified in the sliding control. It is useful to
exclude the smaller elements from the vectorization and has a similar effect as remove holes in prior steps. The
difference is that these areas will remain empty.

Try the default values first and click on the Vectorize icon. This so-called tracing process will take a longer time
(and a very long time if you did not reduce colors and holes as explained above). You can see the result in a
Vector tab that is now open.
The following screen shot shows a result with max error = 150, sharpness = 10 and Min Area = 100. The result has
over 25000 nodes which is quite a lot. Some of these can be taken away later by removing holes from vector objects.
If you get over 10000 nodes like here, we suggest trying a solution with less max error, higher sharpness and bigger
min areas.

Portrait of DKS - Vectorizer tool - Vectorized with too much detail

The following solution will be easier to digitized. I only has 8 colors and about 9000 nodes.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-DKS-6.png
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Portrait of DKS - Vectorizer tool - Vectorized with 8 colors and less detail

The next solution presents a very aggressive path reduction. It also uses the version with a nearly homogeneous
background. I only has about 800 nodes and 39 vectors.

Portrait of DKS - Vectorizer tool - Vectorized with 9 colors and very few detail.

Once you are happy with the result, click on RETURN
Save the file, then save the file as new copy.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-DKS-6b.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-DKS-6c.png
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Vector cleaning and manipulation
Once back in the workspace you now can inspect and manipulate the vectors. Open the document map. When you
click on an object in the screen the vector in the document section and the other way round will be selected.
Below we recall a few vector manipulation tricks. However, let us recall again, before you decide to spend hours
fixing a complicated drawing, consider using a much more aggressive vectorization strategy.

Portrait of DKS - Vectorizer tool - Vector manipulation

The pullover came out quite nicely, but are some tiny little vectors at the bottom that we do not need and that could
be removed. Also the face includes some areas that could be removed and then filled with the surrounding color.

Remove small areas
There are three methods to remove holes
•• Kill the object (then edit vector points of the surrounding object)
•• Merge the object with a larger surrounding one
•• Kill the object, then use the "Remove holes" function.
Once you tried to remove some of the holes you also could decide to restart vectorizing. If you see several hundred s
or thousands of vector objects in the Document manager consider restarting and using low max error, higher
sharpness and higher min area.
(1) You now could start deleting most little objects if you plan to create a fairly smooth embroidery. The best way
way to do this, is to go through the whole liste of 164 vectors and hit delete. This option will leave some tiny empty
areas that you could fill later.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-DKS-7.png
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Portrait of DKS - Vectorizer tool - Click on each vector and remove if very small. 113 could be killed.

Another option is to merge vectors you want to remove with the larger surrounding one. Let's now remove the white
area from my front by merging.
•• Select the white area and write down the vector number (20)
•• Select the pink area of the face (1)
•• Now CTRL-select vector 20 again.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-DKS-7b.png
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Portrait of DKS - Vectorizer tool - Merge vectors

Now can do this with other similar areas. Learn how to use the zooming controls, in particular the SHIFT-F6 button.
(3) Remove holes with Remove Holes in the LAYOUT tab

Portrait of DKS - Vectorizer tool - Kill areas before removing holes

• Delete all the small areas within a larger area first, then remove the hole.
• WARNING: Before hitting on close holes, maximize the selected area (SHIFT-F6) and make sure that you will

not remove features that you would like to keep. The remove holes function will not kill the small areas, they will
stay and be digitized unless you remove them !

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-DKS-8.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-DKS-9.png
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Portrait of DKS - Vectorizer tool - Remove holes

Trim shapes
Trimming shapes means reducing the complexity of vectors, i.e. something that in principle you might have achieved
before. The different is that now you can do this for individual vectors.
You can try trimming all the vectors, but the program is likely to crash:
•• Save the file
•• Select ALL (CTRL-A)
• LAYOUT menu -> Combine Vectors -> Trim Shaps
Therefore rather try to optimize certain areas only. E.g. select the two large pink areas and then click on combine
Vectors -> Trim Shapes several times.

Modify shapes
As explained in the Stitch Era - vector graphics, one can manipulate vector shapes by deleting or adding points, by
dragging points, and by dragging (pink) curve control points.
Three areas in particular should be enhanced: Mouth, eyes, eyebrows and maybe the nose.
Alternatively, kill shapes that are not good enough, e.g. eyes and eybrows and draw them (see below).

Split objects for easier manipulation
The moustache is connected with the beard. To smooth and fill holes it is easier with two objects. Select the object,
draw a split line and finally right-click "Accept". If you did it right, you now have two objects. You can draw split
"pathes" that are composed of several points, i.e. you could split an object along a complex path.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-DKS-10.png
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Add drawings
Some items have been lost during vectorizing, e.g. the glasses. I suggest redrawing these. Open a new design file and
import the picture again (or else use an early version that you saved). The lock the picture in the Document map
(right click menu).
To rebuild the glasses I used to ellipses from the Shapes menu and I drew 3 lines with the Free Hand tool
using the Draw perfect objects option.
I also remade the mouth (rather badly I admit)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-DKS-13.png
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Once you are done, copy paste to the other design file.

Stitch generation
Before you generate the embroidery, make sure to delete all tiny vectors and to simplify the others as much as you
can. Below are two examples that are not pieces of art, but they both are digitizable.
Also save the file, since Stitch Era may hang up processing larger complex vector drawings. In particular, the
software does not like vector objects that are not polygones, e.g. that have twisted lines. Therefore, again, simplify
and smooth as much as you can.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-DKS-12.png
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After a fair amount of cleaning and simplifying (take 1, about 2h of work)

Without much cleaning and simplifying (take 2, about 1/4 of work)

Now select all and auto-digitize as explained in the Stitch Era - creating embroidery from vector images tutorial

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-DKS-16.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-DKS-16b.png
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Two results
One result (vector drawing area reduced to 6x5cm) is a very much simplified drawing. We removed all the
background, removed all little vectors and filled holes. The result to right involved less cleaning and less
simplifications. Maybe, some stitch section should be edited to use patterns instead of satin stitches.
Both solutions definitely do look unfriendlier than the original picture. We certainly should redraw the mouth for
example ....

Not so simple solution (take 2) Simple small solution (take 1)

In conclusion, we can say that digitizing portrait pictures is not too difficult, but since the procedure requires some
redrawing and since we merged many vectors the result is artistically speaking, not very convincing.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-DKS-17b.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-17-DKS-17.png
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Stitch Era - creating embroidery patches

Introduction
This article describes how to create embroidery patches, also called cloth badges for example, and that you can
attach to cloth by various means.
A typical embroidery patch has the following properties
•• It is stitched on some solid fabric (or special plastic)
•• It usually covers the whole surface
•• It is relatively small, i.e. 3cm to 8cm
•• It can have various shapes, e.g. astronaut patches are round.
The difficulty consists in getting the borders right.

Example study - 3D printing badge
This study will show how to transform an icon from the noun project into a very large badge, i.e. a rounded square of
about 9x9cm. We also will explain how to deal with some technical difficulties when importing vector graphics from
the noun project.
It is better to started with badges that are not round, since you won't have to deal with pull/push compensation.

Digitizing an icon

3D printing icon made by Will Adams

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Embroidery_patch
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3A3d-printed-hand-noun_353559.svg
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First attempt

Let us start with a 3D printed hand [1] from the noun-project.
Before importing it to Stitch Era we made some adjustment to the SVG in Inksacpe
•• Adjust size to 8cm by 8cm using Inkscape.
• Adapt document size to drawing size plus 1mm (File -> Document Properties)
•• Save as optimized SVG
•• Save as simple SVG
Import to stitch Era, adjust size (again) and ungroup
•• Importing to Stitch Era was OK, but the size was wrong
• Artwork Tab -> Layout. Set the size to 60 or 80 depending on how large you want your badge to be.
• Artwork Tab -> Layout. Ungroup all
We now have three vector objects, i.e. the printer, the hand and a platform. We changed colors for each one.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3A3d-printing-icon-21.jpg
https://thenounproject.com/willadams0/collection/3d-printing/?i=353559
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3D printing icon imported and ungrouped

Since a back is supposed to be stitched fully, we now will add a background. The simplest way to do this, is to create
a contour and then fill it:
•• Select all or just the printer object
• Artwork Tab -> Layout. Click on Contour with Offset
•• Select Custom and keep the defaults (outer offset)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3A3d-printing-icon-2.png
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Add a contour

•• Kill the superfluous objects created inside the printer (2 red vector lines)

Kill the two selected lines

Now transform the red rounded rectangle into a light blue filled rectangle with a fat border.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3A3d-printing-icon-3.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3A3d-printing-icon-4.png
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Background with a fat black border

• Move this new object on top: Either drag it to the top in the object manager, or use the Artwork -> Layout Tab ->
Forward & Backward menu

You now can digitize using "Art to Stitch" as explained in several beginners tutorials, e.g. Stitch Era - creating
embroidery from vector images
•• Select All
•• Select Embroidery Tab
•• Art-to-Stitch (intelligent) using default values
The simulated result looks like this, i.e. the 3D printer is not correctly rendered and the red hand would need some
adjustment at the stitch level. The result is usable, but we would like to have something that is slightly better.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3A3d-printing-icon-5.png
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Attempt one - printer not digitized correctly, hand rather ugly

Dealing with SVG paths that Stitch Era cannot handle properly
Unfortunately Stitch Era cannot deal with SVG path that have holes inside, i.e. the printer will appear differently
than planned.
•• We tried "Trim shapes" and "Simplify to not effect".
We now have two choices
1.1. either accept the result (i.e. a more massive 3D printer with most holes filled)
2.2. or else either exporting the printer shape, and reimporting it as PNG image or start from the original SVG (export

the printer shape from Inkscape) and then vectorize the raster image.
We just exported the "printer" shape as *.emf, transformed it with the "paint" program (any program can do) to PNG.
We then imported the PNG image and then vectorized it as explained in the Stitch Era - creating embroidery from
raster images. This took no more than 2 minutes.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3A3d-printing-try-1.jpg
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Export selected objects to *.emf format

We also decided to remove the holes from the hand (Artwork -> Layout -> Remove holes) and to smooth it.
• Select the printer and the hand and use Artwork -> Layout -> Combine Vectors -> Trim Shapes (do it 2-3 times)
The final vector shapes are below:

Final vector shapes

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3A3d-printing-icon-6.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3A3d-printing-icon-7.png
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Now the question is whether we want to work with two layers, i.e. fully stitch the blue background and the rest on
top or whether we just want to fill in the empty spaces with the background. Since patches are supposed to be rather
stiff we can go for a a two layer version.
Since we only have four objects and since we want to digitize these objects in different ways, we will do one by one.
•• Select the background
•• Select Embroidery tab
• Art to Stich (Area only), Select Fill areas and Borderlines since we do need a fat separate zig-zag

stitch for the border.
Next, use the same procedure for the other three objects, but
• Art to Stitch (Areay only), select Fill areas
The result looks like this:

Result of digitizing (Art-To-Stitch)

Adding a tack down and a cut line
Depending on how we plan to create the patch, we need a tack down line that will help attaching the cloth to the
stabilizer and a cut line that does the same but will also be used for cutting (see later). In addition, you also can add a
placement line, but this is also something that your embroidery machine could do.
To do this we will again use the "contour" function:
•• Untick the green "Embroidery" button and tick "Auxiliar" if not visible.
•• Click on the blue background vector
•• Add two contour lines (a) one that is 0.5mm off the black border and (b) one that is a bit more inside. To do so,

use "Custom", "Inner offset" and set the offset to 0.5mm and the other to 3.5mm.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3A3d-printing-icon-8.png
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Add contour lines.

•• Check if the lines are in position (I had to fix one mistake, i.e. a drag a control point)
•• Adapt the colors, e.g. Use black for the cut line.
•• Finally, digitize the two lines, i.e. select the two, Embroidery tab, Art-to-stitch (line only)
Compensate for pull and push. If you use a pattern with horizontal stitches, then select the rectangle and use the
controls or better the interface in the ribbon bar (Menu Path -> Layout tab), boxes on top left
•• Pull top and bottom a little bit towards the inside, i.e. make the object a bit less tall
•• Pull left and right a little bit towards the outside, i.e. make the object a bit wider
•• Recenter the rectangle

Adjust the cutting line

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3A3d-printing-icon-9.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3A3d-printing-icon-14.png
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(Optional) Using appliqué fills
Alternatively to manually adding a cut line and a border, one also could decide to use the Applique fill type for
the background. It allows defining placement stitches (useful if you plan to cut out the textile and then glue it inside),
and both a running tackdown and a zigzag tackdown.

Using Applique fill for the background (not tested alternative strategy)

Notice: Above, we used the "menu" display in the object inspector (one can change using the little "3 dots"
pull-down menu). Functionality is the same.

Final adjustment of the embroidery file
Reorder the stitch objects
•• The tackdown and cut lines must come first
Move the border object to the end
•• In the object manager drag it down.
Add pull compensation to the background (else the border will not overlap)
•• E.g. 1.5mm on each side

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3A3d-printing-icon-12.png
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Adding some pull compensation

Densify the black border (6 stitches/mm)
•• Select the border objects and in the object manager (or on top) change density to 6
Add machine stop commands
•• one after the cut line (object #2)
•• (optional) one after the last design object, i.e. before the border is being stitched, e.g. the red hand

Adding "stop" machine command to stitch object.

This is not guaranteed to work for real. You may have to manually stop a multi-needle machine, before it starts the
following color. Alternatively, you also can explore using different file formats, e.g. Tajima on a Brother machine
(as opposed to PES). Also, some configurations can be made in Stitch Era with respect to machine file formats

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3A3d-printing-icon-13.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3A3d-printing-icon-11.png
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generated.
Workaround used in our Brother PR1050X. The interface allowing allows to add Pause locations before a
color is used. Read Add a stop before a color

Stitching
Steps that use the "trim in place" method, outlined in the embroidery patch article.
•• Use a fabric that has roughly the same color as your background or as your border color.
•• Select a hoop size that leaves some space for cutting (e.g. a 10x10cm hoop for a 7x7cm design)
• If you can, instruct your machine to stop after printing the cutting line, i.e. before starting to embroider the next

part. Read this
•• Insert a double layer of stabilizer in the hoop. If you got all dimensions right, you can use a water soluble one,

else we recommend using a "tear away" one. Alternatively, use auto-adhesive tear-away stabilizer, sticky end
upwards. Mark one end with a felt pen (on our Brother you can insert a hoop in two ways)

Start stitching an outline directly on some stabilizer

• Optional: Embroider an outline first (your embroidery machine should be able to do that). You must stitch an
outline first if you plan to use a precisely pre-cut fabric (as in appliqués), but we don't do this here. Remove the
hoop from the machine after that.

•• If you don't have auto-adhesive stabilizer, glue a piece of fabric on top of the outline using specialized "wash
away" textile spray. Make sure that it is larger than the outline.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Brother_PR1050X
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Brother_PR1050X%23Add_a_stop_before_a_color
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Embroidery_patch
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Brother_PR1050X%23Add_a_stop_before_a_color
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3A3d-printing-icon-18.jpg
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Glue fabric on top of stabilizer

•• Embroider the tack down and the cutting line and have the machine stop before doing the next parts. After that,
remove the hoop from the machine (and make sure to remember which way you put it in)

Stitching out a cut line

•• Cut the fabric along the cutting line, and put the hoop back (in the right direction).

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3A3d-printing-icon-19.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3A3d-printing-icon-20.jpg
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Cut along cutting lines. Try to be regular !

•• Stitch the rest (border should come last if you use a big background)
•• Unhoop and tear away the stabilizer. Wash it if it was a soluble one.
•• If you want a prettier bottom, you could iron a piece of glue-on cut-away stabilizer to it. Use the patch as model

and then cut it out nicely before ironing. A more sophisticated method is to glue it with a permanent glue before
stitching the border, ironing a piece of fabric in the hoop seems to be too dangerous for the hoop.

Below a first attempt. It actually is more regular than it may seem on the picture. It's just a bit warped from washing
out the stabilizer and should be ironed a bit. However, you can see some white tissue sticking out on top and bottom.
This is why I suggest moving the cut line a bit (see above).

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3A3d-printing-icon-17.jpg
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First attempt (to be improved)

To do / try out:
•• adjust the cutting line (as explained above)
•• try using a dark tear-away (as opposed to a washable) stabilizer
•• Use a dark felt fabric (as opposed to my usual second hand table napkins)
•• Use trim in place (reversed). Stitch almost everything, then cut the fabric, then stitch the border line.
•• Use a different color for the printer (I was too lazy to insert a dark grey)

References
[1] https:/ / thenounproject. com/ willadams0/ collection/ 3d-printing/ ?i=353559

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3A3d-printing-icon-21.jpg
https://thenounproject.com/willadams0/collection/3d-printing/?i=353559
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Stitch Era intermediate tutorials

Stitch Era - digitizing complex vector images

Introduction
This is a beginner's tutorial for the Stitch Era embroidery software. It explains how to go from imported more
complex vector images to embroidery. This page was written for Stitch Era 11 in 2011 and requires some updating.
Prerequisites:
If you are new to Stitch Era, read
•• Stitch Era - simple digitizing
•• Stitch Era - vector graphics
•• Stitch Era - interface features for working with a design
• Stitch Era - adjusting stitch sections (most concepts are explained again in this piece)
You will need all four, in particular some knowledge about vector drawing and how you can look a stitch objects.
See also:
•• Stitch Era - digitizing complex bitmap images
We will improve this over time and add more stuff, in particular more semi-manual digitizing - DKS.

Vector designs made of lots of lines
Personally, I am quite interested in designs that use academic materials, such as diagrams and concept maps. These
may contain a lot of lines, so the question is how to digitize such things with the following design goals:
•• Lines should be readable
•• Tissue should not plucker
•• Embroidery should be nice to wear
Depending on whether your designs are large or small and how detailed the curves must be rendered, digitizing will
be different.

Small designs with tiny lines

Brain (SVG format): Source Openclipart [1]

We found a nice and fairly simple brain clipart on Openclipart [1]. We
imported it via Illustrator and only removed a tiny vector. Otherwise
we left the vector graphics "as is".

We tried out various combinations of running stitches for this design.
Generation of running stitches can be configured with the following
parameters:
•• Stitch Length
•• Repetition
•• Small steps
•• Fit on Path
•• Adapt to Curve

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_simple_digitizing
http://www.openclipart.org/detail/38533
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ABrain-in-space.svg
http://www.openclipart.org/detail/38533
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Brain embroidered with tiny running stitches

If you use full auto-digitizing, i.e. Art to Stitch (Intelligent) then you
can adjust parameters under the stitch settings tab:

•• Click on Advanced Settings
•• Change Stitch length and repetition
•• Press the two buttons for small steps and fit on curve
Tip: Move the mouse over these areas in order to get a tool tip (small
popup explaining what the button / icon is good for ...)

Art to Stitch (intelligent) advanced running stitch
parameters

The picture to the right was made with the following parameters
•• Stitch length = 0.8
•• Repetition = 3
•• Small steps = off (useless in this case, since they are very small already)
•• Fit on curve = off (same reason as above)
The design looked ok, but added too much tension to the tissue. Also it felt a bit "hard".
A better result was obtained like this
•• Stitch length = 2mm
•• Repetition = 2
•• Small steps = on
•• Fit on curve = on
As you can see in the picture below, Stitch era creates shorter stitches than the default (2mm in our case) when
needed and it will place extra stitches in the curves when needed. Disclaimer we don't truly understand the stitch
engine, since we also can observe different stitch lengths with small steps = off. However the above option produced
a better result :)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ABrain-embroidered.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-stitch-settings-advanced.png
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Running stitch design (click to enlarge)

You also can see that we should go over the vector design and eliminate the double lines. We also might change
stitching order etc. But that's not our problem here. We only wish to know how to generate stitches for a design that
has lots of little curving lines ...
The next pictures compares the 2mm design to the left and the "harder" 0.8mm design to the right. Other, less good
2mm designs are not shown.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ABrain-running-stitch-pattern.png
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Running stitch design (click to enlarge)

Medium designs with lines
Let's now quickly make a large brain, i.e. one that fits into my Elna 12.6 x 11 cm A Hoop.
Since we shall use ZigZag stitches, we have to make sure to minimize stiching columns (zigzag lines) on top of each
other and to repair some really ugly vectors
Unify vectors

•• Select All
• Combine Vectors -> Addition. We also might have used Simplify, but then we'd probably have to remove more

jump stitches
Remove holes

•• Select vectors with strange holes
• Click on Remove holes in the main menu bar.

Vector with an ugly hole

We then removed a few really superfluous nodes with the context menu. If you do so make sure that your really
selected the node and not just the vector. If you can see curve controls, you are ok. In the following picture you can
see an example where we have to remove two times two nodes.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ABrain-embroidered-2.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-remove-holes.png
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Vector with an ugly useless node

We finally adjusted a few curves a bit. However, we didn't spend much time on improving this, since - again - our
purpose is to find out how to print lines, not brain science. Read Stitch Era - vector graphics if you need some help
killing nodes and adjusting curves.
Since we almost only have lines to stitch, we directly tell Stitch Era to produce zigzag stitches
•• CTRL-A to select all
• To Embroidery -> Turning Area -> Area with Zigzag
You won't be asked for any options, it's just done. Therefore we will have to edit the stitch sections in order to
change parameters.
•• Hide Vectors
• Select A to select all embroidery sections
•• Open the Object Manager (if not already done so)
We then changed two parameters in the Object Inspector
•• Density = 4 lines/mm
•• Short Stitches = 2 Levels (to see if this produces nicer sharp curves)
We verified the Underlay. Type edge with a single step is fine, i.e. basically it will stitch two lines along the path.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-remove-nodes.png
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Zigzag parametrization

We also could change the larger spot to a fill pattern, but we didn't since it is not that big, i.e. the largest stiches are
about 4mm wide. That information can be obtained for example in the stitch editor that you enter by hitting F12 or
via the Designs panel on top left.

One of the largest stitches

We worry actually much more about the narrowness of the columns and the pull effect that lots of small zigzag
stitches will create.
The result looked ok, but I am not very happy with the thickness of the lines. Also the thread broke twice, maybe
because some thread was stuck in in the upper part of the machine, but I don't know. Anyhow after removing it, I
didn't see neither columns with white bobbin threads nor did I encounter broken threads. Question of tension I
believe. It's probably good policy to raise the pressure foot before changing threads ...

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-zigzag-parameters.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-object-inspector-large-stitch.png
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Medium brain being stitched with narrow Zigzags

Summary: Fairly tiny lines can be stitched with double running stitches, Thin lines (0.8 and up to 4mm) can be
stitched with Zigzag.
Both designs are probably not too nice to wear :)
Outlook: a still larger brain

We now could make a still larger brain. This requires us to go back to the vector drawing board.
So let's make a "light-weight" brain for the B hoop. First thing to do is:
•• Save the design as something new, e.g. brain-large-2.dsg
•• Kill all the stitch sections. In the object manager click on Sections and CTRL-X.
• Then change the hoop. Click on Embroidery in the main menu bar and click on Hoops
•• I selected the 14x20 cm B Hoop for the Elna
Next step is to turn the design (since the hoop is vertical, i.e. larger than wide.
•• Select all (e.g. by clicking on Vectors in the object manager
• Click on the layout tab and in the Mirror/Rotate pull-down menu, rotate 90 or 270 degrees. You also could do

this through the context menu -> Transform.
•• Use 90 degrees if you embroider the left/front side of shirt
•• Use 270 if it's the right/front side ... believe me !

•• Still select all (!)
• Make it as big as you can without going over the borders of the hoop size. Btw. there is a little Show hoop button

at the bottom of the Stitch Era Window. It always should be on.
• In the Align panel (top menu) you then can in the To Design pull down menu, align the whole thing to center.
Now let's digitize. This time Zigzag stitches should print just fine and still are the most appropriate choice.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ABrain-in-progress.jpg
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However, we could try so-called programmable stitches. Remember that I am in the search of "light"...
• To Embroidery -> Turning Area
• Select Area with Programmable Stitch. This produced a software error and Stitch Era had to killed with the

Windows task manager and restarted.
• I tried again, and then got Invalid main reference errors, not good.
While Stitch Era shouldn't produce run time errors, there is an explanation. Programmable stitches need larger areas
than our fill columns. Also, the design as whole may not be considered as a turning area.
Anyhow, if the program is still running you could play a bit:
•• Select all and play with various fill modes in the object manager, otherwise restart digitizing.
• You may turn off automatic generate in the lightning menu on the quick access bar (top of the top of the Stitch

Era Window). This will inhibit Stitch Era from generating new stitches after each change you make. Don't forget
to manually reprocess all or to turn it back on later.

Pattern fills do work technically speaking and density can be lowered. However, we believe that pattern fills then
would need running stitches as borders. That can be easily achieved by clicking on the Borders tab. However, some
of our design actually has big holes meaning that the borders only will be stitched on one side of a line. Therefore we
give up, but recalling that zigzag stitches would be OK.
Summary: Large brain designs should start with a different kind of vector design and we may do this in a future
addition.

Digitizing powerpoints - the long story
One of my pet projects will be walking posters and I actually made a first test as presented in the conference
embroidery article.
Since I got many PPT slides, I wondered how difficult it would be to render some of the drawings as embroidery.
This section is written as "experience", i.e. during my attempts. This may not be optimal for folks who are looking
for the optional solution, but then they may also learn from my mistakes....
Example case: A simple slide with a figure that includes filled shapes, empty shapes and text. Some of these are
stacked:

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Conference_embroidery
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Conference_embroidery
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Picture of a PPTX slide

Import PPT as vector graphic
Since vector graphics is always better to have than bitmap files, we tried out exporting a PPT slide to *.emf and
*.wmf and then to import it.
Importing the contents via Illustrator or Corel

•• In PowerPoint: Remove the bevels (i.e. use simple fills, the 3D effects are not needed an cause problems)
•• In PowerPoint: Export from *.pptx to either *.emf (enhanced Windows Metafile) format or *.wmf (Windows

Metafile). Start using EMF, it's a better format.
•• Open the *.emf in Illustrator and save as *.ai (and leave the program open !)
• Import the *.ai in Stitch Era: Get from Application. Alternatively "open file" in Stitch Era and select the *.ai file.
Make sure to install Stitch Era V10.11 or later (the former version only could import via Corel)
Import of a design that had Bevels (3D effects) didn't work that well since the blue "buttons" were lost, but not their
text. Therefore we restarted (as in the instructions above).
Import takes a while and retrieved all the shapes.
•• Total of 109 vectors, some of which useless (e.g. the yellow cloud had some white surroundings)
•• A big white rectangle sat on top (easy to remove) and the result then looked like this. In the background the

14x20cm B Hoop.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3APPT-slides-edutechwiki.png
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Picture of a PPTX slide imported

Importing contents via Corel

•• Importing *.emf gave bad results, since items are stacked in a strange way. After deleting some useless large
squares on top (probably the PPT background), elements were found ...

•• Importing *.wmf was ok, the elements were just misplaced a bit.
Since *.emf is a bit newer and can do a much better job with curves and some text (we believe), it is better to go
through Illustrator first.
Importing EMF and WMF directly

•• In Stitch Era: Open file, select the *.emf
•• Direct import of an *.emf file was lossy. We got 55 vectors. All shapes were imported, but not in good position,

text was lost as you can see in the picture below. We got the warning "Metafile contain unknown functions"

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-ppt-edutechwiki-slide.jpg
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Picture of a PPTX slide imported via EMF (click to enlarge)

•• Direct import of *.wmf gave similar results, except that the 55 vectors were in the right position, but as we said
above, *.emf is produces much better curves than *.wmf !

In the picture below you see the *.wmf import. Notice the yellow cloud and its many nodes ...

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-ppt-edutechwiki-slide-2.jpg
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Picture of a PPTX slide imported via WMF, a format to avoid (click to enlarge)

Picture of a cloud imported via EMF (click to enlarge)

Direct import is an acceptable method for folks who don't own Corel or Illustrator. Text can be re-created or even
re-imported (probably), but we did not try.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-ppt-edutechwiki-slide-3.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-ppt-edutechwiki-slide-4.jpg
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From imported EMF to a vector design - the procedure
We pick up again the slide imported through EMF / Illustrator / Corel
Cleaning up

•• We removed vectors that made up borders. We don't vectors for borders since Stitch Era can produce a border for
a shape easily enough if we want one.
•• 33 vectors for the cloud
•• 8 + 4vectors for the wiki shape

These vectors are really easy to spot. In the object manager just look for white vectors with borders. But don't kill all
such vectors, i.e. we left the double arrows (4 vectors) alive.
•• Hold down the control key and select all of these and hit CTRL-X

Spot and kill useless borders

•• We are now down to 38 from over 100. That's a more manageable design.
However, borders a probably nice to have for this type of embroidery. Only stitching actually can tell, so let's turn all
the shapes without border into areas with a border. That's also very easy.
• Click on all the shapes in the object manager that are not black. Black represents the text.
• Then make them into bordered shapes using the Vectors Outline + Body button in the Format ribbon panel in

the menu (as shown below).

Spot and kill useless borders

• You also can set a size, e.g. 1mm for these borders. Use the thickness pull-down menu.
•• Verify the result in the object manager. E.g. we found that we added borders to the red texts and therefore

removed it again...

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-ppt-edutechwiki-slide-5.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-ppt-edutechwiki-slide-6.jpg
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Fitting the design into the B hoop

Now comes the more tricky part, fitting a drawing into the B hoop. A simple solution would be to make it smaller
and then turn it 90 degrees.
However, we would like to use the full area. Nevertheless, at some point the design should be turned, but before
doing so, let's cheat a little bit and lie to Stitch Era about the hoop.
We could try the following:
• Click on Embroidery
• Select Hoops -> Hoops
•• Get a horizontal hoop that has the same dimensions as the vertical hoop.
We used the rectangle method:
• We just added a 20 x 14 rectangle without fill that we later will remove. Click on Artwork and insert a closed

shape. Then with the Layout tool make it 200 x 140. Read Stitch Era - vector graphics if you need help with
vector drawing.

• Then in the bottom bar, we unticked Show Hoop (last button in the second row of icons). We now have a white
workspace. Can't work on grey.

As you can see the design doesn't fit into the dimensions of the B hoop

Spot and kill useless borders

Make the whole thing small is quite trivial, i.e. select corners and drag. However we will have to stitch the letters.
For now their size is about 6.5mm which is already limits! I'd rather have 8mm letters.
•• If you want to know the size of an object, select the vector and open the layout panel in the top menu bar. Stitch

Era should actually display dimensions of select objects.
One way to deal with it is going back to the drawing board, i.e. reduce the PPT graphic by about 20% keeping the
size of letters of course. We also could just resize everything in Stitch Era. But since we know the procedure we did
everything again.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-ppt-edutechwiki-slide-7.jpg
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From a embroidery enhanced PPT to a vector design
Back to the drawing board (PPT)

Redesigning the PPT we discussed just above took no more than 5 minutes.
Here are the PPT changes and parameters to remember. You can set these globally, i.e. by selecting all objects with
CTRL-A
•• Font Size = 36 bold ... keeping the Calibri font, which is a nice and easy modern font. We now believe that 36pt is

the minimal font size one should use for a full PPT slide !
• We also selected all objects and removed all the shape outlines in PTT (these are not needed, since Stitch Era can

generate better borders from shapes that include borders.
•• Reshape everything a bit to fit. Simplify wherever you can !
The resulting PPT doesn't look as good, but we don't care. All we need is something that is embroidable. We also
simplified some text.

Picture of a embroidery-ready PPTX slide

Using a good PPT design, i.e. no borders, big fonts, no bevels and other fancy filters, makes importing an *.emf to
Stitch Era went much faster ! Most of time it took, was actually just spent waiting for Stitch Era to process the Corel
Draw input.
So here is a picture of the imported vector art:

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3APPT-slides-edutechwiki-3.png
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Embroidery compatible EMF Vector art imported

As you can see, we only got 40 vectors (in the picture the big white rectangle for the PTT background was removed)
Now we reduce the whole thing to Hoop B size:
•• CTRL-A, then CTRL-click on the red rectangle to keep it.
•• Use the layout tab to set height to 140. Make sure that the dimension lock is on !
• Then also in the Layout tab, click on To Design->Center at Origin

Almost done !
•• We then transformed some border-less shapes into shapes with borders (as explained above). Basically all the

blue ones, the yellow cloud and the puzzle.
•• Ungroup the puzzle (It got grouped)
• Adjust here and there some stuff. In order to move around an object by tiny steps: Hold down the CTRL key and

use the arrow keys
•• Check font size. It's 6.5mm which is still a bit small, but we aimed for that.
•• Move all the black and red vectors to the end (to prepare for stitching in the right order.
•• Move all the background shapes on top and leave the "button" shapes in the middle.
The result should look a bit like this:

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-ppt-edutechwiki-slide-8.jpg
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Spot and kill useless borders

We now can position the thing
•• Turn the hoop view back on (little button on bottom bar)
•• CTRL-A
•• Select Layout Tab
• Mirror / Rotate -> 90 degrees
Embroidery strategy

We now could auto-digitize the thing as is, but probably it's a good idea to think first how we want it rendered.
•• The design should be readable. That could mean killing the button fills and the yellow cloud, but that't too radical

for a first attempt.
•• However, the puzzle could be stitched in one layer.
•• Also we need a strategy to deal with the blue arrows that would be stitched under the button shapes.
Simplification of the puzzle

Please, read this through, before you try ...
Embroidering puzzle elements on a large blue area is probably not a good idea, i.e. want the blue area to be stiched
around. Simplifing the puzzle was hard. We started with the obvious method. We selected the four puzzle elements
plus the blue rectangle and Vector->Combine Vectors->Simplify. However, this made Stitch Era freeze, i.e. Thread
6468 was waiting for some I/O process to end :(
Zooming in a lot we can see that the puzzle elements are way to complex. Back to the drawing board again :( Since 
neither PPT nor Stitch Era (in this case) can simplify vectors, we do this in Illustrator. The only way to reduce these 
vectors in Stitch Era is to kill points individually, that's not for me ! Btw. Normally Combine Vectors->Simplify 
works, although it is not as versatile as the one in Illustrator. Also, for a strange reason, in Stitch Era, one can't

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-ppt-edutechwiki-slide-9.jpg
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simplify a single vector. One must select at least two.
In Illustrator:
•• We ungroup the imported PPT, then kill all the objects, except for the four puzzle objects.
•• Ungroup again if needed
•• Select all
• Menu Object->Path->Simplify. Select 90%
•• Save as tmp.ai
• Import the *.ai file like this: Artwork, Open file, select tmp.ai.
Folks who don't own either Illustrator or Corel have another option. Have a look at the built-in Closed shapes. There
are puzzle elements. In principle, one also could trim shapes in Stitch Era. If you select more than one there is an
option in the Combine Vectors menu. But that made it freeze too.
In the following table you see the newly imported puzzle to the right and the old one to he left. Makes a difference
huh ?

Strongly reduced Bezier curve (via Illustrator)

Before After

Before After

Result: Stitch Era freezes again. Conclusion: Stitch Era does not like puzzles :(
We found the following works (but it is clumsy)
•• Select the four puzzle objects and make a copy. Hit CTRL-C and CTRL-V in succession. Move the copied objects

away, you will these later.
• Select the four originals again and add: Combine vectors -> Add
•• Remove holes.
•• You now should see a single shape instead of four puzzle pieces
•• Select the shape and then the blue area
• Combine Vectors -> Trim shapes
• Combine Vectors -> Exclusion
•• Kill the shape we use to punch a hole.
•• Move back the saved vectors.
Anyhow, the conclusion is the following:

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-ppt-edutechwiki-slide-10.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-ppt-edutechwiki-slide-11.jpg
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•• After importing the EMF to Illustrator or Corel Draw, it's always a good idea to simplify. That's fairly easy. On
the other hand, we believe that this kind of situation where EMF export from PPT creates idiotic shapes, is
probably not too common.

• Save your work before you attempt any operation on complex vector objects !
Reducing colors'
The puzzle has its own colors, but since changing threads is pain, we decided to use some colors that we already use
in other parts. Since yellow and red is strong, we also changed the remaining two colors to something that is strong.
Make simple arrows

In order to get a soft result, we either could embroider the arrows with a light programmable stitch or redesign the
arrows. We did the latter, i.e. changed these to vectors with borders only. We made the borders fatter, i.e. 2mm.
Finally, we wound up with this vector design. It doesn't look that good though.

Spot and kill useless borders

To embroidery - take 1
We used the following procedure:
•• To Embroidery, Art To Stitch Intelligent
•• We used just the defaults, except for the running stitch (see above)
Result looked rather fine, but we had more than 40'000 Stitches, i.e. 43198. Actually, at the time of writing, a placed
an order to get the full version.

Stitch count (number next to the needle)

Looking at the stitch count in the Object manager, we can easily see where we can reduce a lot.
•• The yellow area

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-ppt-edutechwiki-slide-12.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-stitch-count.jpg
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•• The blue buttons.
In other words, all the area patterns

We select them all and reduced density to 4 lines/mm, something we planned anyhow. We are down to 40565. So
let's be more radical. Both the yellow cloud and the puzzle rectangle actually could be stitched with holes, i.e. with a
nice programmable stitch.
•• Again, in the Object inspector we changed the fill pattern.

Selecting a programmable stitch (panel raised through the object inspector)

•• We augmented its fill density by setting scales to 70
•• The result is an absolute bummer: We are up to 46940. So, actually these patterns use more stitches :(
• Back to Patterns. We took PTM-0008 for those two large areas. It produces less stitches. Down to 38409 !
•• We finally also reduced the zigzags to 4.2 lines /mm
According to MyEdit the result would look like this:

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-programmable-stitch.png
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Simulation of result

Looking at this we realize that we also should have simplified the areas where arrows meet boxes. This will be
difficult to stitch, and actually it was.

Zigzags + button areas are too fat

The embroidered result, on a napkin without stabilizer looks like this and is not too bad. However we can improve

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3APPP-edutech-wiki-slide-2.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-ppt-edutechwiki-slide-13.jpg
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embroidered slide - take 1 (picture taken with a bad webcam)

embroidered slide - take 1 (holding up the napkin and showing it to one of my daughters)

So let's see what we should redesign:
•• We have to simplify combined ZigZag / "button" areas. Not only do we overprint 2 x 4 lines/mm, but in addition

the area fills have an underlay and the pattern itself is fairly heavy.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3APPT-edutechwiki-slide-4.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3APPT-edutechwiki-slide-6.jpg
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•• Generally speaking, area fills may need redesign. e.g. kill some, find a fill pattern with holes, etc.
•• I should rethink the colors. Probably it would be better to print yellow on blue, or use a lighter blue. Anyhow

during the test print, I used light gray instead of black
•• Arrows touch each other, they should not
•• Red and green puzzle pieces turned into a Zizag pattern (auto-digitizer settings) and that should be changed.
•• The other two puzzle pieces use another pattern design which is either too much or not enough of a style break.
•• Borders are pretty, but take a lot of time to print (and like always) make the design harder.
•• There was a rendering problem in one circle arrows (probably due to the tip design. May I'll have to go down to

stitch level editing to fix this.
•• Elna made a mess of the write button (maybe some thread tension problem or too close to the border of the hoop

...)

PPT wiki slide - take 2

To embroidery - take 2

•• I simplified the design a bit in order to stitch it faster, i.e. remove
some fills and some borders

•• I move some shapes a bit
•• I finally reduced stitch density both for fills and Zizag
The result can be seen in the right. Click to enlarge.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-edutechwiki-slide-14.jpg
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Digitizing powerpoints - the short story
Important: Read the conference embroidery article first. It will explain how to deal with things on the PowerPoint
and Illustrator side (or other Vector drawing program) first !
Once you imported an almost embroidery-read PTT, you might see something like this:

Raw import of an *.ai file (via Corel)

•• Open the file. If you wish to import *.ai, Corel Draw must be open !
•• You may have to wait for quite a while .... Stitch Era will examine each vector before importing

Sort and verify vectors
Sorting
•• Move the big area shapes, i.e. rectangles in our case to the top since they have to be stitched first.
You also can do this later at the stitch section level.
Adjust positions
•• Adjust some positions, i.e. I found that rectangles in the orange shape and the yellow were too close to the letters

(could have thought of it before ...)
•• Also, you may consider that stitch areas may wind up to be wider than vector shapes, therefore you could space

out some shapes. However, we suggest to do this immediately after a first look at auto-digitized results.
Verify borders and fills
Verify that objects that should be fills (e.g. the letters) only have fills and objects that only should have borders (e.g.
boxes around text) only have borders. Else Stitch Era will generate one stitch era for the fill and another for the
shape. This can be wanted of course.
Simplify the shapes (trim)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Conference_embroidery
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AConference-embroidery-7.png
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If you had to import from *.emf - i.e. you don't own either Corel and Illustrator or none you should consider
simplifying the shapes.
•• Save the file
•• Select all (or most objects),
• Combine vectors->Trimm shapes. Stitch era can simplify the shapes in progressive steps. Each time you click

(yes you can click several times), shapes are reduced by another step.
Flatten the design (important, but may be optional !)
•• Depending on the stitch density you plan to adapt and depending on whether you have got three or more layers of

shapes on top of shapes - we don't - you should flatten the design.
• Use Combine vectors->Simplify etc. to do this.
•• We did this with our arrows. Powerpoint point layered several of these on top of each other.
Adjust colors
Merging colors is strongly recommended if you import slides that include many different colors. However, since this
is difficult to do in Stitch Era, there are two alternatives
•• Go back to your vector drawing program or your presentation software
•• Do it at the stitch section level (we shall use this strategy since we have few colors, hopefully)
Read Stitch Era - vector and thread color for some tips

Auto-digitize
•• CTRL-A
•• To embroidery-Art to Stitch Intelligent
• You may set the needle settings if you got many colors or subtle color differences, but we also shall do this later.

Select the Needle Settings tab. Do not click on OK before you defined the Stitch sections
• In the Stitch Sections tab:

•• Set pattern fill to 4 lines/mm or lower
•• ZigZag density to 4.2 lines/mm
•• Maximum ZZ width to 3mm (else you get too wide satin stitches)
•• You also can set minimum ZZ. Everything that is smaller than 1mm will be rendered as a running line.
• In the Advance Settings->Running Stitch you could press the small steps and fit on path buttons.

•• Click on OK ... and wait
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Tune stitch Areas
• Hide the vectors (top right Vectors button)
• Generate the Stitches (F9). I usually turn automatic generate off since Stitch Era will freak out if you reshape

stitch sections too fast (each user gesture must recomputed into stitches).
•• Do not worry about missing direction lines yet. You may get more of these later :)

Too big to stitch

If the design looks ok and it should if you followed my guidelines for the PPT design
•• Show the hoop if it was hidden (little button on the bottom line)
•• Make the design fit. In our case we have to rotate the design, since we use our vertical B hoop.
I did:
•• CTRL-A
• Layout->Rotate/Mirror - Rotate 90 degrees
•• Diminish size (by grabing a corner)
• Again in the Layout panel: Center of Design
•• Reajust the size if needed and click on center of design again.
Generate the stitches again: F9

Tune needle (colors) order

Make sure that you got the right stitching order and you don't have to change threads all the time. Depending on how
you created your PTT you will have to re-arrange colors a lot.
•• In order to assign the same needle (color) to several objects, select the stitch areas in question and click on the

needle palette to the left.
• You also can use the finishing tool to sort colors: Embroidery -> Finishing tools. Click on By Color.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AConference-embroidery-8.png
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• You then can sort by needle, but this is dangerous since it may produce a stitch order that is not optimal for
stitching. If you have many shapes and colors are all mixed up, it's probably the only quick way to get it done.

Read Stitch Era - vector and thread color for more information.
Verify patterns and stitch density

•• Our big colored areas are clearly to big for easy and reasonable fast embroidery. We therefore could reduce the
density of the fill patters to something like 2 and that's what we did.

•• In addition, we forgot to flatten the black arrows (we went back to vector drawing to fix that)
You could use programmable stitches for large areas. You also can get these by auto-digitizin area-by-area, but we
found the auto-digitize all - then tune strategy easier...
•• Select a large area
• In the Object Inspect, open the Body tab
• Change Fill Mode to 'programmable Stitch
•• Select one. Finding a good stitch that will not obfuscate letters is not easy
•• You now can define various layout parameters depending on the stitch selected.

Programmable stitch as fill pattern for a large area. Not very readable

• You then may add a border through the Borderline tab. I.e. the border is not defined at vector graphics level, but
we just tell stitch Era to add borders to programmable stitch areas.

Fix messed up direction lines and other problems

• Read Stitch Era - trouble shooting, i.e. the section about invalid main reference errors
•• Fix these.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AConference-embroidery-9.png
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Stitch Era - digitizing complex bitmap images

Introduction
This is a beginner's tutorial for the Stitch Era embroidery software. It explains how to go from imported more
difficult bitmap images to embroidery.
We will cover three basic ways to do this:
1.1. Vectorize a bitmap. Then digitize vector objects to stitch sections.
2.2. Directly auto-digitize a bitmap to stitch sections
3.3. Auto-digitize and semi-auto-digitize to Photo-stitches, a special kind of stitch sections that use 2-4 threads.
All these need a lot of cleaning up, therefore we also discussing cleaning up / reshaping vector objects and stitch
sections
Prerequisites:
If you are new to Stitch Era, read
•• Stitch Era - creating embroidery from vector images
•• Stitch Era - creating embroidery from raster images
•• Stitch Era - vector graphics
•• Stitch Era - interface features for working with a design
• Stitch Era - adjusting stitch sections (most concepts are explained again in this piece)
You will need all four, in particular some knowledge about vector drawing and how you can look at stitch objects.
See also:
•• Stitch Era - digitizing complex vector images
•• Stitch Era - digitizing a portrait photograph
We will improve this over time and add more stuff, in particular more semi-manual digitizing. Also, some sections
may still lack quite a lot of clarity and have other problems like spelling and grammar - Daniel K. Schneider 21 June
2011.

http://www.openclipart.org/detail/38533
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=User:Daniel_K._Schneider
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Introductory example - getting the message across

Original LAMS mascot bitmap file

We shall try to improve our digitized LAMS logo that we
presented in the Stitch Era - simple digitizing article. The result
was printable and not even too ugly. However it had one big
major flaw. By looking at the stitched logo, it was impossible to
understand that the sheep had an iPod and probably listened to
some podcast about embroidery on wool.

So let's formulate some design goals:
•• The stitched result should not respect the finer details of the

bitmap logo, but rather represent its spirit, i.e. convey somehow
the idea of an sheep that uses some tools for learning...

•• The embroidery should not be too stiff, after all we plan to use
our designs for real once we get it done right.

Flawed version

Tutorial goals:
•• Learn some more bitmap tracing tricks
•• Learn some vector manipulation and vector drawing techniques
•• Learn more about stitch section configuration, e.g. converting

areas, using programmable stitches, and changing stitch
directions.

Bringing out bitmap colors

Let's discuss a slightly different bitmap tracing procedure, since
we found that prior manipulation of image parameters would
improve the process.
Preliminary steps

• Load the bitmap. In the main menu, click on Artwork -> Open
Image

•• Keep its size, since making it bigger won't help the process in our opinion
Before we vectorize the initial picture we transformed its colors:
•• Max saturation: to bring out colors
•• Max contrast: to distinguish colors
•• Darken a bit: to see the result :)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALams-dolly-lrg.gif
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_simple_digitizing
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALams-lamb-embroidery-4a.jpg
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Make radical changes to the colors of the bitmap

Transform to vector
Preliminary steps

• Open the Vectorizer tool, i.e. click on the Layout Tab -> Convert to Vector

The "mangled" bitmap doesn't need any color reduction in the vectorizer panel as you shall see.
•• Click on Filter
•• Set Transparent to "no color".
We now have 15 colors and can vectorize
Vectorizer settings:

•• Sharpness and min area = minimum since we don't want to loose an information at this point
•• Max error to 100, i.e. a compromise that will smooth some curves, i.e. create less control points, but not too few.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-image-process-1.png
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Vectorizer settings

Simplifying vectors
The result could be translated more or less as is to embroidery, but we would like to create something that is a bit
more professional.
The vectorized sheep now includes about 60 vectors that need cleaning up. To do so we have to do the following:
•• Remove large light-grey areas around the sheep (easy: click and kill)
•• Enlarge the vector image to the right size.
•• Kill small useless vectors that are too small to be stitched
• Kill vectors that are badly rendered and redraw these with the vector drawing tool
•• Fill holes
•• Join vectors that should go together, e.g. the black outline.
•• Reshape some vectors, e.g. increase the size of some "fill objects".
Below is a picture of the vectorized sheep after removing the background grey areas.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vectorizer-2.png
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Initial LAMS vectors

Enlarge

•• Select all: CTRL-A
• Then enlarge and position. If you need a precise size, e.g. 6cm in with, use the Layout tool.
Getting rid of small vectors and ugly vectors and fill holes

To do so, you may have to zoom in first. Since we have 1900x1200 laptop, we used 400% for our 60mm X 54mm
sheep.
• Click on each vector object that you want to remove and press CTRL-X (or DEL)
• Some are so small that they are difficult to select without zooming lot. After removing the easy ones, we clicked

on each remaining vector in the object manager and if it was too small we hit CTRL-X (kill).
• When you notice a hole, you also can kill it. In the Reshape ribbon panel on top, click on remove holes. Verify

the result and hit CTRL-Z if needed in order to backtrack.
After this operation we are down to 35 vectors, but the most difficult part remains. The problem is the big black
vector that includes most of the outline, plus the bag, plus the ipod cable, plus the ruler. In order to reconstitute these
as individual objects to be reshaped or killed, we now must do some vector surgery.
•• Select the black outline
• Select Split vectors in the Reshape Panel.
•• Zoom in as much as you can, as shown in the screen capture below
•• Then (and this is very tricky) draw a path that will completely section one section from another.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-lams-initial-vectors.png
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Split vectors in order to isolate the bag area

Redrawing the bag and stuff

We then selected the (now separated) bag area and made it red. We now have two options. Either kill it and redraw
or repair. We chose to kill it (not yet) and redraw everything. We took the additional decision to get rid of some
details since they won't stitch well probably.
• The bag could be drawn with either the freehand or the Bezier tool (read Stitch Era - vector graphics).
•• We used the bezier tool (since we didn't have a drawing tablet),
• Settings: vectors only outline, thickness = 1 mm, curve and normal node
•• Some nodes were then transformed to Corner nodes
•• We added two little lines and then added these to the bag outline with the combine vectors tool.
The iPod outline was made with the Closed shape tool, i.e. the rounded rectangle, and rotated a bit (select the object
and hold down the CTRL key). We also added a filled grey circle.
We replaced the blue backgrounds and also added a light blue rectangle on top of the iPod. We will make this
"transparent" later.
We finally added red cables for the iPod. Otherwise they can't be seen. Black cables don't really stand out enough.
Cleaning up other vectors

•• A lot of (pretty quick and dirty) cleaning was done for the black outline. We probably would have been more
efficient just redrawing it.

•• We also simplified some light grey backgrounds of the sheep fills and joined some of these areas. Often, we also
did an add vector operation or simply killed a smaller section and then reshaped a larger one.

The final result looks like this. Vectors are order according to stitch order. First ones should be embroidered first.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-vector-split-2.png
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Cleaned vectors

Digitizing take 1
The cleaned up vector drawing was then auto-digitized with the idea to reconfigure stitch sections manually.
•• CTRL-A to select all
•• Convert to Embroidery
•• Art to Stitch (Intelligent)
Parameters used:
•• Density = 4 lines / mm
•• Pattern type = PTM-0159 (looks messy like a sheep)
•• Running Stitch length = 1.5mm
A first result looks like this:

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-lams-cleaned-vectors.png
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Digitized LAMS logo - take one

We have no idea how well this would render, but we will try some modifications
•• Use another pattern for the saddle bad (blue) and the face
•• Make the lower part of the saddle bad transparent
To do so we select each of these stitch sections in the Object Manager and adjust.
E.g. below is a screen capture that shows the idea for the lower saddle bad part

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-lams-digitized-1.png
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Changing pattern and density

We also suspect that we should have done some more overlapping in order to avoid creation of hard stitches. I
always worry about creating design that are not comfortable to wear. However, this should be done at the vector
level we believe.
Here is result of take 1. Visually speaking, the result is quite ok, except for the eyes. But the embroidery is indeed
too hard to be stitched on a light fabric.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-pattern-and-density-change.png
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LAMS logo take 1

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALams-logo-embroidered-take-1.jpg
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LAMS logo take 1 - backside

What we should improve in take 2
•• Eyes are ugly
•• Lower density of some areas
•• Simplify some areas, i.e. don't use more than 2 layers of full density stitches
•• Remove underlay stitches of areas that are stitched on top of others
•• Do something about the hard black Zigzag stitches, e.g. convert to running stitches ?

Digitizing take 2
The goals of the second attempt were the following:
•• Create nicer eyes
•• Make the design a bit more light-weight
The eyes were redesigned with vector graphics as circles with a wide border and no fill in order to force round
Zigzag stitches. That worked fairly well.
The head was made lighter by punching the nose hole through the underlying face. We selected nose hole + face and
then used the CSG Combine Vectors -> Simplify procedure. In the saddle bag area we did the same with the iPod.
The hardest work was to replace the larger black ZigZag stitches by running stitches. At the same time we also killed
some paths with running stitches. We did this at the embroidery level:
•• Open the Object Manager
•• Hide Vectors by clicking on the vector button (top right). This is a safety measure.
In order to convert a Zigzag stitch to running stitches, the stitch section must be converted. Click on the section
object (or select it in the object manager). Then, use the right-click (context menu) like this:

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALams-logo-embroidered-take-1-backside.jpg
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Converting a ZigZag area to a running stitch

You see potential conversion of the saddle bag outline here, we forgot to take a screen show when we converted the
black outline ...
Anyhow, you then get the convert panel (that can be raised in other ways) and you can convert the ZigZag section to
a Path. Select center line if you want a line. Else you will get two, one for each side.

Converting a ZigZag area to a running stitch -
convert panel

The result will be a path that you can edit in the same way as vector paths. We indeed had to adjust nodes and
curves. With respect to vector graphics editing (here we are editing stitch paths) there some differences with respect
to nodes (there are more), but otherwise the principle is exactly the same. More one that in some other tutorial (some
day).
One important thing was to figure out how to cut a path... and we can't remember how we managed. Split object is
only available in the commercial version. Of course, only always could back-translate a stitch path to a vector, then
split the vector and digitize again.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-converting-area-3.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-converting-area-4.png
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We changed the direction of the stitches in the nose holes by 90 degrees. To do so, grab the yellow handles of the
direction lines and put them in different places as shown in the next screen capture.

Change stitch directions

In the nose hole to the left you can see two dotted black direction lines that represent stitch directions of take 1. The
picture below shows the changed directions.

Change stitch directions

Changing stitch directions seems to be a quite a powerful design tool and we will have to try it more ...
We finally also changed the fill pattern of the larger areas to something that may or may not be more sheep like, i.e.
PTM-0076.
The outside transparent pocket of the saddle bad was redesigned with a programmed stitch (as opposed to lowering
fill density of a fill pattern we used in take 1). To do so we simply had to change the fill pattern in the Object
Inspector:

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-change-stitch-directions.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-change-stitch-directions-2.png
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Converting a Fill pattern to a programmable Stitch

The next screen capture shows the final stitch sections. Of course, we also had to move these up/down in the object
manager in order to get the print priorities right.

Digitized LAMS logo - take two

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-converting-area-5.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-lams-digitized-2.png
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The result is shown in the picture below taken with a cell phone. The eyes look better but are a bit too large now. It's
a more light-weight design which was an important aim. The running stitches are tripled and that technique seems to
work ok. The saddle bag area is still too heavy though ....

LAMS redesigned (take 2)

The ruler is flawed. This happened because I turned off the machine by mistake and then had to recover. Since I
moved the sheep through the machine interface, I wasn't sure where to start from and then made a mess when I
restarted the stitch section. Tip: Never ever use the controls in your embroidery machine to move a design. If you
have to restart you will suffer !
Summary: Redesign the vector art if the original message doesn't get across !

Digitizing photographs trough vectorizing

TECFA Logo - starting point

Unless you are an expert in manual stitch section creation, bitmap
pictures must be converted to vector graphics if you wish to deal
with these "as drawings", i.e. translate various object of the picture
into well separate stitch sections.
We investigated two methods of doing this
1.1. Vectorize the bitmap image and then reshape vectors unless

their shape was to weird. In that case we did draw it ourselves.
We also had to remove a lot of tiny useless vectors (about
30-50% of the initial vectors)

2.2. Redraw the whole picture with vector art
In this section we will use the mascot of TECFA [1], the unit at
University of Geneva I am working with. The mascot was made
with Plastiline Clay and then taken with a good camera. However,
the original bitmap file was lost and we only have some inferior JPGs left.

The picture looks simple and it actually is. However "simple" doesn't mean easy to vectorize. While you cannot see
this, such a bitmap file includes thousands of color shades. In addition, light condition created shades and reflection
that made appear colors where not such colors exist in the plastiline.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALams-logo-embroidered-take-2.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALogo-tecfa.jpg
http://tecfa.unige.ch/
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Vectorizing without much drawing
So, this is for people who hate drawing ....

Color reduction

Before vectorizing, we strongly suggest to reduce the colors, else you will wind up with hundreds or thousands of
colors and the vectorizer and yourself will have problems to deal with that.
• Import the picture to Stitch Era. If you don't know how to do this, readDigitizing bitmaps.
Reduce colors by simple image manipulation tricks
•• Put saturation and contrast to max. I also reduced luminosity a bit.
•• You can do this more than once.

Strongly saturated and contrasted imported bitmap

In a next step we will have to use the color reduction tool we also introduced in Digitizing bitmaps.
•• Click on the imported picture to select it
• Click on Color reduction in the Main ribbon bar to the left.
•• Reduce colors, preferable no more than 16. We suggest to start with 16, then go down until you judge that you

loose too much information.
• You can play with various reductions. Each time you click on Filter, the image will be reprocesses.
• Click on Return once you are done.
In our case, we tried several variants from 8 to 16 colors. All results were acceptable since none really lead to
optimized vectors.
Let's compare 2 variants:

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_simple_digitizing%23Digitizing_bitmaps
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALogo-tecfa-saturated.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_simple_digitizing%23Digitizing_bitmaps
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Colors reduced to 12

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ATecfa-logo-reduce-colors.jpg
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Colors reduced to 8

The 8-color version is the easier one for later work since there will be less vectors to deal with later. However, some
areas "eat up others". E.g. the black TV screen now reaches out into an arm. In both cases, there will be painstaking
manual labor left.
See also the discussion just below where we should some combined effects of color reduction and vectorizing

Vectorizing

It always best to try vectorizing such difficult pictures with aggressive elimination of minimal areas and sharpness.
Below you can look at different settings:
•• Many colors and unaggressive vectorizing - over 16000 vector nodes
•• 16 colors and unaggressive vectorizing - over 8000 vectors nodes
•• 11 colors and aggressive vectorizing - only 1179 vector nodes
Prior to vectorizing itself, the vectorizer tool also allows to combine colors. We strongly suggest to do this if your
picture includes many similar colors, i.e. if you didn't reduce to 8-12 colors in the prior step. Alternatively, you later
can still combine neighboring vectors. But it is easier to do it now.
In order to combine colors, select two or more colors in the palette and press Combine

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ATecfa-logo-reduce-colors-2.jpg
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Combine colors

The picture above also shows what happens if you vectorize non-aggressively, i.e. preserve precision of existing
contours very much (Max error = 160) and use no node reduction (Sharpness = 1). Both parameters define a kind of
"smoothing".
The following two screen captures show the difference between what we call non-aggressive and aggressive
vectorizing. Look at the Max Error and Sharpness settings.

16 colors and unaggressive vectorizing

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ATecfa-logo-vectorize-combine-colors.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALogo-tecfa-vectorized.jpg
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11 colors and aggressive vectorizing

Note: Some bitmap tracers that can do a better job, e.g. Illustrator or Corel. However these are more difficult to
master.

Cleaning up the vectors

Simplify
The vectorized picture now can be simplified, i.e. go through a similar simplification procedure as the vectorizer.
There exist two tools
• CTRL-A to select all then Combine Vectors-> Trim Shapes.
• CTRL-A to select all, then Combine Vectors -> Simplify.
Simplify, in addition to trim shapes (if we understood right) differs only in the fact that simplify, in addition also we
remove vectors underneath. I.e. the result will be a "flat" design.
You can repeat this several times. E.g. I did this six times.
Of course you also can do this with a vectorized image that was obtained through non-aggressive vectorizing.
However you will find yourself with hundreds of vectors to simplify. In our case we have about a 150 or so.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ATecfa-logo-vectorize-1.jpg
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Trim vector outlines

Result may look like this:

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ATecfa-logo-vectorize-2.jpg
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Simplified vector shapes

Combine vectors
Once you are done with simplifying (trimming, etc.) add the bigger vectors that should go together. In order to add,
they must overlap. Move them a bit if you need to.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ATecfa-logo-vectorize-4.jpg
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Add shapes that should go together

Kill tiny vectors
You now can kill small loose vectors, i.e. by going through the list in the object manager.
•• Display your design so that you can see it in whole
•• Click on each area, down from the top
•• Kill each vector that is tiny.
Import the bitmap image again - as reference
•• Import the image again since having it in the background helps getting the design right.
• Reduce transparency to 50% (select the image and use the Transparency slider in the Properties Ribbon panel

on top.
Reshaping and redrawing
Once you are down to vectors that you want to keep you need to reshape these.
• Drag out nodes of shapes to adjust. You may have to add new nodes. In that case, make sure to add corner nodes.

Read Stitch Era - vector graphics if you don't know how to do this.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ATecfa-logo-vectorize-5.jpg
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Drag out nodes to reshape

•• Draw lost shapes
•• Kill insets and other fractal node areas. You can select several nodes holding down the CTRL or select a range

holding down the SHIFT key.
•• Do no try to repair every vector ! Simply kill smaller and badly shapes ones. It's much easier to redraw.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ATecfa-logo-vectorize-8.jpg
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Manually simplify shapes

Separate shapes
• Some shapes may be too big, i.e. you would like to embroider a single shape as two different stitch sections, e.g.

with different colors. Use the split vector procedure as explained toward the beginning of this tutorial.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ATecfa-logo-vectorize-7.jpg
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Separate vectors

The result

Graphically speaking it's not really brilliant, but it did print out :)

TECFA Logo embroidered - take 1 (taken with
bad webcam)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ATecfa-logo-vectorize-6.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALogo-tecfa-emb-take1.jpg
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Vectorizing with drawing
•• Import the picture. Make it transparent, about 50% so that you can see through
•• Then redraw the shapes with bezier graphics or freehand ... should be faster than adjusting vector shapes as above

....
Tips:
•• You also could use a mixed strategy. Vectorize as explained above. Then kill one by one all ugly vectors and

redraw these. All depends on how fast you can draw with bezier curves.
•• Buy a cheap tablet and use free hand drawing.
Read Stitch Era - vector graphics

Auto-digitizing a picture to stitch areas
You also can directly auto-digitize an image to stitch areas, without passing through vector graphics.
Forget auto-digitizing difficult pictures, unless you wish to rapidly create stitch section that you then can hand it. As
such, it can be a valuable tool. Although I much prefer vectorizing first.
•• Auto-digitizing will create stitch sections (both areas and path)
•• It also may produce stitch sub-sections (identified by dark pink squares)
For starters, reduce image colors a lot, e.g. the following shows the TECFA logo reduced down to seven colors. See
above or below for using the color reduction tool (recommended). In this example will shall use its incarnation in the
Image to Sections popup tool.

Prepare the image
1) Open the image

• In the menu menu, click on Open Image

2) Saturate and contrast

•• Unless you want a greyish picture, saturate and bring out contrasts (as explained above and below again). Play
with the sliders ...

Auto-digitize
In order to auto-digitize:
•• Select the image
• Select To Embroidery -> Art to Stitch (intelligent)
• In the Image Sections popup window, select the Color Settings tab.

•• You now should reduce colors as much as you can.
•• Use the small areas filter to eliminate holes, e.g. put it to 4 or higher. Higher will produce easier results! 4

Pixels is not much and corresponds roughly to the width of a thread.
•• You also may set a transparent color, i.e. a color that will not be stitched. Typically the background.

• Click on OK once you are satisfied with the filtering (and other settings) and wait. If you get a message of type
"The image is not adequate", try different color reduction settings, and in particular use small areas filter !
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Color settings for auto-digitizing

The raw result

The raw result may look depressingly bad at first glance. We got:
•• Too many stitch sections (about a 100)
•• Undigitized areas and missing direction lines/invalid main reference erros
•• bad stitching order

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALogo-tecfa-auto-digitize-1.png
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Raw auto-digitized picture

But actually, the result is pretty good. To fix this, there won't be more work than if you go through (my personally
preferred) first-to-vectors method (see below)

Cleaning up areas
Get rid of small stitch sections

Firstly, get rid of all small area vectors
• Display the design as whole by pressing CTRL-F6
• Open the object manager, and click through the list. If you cannot see the area well, get rid of it (CTRL-X). In

particular, you can rid of most running stitches. Unless you digitize a picture that have true lines, you probably
won't need these. In our example I killed them all.

• Now press CTRL-F9 (reprocess all menu on top)
Repair shapes that look ugly or too complex

•• Kill shape nodes (white and blue round nodes), and adjust curves with the little pink curve controls.
•• Instead of killing nodes, you also can move them around.
• You may have to turn a normal node into a corner in order to adjust the curves. Use the context menu (right click

after you selected a node) for that.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALogo-tecfa-auto-digitize-2.png
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Delete nodes

Tip:
•• Shape controls can be sneaky and hide under direction and sub-section nodes.
Fix direction lines and repair shapes

As explained, in Stitch Era - trouble shooting, fixing bad direction lines is fairly easy in most cases, but in some it is
not.
•• Double click on the error message. Or identify a bad stitch area by number, then select it in the object manager. If

you got a whole list of such messages, write down the section numbers.
•• Get rid of most direction lines if there are lots, unless you got turning areas. In the latter case, you will need about

four per turn: before, during, during and after.
• Then press F9. If the error is still there, simplify the vector again, i.e. kill what I call "fractal" areas. Hold down

the SHIFT key and select a range of nodes to kill, then kill these with context menu (right-click).
'Using autocomplete

Autocomplete is available if you buy "extra the component pack". Tip: Use Autocomplete first if it is available in
your software version. Read on ....
Let's have a look at area 35, a somewhat messy zig-zag area. In principle it could be stitched with simple up/down
stitches, but it was not. One can recognize dark pink so-called cut-lines that will create subsections. Probably there
were holes inside the bitmap.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALogo-tecfa-auto-digitize-5.png
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A messy area

•• Sometimes I make a copy of a messy area and move it outside. I also could hide the other vectors or hide stitches,
but it's better to have an original sometimes ...

A messy area moved

•• If separated, a mess already looks a bit less frightening
• Now kill useless area shape nodes (the little blank and blue ones first) and adjust some curves with the tiny round

pink handlers. Read Stitch Era - vector graphics if you want to learn about nodes and curve manipulation.
•• You also could manually get rid of all useless direction lines (yellow ones) and cut lines (dark pink) that sit in the

middle of haystacks, but rather do the following:
• Right-click and and select AutoComplete. This will regenerate all stitch directions plus entry-exit points. As

you can see, all the cut lines are also gone. Fine with me ...
Look how simple it now looks:

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALogo-tecfa-auto-digitize-3.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALogo-tecfa-auto-digitize-4.png
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Cleaned area

Tips:
•• Learn how to hides stitches and marks with the little buttons at the bottom bar. It will make working stitch section

shapes much easier. However, don't forget that you turned it off ...
• Remember the Autocomplete feature in the context menu (if available for your product version). It can save you

hours !

Turn on/off stitches view

Adding / re-redigitizing areas

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALogo-tecfa-auto-digitize-6.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALogo-tecfa-auto-digitize-7.png
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The only strange problem we got, was the missing torso and head of the figure to the right and we will have to add it.
•• Make the image transparent
•• Select the image (if needed in the object manager)
•• Click on the embroidery tab in the main menu
• Select on of the methods: Column, Uniform Area or Turning Area. For our missing piece, we select Uniform

Area. The we use select Manual to trace the shape of the lost areas. Right-click to close the area and to Accept.
The result of cleaning up looks like this and would need extra work that I won't do, since I prefer taking the
vectorizing first route ! On the other hand it looks rather funky, i.e. auto-digitizing may add a touch of creativity...

Result after some cleaning up.

Photo-Stitch
Photo-Stitch is an interesting alternative for embroidering bitmaps. Instead of separating a picture into mono-color
areas via vector graphics or direct translation to stitch areas, a bitmap is directly digitizing into so-called Photo areas
which are then rendered each by a combination of threads.
The way an area pattern will be filled is very different. Firstly, Stitch Era will use a combination of two to four
threads. I also can divide a section into sub-sections in order to bring out various zones differently inside a single
area. A photo-stitched embroidery can include just one single photo-area, or several, or (of course a mixture)
between photo areas and others.
Read more in Stitch Era - photo-stitching.

References
[1] http:/ / tecfa. unige. ch/

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALogo-tecfa-auto-digitize-8.png
http://tecfa.unige.ch/
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Stitch Era - photo-stitching

Introduction
This beginner's tutorial for the Stitch Era embroidery software tries to explain how to create embroidery from photos
through a method called photo-stitching.
Not to be confounded with Image stitching [1] where a series of photos is stitched together to form a panorama
picture.
Tutorial home page

Stitch Era embroidery software
Learning goals

Be able to select and prepare a photo-stitchable image
Translate a picture

Prerequisites
Stitch Era embroidery software (in particular be able to create a new design).
Stitch Era - creating embroidery from raster images

Related pages
none

Materials
You can reuse the pictures. In the wiki, click on picture to make it larger, then click again and save it.

Quality and level
Rough draft !

Last major update
Oct 2017.

Selecting a good picture
This procedure only works with a certain type of pictures
•• The picture should have good contrasts. Ideally, colors of image sections should be solid and therefore it's a good

idea to reduce colors.
•• Its size should be between 10cm (1000px width) and 16cm (1600px width). Smaller will not work (there should

be at least 5 pixels / mm) and bigger will run out of memory.
•• The foreground (i.e. the object and its features to be identified in an embroidery) should well stand out.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_stitching
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Procedure for creating a medaillon

Enhance contrasts
•• In a first step, try to enhance contrasts. In particular make sure that the foreground stands out as well as distinctive

features of the foreground
•• I suggest playing with contrast, saturation and brightness
•• then reduce colors.

Create a digitized area
Select the picture, then enter photo stitching

•• Select the picture
• EMBROIDERY tab, select Art to Stitch -> Image to Photo-Stitch

Photo Stitching tool

Select an area

As soon as you land in the "Area" tab you must select an area of the picture that will be stitched. You can choose to
select a single area or several. Not selecting an area will not work. If you want to try digitizing a whole picture, just
draw a rectangle from the Shape tool.
By default you will be able to select an area from the picture (click, click, click, .... and right-click accept).
Alternatively, use a simple form in the Shapes menu to select an area, e.g. an oval, the click on Confirm and
Edit

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStich-era-photo-stitch-1.png
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After drawing an oval, confirm and Edit

Before hitting confirm and Edit, you also could change parameters, but we suggest doing this later since you may
need several attempts anyhow.
Play with the photo stitch parameters

Either in the ribbon panel on top or in the object manager, you now can play with all sorts of parameters. Before
doing, so, untick Auxiliar on top right, so that you can better see the stitches. Hit F9 if you turned off automatic
stitch generation.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStich-era-photo-stitch-2.png
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Parametrize a photo stitch era - Workspace shows default

Several parameters can be adjusted (hit F9 after each change if necessary)
•• Body pattern: You can choose between several color (Cyan-Magenta-Yellow-(Black) or white and black

combinations. You even could exchange these base colors by others.
•• Stitch "cell" size, Both horizontal and vertical length can be adjusted. By default 2mm are used. In addition you

could adjust the "line spacing" (row) size. It should not be too large (default is 0mm, i.e. there will be no empty
space.

•• Color contrast: Defines how color bands will be translated to stitches. I do not really understand how this works.
•• Black Contrast (for either B/W por CMYK models): Black color will be added in the range of "darkness" defined

by "From" to "To", i.e. the area between the two sliders.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStich-era-photo-stitch-3.png
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Parametrize a photo stitch era - Changed pattern to CMYK 1 and cell size to 1.5 x 1.5mm

In addition, you could change other parameters, e.g. add a border line.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStich-era-photo-stitch-4.png
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Parametrize a photo stitch era - Border line

Photostitching areas
(this section needs to be updated from Stitch Era 11 or just be killed .....)
Instead of creating a single photo-stitch for a picture you also could photo-stitch individual areas. I don't know if the
tool was meant for that, but you can do it anyhow. Of course you may combine photo-stitch with other digitizing.
E.g. you could photo-stitch a background and then do the rest "normally".
Import the picture and open the photo-stitch tool as explained above and (optionally define some settings:
• In the very left of the Area fill tab you can select the color model, i.e. various variants of black and white,

C-M-Y, or C-M-Y-black. In our example, we used Cyan, Magenta and Yellow, more precisely CMY 1. "1"
stands for the order of printing, i.e. yellow last and cyan first. Stitch Era will then use different amounts of C-M-Y
thread for each digitized section.

•• To the right of the same tab you can adjust color contrast:
• Move both From and To a bit to the right. I would try 30 and 50 for starters. If you don't do this, all your

sections might sort of look yellow for CMY-1. You can later tune each section that you created, either through
the ribbon panel or the object inspector.

You now could manually trace areas to be stitched and also manually define entry points, exit points and stitch
direction. However, we chose to work with autotrace, a procedure that also will insert the necessary entry and exit
points.
• Click on the Autotrace button (to left). This will only work with pictures that have reduced colors.
•• Click on some area with a given color
•• Right-click. You have several options, in particular: Accept, Abort or expand. Expand will widen the selected

image.

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStich-era-photo-stitch-5.png
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Context menu for the Autotrace

You can change the increment in the Autotrace pull-down menu. E.g. for such a small picture, we set this to 1mm.

Adjust expansion setting

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ATecfa-logo-photo-stitch-1.jpg
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ATecfa-logo-photo-stitch-3.jpg
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As with all stitch sections, you can adjust these. So do not worry if you are unable to select what you consider to be
an area. Just modify, delete, insert and adjust nodes like you learned before.

Adjusting a stitch section photo object

Of course, you now also could change the fill mode to another photo-stitch mode or even make it a normal area fill.
We suggest to make the following changes:
•• Adjust color contrasts
•• Maybe (not tested) change thread colors for some areas, i.e. use another photo stitch fill type.
Result (first attempt - no contrast adjusted)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ATecfa-logo-photo-stitch-2.jpg
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Links
• Lesson 3 Multi-Color Photo Stitch Designs [2], retrieved oct 2017.

References
[1] https:/ / en. wikipedia. org/ wiki/ Image_stitching
[2] https:/ / www. advanced-embroidery-designs. com/ projects/ guide_photostitch_lesson3. html

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ATecfa-logo-photo-stitch-4.jpg
https://www.advanced-embroidery-designs.com/projects/guide_photostitch_lesson3.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_stitching
https://www.advanced-embroidery-designs.com/projects/guide_photostitch_lesson3.html
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Stitch Era - adapting stitches

Introduction
Although I don't really plan to investigate working at stitch level, it turned out that even simple vector-based and
auto-digitized designs do gain from making changes at this very low level.
Tutorial home page

Stitch Era embroidery software
Learning goals

Be able kill, move and add stitches withing a stitch section
Prerequisites

Stitch Era embroidery software (in particular have a grasp of the workflow).
Stitch Era - simple digitizing
Stitch Era - adjusting stitch sections

Related pages
Stitch Era - trouble shooting

Materials
You can reuse the pictures. In the wiki, click on picture to make it larger, then click again and save it.

Quality and level
This text should technical people get going with Stitch Era. I use it an optional master degree course in
educational technology.

Next steps
•• none so far ....

Part of a QR tag

Two examples I encountered:
• In my first one-day SEU class (oct. 2011), someone wanted to create a

fairly small QR tag [1]. Digitizing is easy, since QR code only has one
color (black) and clean lines. However, there are many jump stitches and
instead of removing all these, you'd rather have them pass through the
corners of the rectangles. Of course, a few will remain as you can see in
the simulated picture below.

•• Eyes are always a problem. Small circles are not auto-digitized or turn our
to be rather slim and ugly ZigZags. One solution is to make these bigger,
an other is to add stitches manually and/or move them.

More to come (hopefully) - Daniel K. Schneider 15:38, 7 October 2011 (CEST).

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_simple_digitizing
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-part-QR-code.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/QR_Code
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=User:Daniel_K._Schneider
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Moving a stitch
In order to enter stitch editing mode:
• Hit F12 (or select Edit Stitches in the upper left Designs panel
•• Hit F11 to exit from this mode (or some other magic command)

The Stitch Edit tool / mode

You now can drag stitches (hold down the mouse and do it). By default, only one point will move.

Moving a stitch and keeping the rest in place

If you untick Keep in place then the whole group of stitches after the arrow will move. Try it to see :)
Btw. the QR code was embroidered and was recognized with a cell phone app.

QR code embroidery (simulated)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-stitch-edit-mode.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-moving-a-stitch.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-qr-code-embroidery.jpg
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Inserting a stitch
•• Select a stitch somewhere
•• You now can insert a stitch somewhere
•• The "arrowed" stitch and the stitch after it will be connected
• In the left-most panel, select insert Insert
•• Then click somewhere. Each click will insert a new stitch
•• Hit ESC once you are done.
Let's see have a look at an example.
(1) Initial digitizing

In principle you should know how to digitize a vector image, but we repeat the procedures explained in Stitch Era -
simple digitizing and Stitch Era - digitizing complex vector images.
The following picture is a cartoon ladybug [2] found at OpenClipArt.org. Its eyes are made of three circles and
difficult to auto-digitize.

Cartoon ladybug. Source:
Martouf/openclipart.org [2]

Let's what auto-digitizing does:
•• Open the SVG in either Illustrator (preferably) or Corel. If you don't own either one you can try importing via

Inkscape or else vectorize the PNG picture...
• Import the SVG opened in Illustrator to Stitch Era with Artwork->Get from Application
•• Since the eyes are made of four layers (black head, white eye balls, black pupils and white pupil part) we should

simplify. We do it the easy way:
•• Select all (CTRL-A)
• Combine Vectors -> Simplify. This operation will punch all the objects on top through the objects

underneath, i.e. we we will wind up with a simple flat structure

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_simple_digitizing
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=Stitch_Era_-_simple_digitizing
http://www.openclipart.org/detail/97201/cartoon-ladybug-by-martouf
http://www.openclipart.org/detail/97201/cartoon-ladybug-by-martouf
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3ALadybug-coccinelle.svg
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Flattened ladybug vector art

•• We then further simplify the drawing by removing the vector borders.
•• In the Object manager, select all the vectors that have borders and make them fills only (in the format panel on

top, click on the Vectors Only Body rectangle)
•• We then closed the holes in the black pupils since we would like to stitch the little white circles on top of the

black pupils
•• Move the little white circles out
• Select each black pupil and in the Reshape panel, click Remove holes.
•• Move the white circles back

• Finally, combine the 2 parts of the mouth (Combine->Addition)
•• For easy of stitching, move all the black vectors up and you should have something like this:

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-ladybug-flat.png
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Flattened borderless ladybug vector art

•• Select all
• Convert->To Embroidery
• Select Art to Stitch (Intelligent) ... using default parameters
•• If needed, adjust stitching order by dragging stitch sections up or down. I print red first, then black, then white.
The planned stitches will look like this (I provisionally made all the white stitches violet, since you can't see white on
white...)

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-ladybug-flat-borderless.png
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Auto-digitized ladybug

From my small experience I already can identify several issues. For example, our lazy "flatten" the whole vector art
may not be ideal. E.g. when areas touch each other, there will be many stitches on a border and that will make the
embroidery a bit too stiff (it's usually better to have some overlap). We also could change the ZigZag of the black
pupil to some radial structure.

Auto-digitized ladybug - simulated stitches

However, in this example we are only concerned by the small white circle on top of the pupils and the mouth. Both
may come out a bit too small. One solution would be to change the vector art, e.g. make them wider. Another

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-ladybug-digitized-1.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-ladybug-simulated-1.png
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solution to tune directly the stitch section, both shape and some parameters. Instead we will play with stitches here.
(2) Adding Stitches

•• Zoom in as much as you can (i.e. 2500 %)
•• Tick all the buttons in the button left panel (show sections, markers, connections, etc.)
•• Hit F12 (or select Edit Stitches in design panel, left/up of workspace) to enter the Stitch Edit tool
•• Select at stitch, then move with LEFT/RIGHT arrows until you find yourself at the beginning (somewhere on

top). The select node comes after the black arrow (showing the incoming thread).

First/start node selected

• Select Insert in the top left Stitches & Jumps ribbon panel.
•• Now add stitches. I added an outline plus two stitches within the circle. Select "Move" again once you are done or

directly hit F11 to exit from the stitch edit tool.

Stitches added

•• Make the color white again and regenerate the stitches.
Ain't she got a lovely right eye ?

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-ladybug-selected-start-node.png
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/mediawiki/index.php?title=File%3AStitch-era-ladybug-stitches-added.png
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Auto-digitized ladybug - one eye with inserted stitches

Of course, we now should stitch this for real and then decide if our design is better. Maybe later, but I hope that you
understood how to insert stitches with the stitch edit tool.
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Stitch Era - free standing lace
Draft

Introduction
According to Rick Macali [1]] (retrieved 8/2017), “Freestanding lace (FSL) designs are embrodery designs that are
stitched on a special stabilizer that dissolves in water .. what you are left with is the FSL design or designs.
Digitizing for lace is much different than digitizing for standard embroidery designs. Only designs digitized for
freestanding lace designs will be stable after the stabilizer is washed away .. other designs will typically fall
apart.FSL designs have much higher density segments, or a much higher stitch count versus non-lace embroidery
designs. A digitizers goal with non-lace embroidery designs is to create a beautiful piece of embroidery with as few
stitches as possible, when digitizing for lace, the stitch count is incredibly higher. If you see spaces between your
stitches, that is a tell-tale sign that your lace won't hold up when the stabilizer is removed. The satin, or zigzag
stitches need to be tight with a high stitch count. Some embroiderers rely upon the weave of the fabric to support the
segments, but, I like to digitize a run stitch under the satin segment and that will support the lace. ”

Digitizing FSL
There exist several techniques for creating Free standing embroidery. The common principle is that you need several
layers that stitch in different directions so that the stitches do not fall apart.

Three layers with different stitch orientations
To play:
•• Import or create a simple vector graphic, e.g. a heart
•• Duplicate it three times (cut and past in place). Change their color (just for drawing purposes). Now you got three

hearts on top of each other
•• Create a cross stitch for the the first
•• Create a cross stitch for the second, but change the stich direction by turning the direction handler
•• Create a pattern for the third
•• Take the third and create a satin stitch for the border.
Alternatively
•• You only need one instance and you could digitize the same one three times.But this may lead to confusion

maybe.
•• You could replace the cross stitch by an Elastic Programmable Stitch (e.g. PS1-0053).
•• Instead of three layers or in addition use underlays.
However, if you get many layers (e.g. normals ones plus underlays plus dense stitches) the fabric will start distorting
and/or the machine won't have the power to punch through. In other words, the supporting layers should not be too
fat.

http://community.annthegran.com/post/2009/05/15/freestanding-lace-~-how-why-where!!
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Stitching FSL
•• Use a water soluble stabilizer, usually two layers or more. The thicker the lace the more stabilizer.
•• Speed: around 500-600 (since the stabilizer is not a strong tissue)
•• Use the same color for the bobbin. In principle one should use cotton. (I will first try the same thread as above).

Links
Digitizing free standing lace

• Masterworks III - Making Custom Freestanding [2] YouTube video by Brad Maring (2013).
Tutorials on how to "print" an FSL design (retrieved in Aug. 2017). These tutorials explain some physical
principles, give tips on stabilizers, hooping, threads, etc.
• Embroidery Basics: How to Make Free-Standing Lace [3], October 8, 2014, Kay Hickman
• Anita's Lace Tutorial Part 1 [4], By Steve Wilson on June 03, 2009
• Stitching Freestanding Lace [5],
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